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ABSTRACT

Bovine subclinical mastitis produced by Streptococcus agalactiae (S.agalactiae) is a
priority in the emerging dairy industries of countries like Colombia. The objective of this
thesis was to provide a comprehensive exploration of the S. agalactiae problem in
Colombian specialized dairy herds, in order to control this prevalent pathogen.
The first research chapter using a longitudinal database from bulk tank milk somatic cell
counts (BTSCC) of the Northern region of Antioquia, showed that milking by hand, fore
stripping, and failing to post-dip were associated with the BTSCC variation. The second
chapter, investigated the herd level risk factors for S.agalactiae Bulk tank milk (BTM)
status of herds from the coffee region of Colombia, indicating that the S. agalactiae BTM
prevalence was 23.4% and 59.6% of the herds were positive at least once during the
study period. Biosecurity variables, milking practices, proportion of cows culled, and
manual milking were associated with the BTM status. The third research chapter, using
quarter-based measurements over two years, determined that 9.7% of the records
experienced S. agalactiae new intramammary infections per lactation (NIMIs), and that
S. agalactiae herd prevalence, milking by hand, previous intramammary infection with
Staphylococcus aureus, age of the cow and days in milk, were associated with the
incidence rate of S.agalactiae NIMIs. The fourth chapter, using two molecular typing
methods, found low molecular variability of S. agalactiae, and suggested a limited
number of sources of infection for these herds, with potential inter-host transmission of
the pathogen. The final chapter, through a clinical trial, found that the cure risk after an
initial treatment with an intramammary product was higher (82.4%) than the
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intramuscular therapy (65.8%), with no difference in the cure risk of refractory cases
after re-treatment.
These research findings will provide the tools to stablish effective S. agalactiae control
programs in the country in order to improve the milk quality and the well-being of dairy
producers in Colombia.
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1

1
1.1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Background of the Colombian Dairy industry

Colombia is considered the fourth largest dairy producing country in Latin America after Brazil,
Mexico, and Argentina, with an annual production volume for 2014 of 67.17 million hectolitres
(FEDEGAN, 2014; Niño and Alarcón, 2015). The dairy production in Colombia is mainly
generated through two types of milk systems: specialized dairy and dual-purpose. The specialized
dairy system consists of milking the cow without the calf and is located at higher altitudes, where
the temperature ranges from 14°C to 22°C and there are two distinct climate seasons (rainy and
dry season) influencing productivity and milk quality (Holmann et al., 2003). These cooler
temperatures provide the proper conditions to produce milk with Bos taurus dairy animals
(Holmann et al., 2003). The specialized dairy system represents 40% of the country’s milk
production. The main production basins of the specialized dairy systems are located in the
departments of Nariño, Boyacá, Cundinamarca, and the high plains of Antioquia (FEDEGAN,
2006). In contrast, the dual-purpose system relies on producing milk and rearing the calf close by
the cow until weaning and represents 60% of the country’s milk production. This system is
located in lower altitudes, where the temperature and humidity are usually higher and more heat
tolerant breeds are used. For example, these cows have a high percentage of Bos indicus that are
crossed with Bos taurus breeds to improve milk production (Holmann et al., 2003; Federación
Colombiana de Ganaderos, 2006).
According to the Federación Nacional de Ganaderos (FEDEGAN), the national livestock
inventory is 23 million animals (Federación Colombiana de Ganaderos, 2006). From this total,
60% is dedicated to meat production, 38% to dual-purpose, and 2% to specialized dairy
production. This cattle inventory is distributed among 496,147 farms, of which 6% are dedicated
to specialized dairy milk production and 35% to dual-purpose. Furthermore, 48% of these farms
2

have fewer than ten animals per herd, and 82% have fewer than 50 animals (Federación
Colombiana de Ganaderos, 2006). For the specific case of the specialized dairy production
system, one study reported an average herd size (total number of adult cows) of 54 animals
(Holmann et al., 2003).
Both specialized dairy and dual-purpose systems have their own feeding characteristics. In the
specialized dairy regions cows are fed in intensive rotational grasslands systems and
supplemented with concentrate during the milking operations. In contrast, the dual purpose cows
are fed on extensive pasture grasslands with scarce or no feed supplements. In some cases, the
dual purpose cattle are raised in barns with some supplementation. Consequently, individual cow
milk productivity shows significant variation in different regions of the country, ranging from 15
L per day in the dairy specialized regions to 4 L per day in the less productive regions. Also, milk
quality has variations and, because of this, the national authority for milk quality and the Ministry
of Agriculture have divided the country into two regions with different milk quality benchmarks
(details provided below). Region 1 is composed of the departments of Cundinamarca, Boyacá,
Antioquia, Quindío, Risaralda, Caldas, Nariño, Cauca, and Valle del Cauca. Region 2 is
composed of Cesar, Guajira, Atlántico, Bolívar, Sucre, Córdoba, Chocó, Magdalena, Norte de
Santander, Santander, Caquetá, Tolima, Huila, Meta, Orinoquia, and Amazonia. Table 1.1
provides

the annual

average values for milk quality in different regions of the country

(FEDEGAN, 2014).
The milk price includes obligatory and voluntary bonuses. The obligatory bonuses are based on
totals bacterial counts, measured in colony forming units per millilitre (CFU/mL) and several
aspects of milk composition, such as protein, fat, and TS. Also, the disease-free status
(Brucellosis and Tuberculosis) and completion of the government’s good management practices
process have been included in this bonus system. The government does not specifically determine
the voluntary bonuses, but some items such as BTSCC are part of the milk intake system for
3

certain processors. For Region 1 the determined total bacteria count bonus threshold ranges were
175,000-200,000 and for Region 2 201,000-300,000. Any farm falling under the lower limit will
receive a bonus added to the milk price per L, and any farm going over the upper limit will have a
reduction in their milk price. Table 1.2 shows the estimated average of BTSCC by region
(Consejo Nacional de la Calidad de la Leche y Prevención de la Mastitis., 2015). The average
milk price per litre in United States (US) dollars to the producer in December 2014, was 0.39 for
Region 1 and 0.37 for Region 2, respectively (FEDEGAN, 2014).
Milk utilization is variable in the country. According to FEDEGAN, from the 67.17 million
hectolitres produced in 2014, 8% of this volume was used for self-consumption on farms, the
dairy processing plants collected 47%, and 45% were channeled through informal markets. In
2014, five dairy processors supplied 56% of the milk sold through formal channels in the country,
equivalent to 17.63 million hectolitres (FEDEGAN, 2014).
Colombia has variable levels of dairy production technology adoption, depending on the
economic capacity of each producer. There are two different milking harvesting systems in the
country: hand and machine milking. Hand milking frequency has been reported to range from
77% to 82.5% in the specialized dairy region (Holmann et al., 2003; Keefe et al., 2011; Ramírez
et al., 2014). Hand milking has been associated with a higher BTSCC and an increased risk of
infection with contagious pathogens in Colombia and Bolivia, (Brown et al., 1998, Keefe et al.,
2011). In contrast, a study in Brazil showed that there were higher individual SCC in machinemilked herds (Ruiz et al., 2011).
Hand versus machine milking could be influencing the consistency of management and
disinfection practices. In recent years, the milking methods have been changing as a consequence
of the efforts of local producers to become more competitive. Milking by hand remains a
common practice in the country, since most of the specialized dairy producers have in average
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smaller herd size (Holmann et al., 2003). For these producers, the investment costs for machine
milking may be relatively high, compared with the benefit received.

1.2

Bovine Mastitis

Bovine mastitis has been reported as the most important disease on dairy farms, because of the
reduction of farm profitability, decreased milk production, discarded milk, treatment costs, and
culling. (Gröhn et al., 2005). Essentially, there are two classes of mastitis: clinical and subclinical.
Clinical mastitis is inflammation of the udder that can be observed by changes in the milk
characteristics and in the normal constitution of the udder (Blowey and Edmondson, 2010).
Subclinical mastitis is inflammation of the udder that shows no external changes in the milk or
on the udder (Blowey and Edmondson, 2010).
Both types of mastitis are caused by a wide variety of pathogens. Each bacterium has differences
in pathogenesis, epidemiological pattern, clinical presentation, and milk losses (Montgomery et
al., 1987; Barkema et al., 1998; Gröhn et al., 2004). These pathogens are generally divided in two
categories: contagious bacteria and environmental bacteria, however there may be aspects of each
epidemiologic pattern in several species. The first group lives within the host and are spread
through contaminated milk and utensils during the milking; this group, in most cases, produces
subclinical infections with long duration. The most common contagious pathogens are:
Staphylococcus

aureus,

Streptococcus

agalactiae,

coagulase

negative

staphylococci,

Streptococcus dysgalactiae, Corynebacterium bovis, and Mycoplasma spp.
Environmental bacteria live in the surrounding environment of the cows and are considered
opportunistic, causing clinical infections with short duration (Blowey and Edmondson, 2010).
The most common bacteria in this group are: Escherichia coli, Citrobacter spp., Streptococcus
uberis, Klebsiella spp., Enterobacter spp., and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Blowey and
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Edmondson, 2010). Some of the pathogens are more virulent than others and have variable effects
on cow health, milk losses, and milk quality (Gröhn et al., 2004).
A number of studies to detect SM have been performed in recent years in Colombia. Using CMT
and SCC, several authors reported prevalence values that ranged from 19.9 to 51.3% (Calderon
and Rodriguez, 2008; Pinzón Trujillo et al., 2009; Trujillo et al., 2011). Another study determined
the frequency of mastitis microorganisms amongst CMT positive quarters and with high SCC. In
this study, S. agalactiae was present in 34.4% of the samples, followed by coagulase negative
staphylococci (CNS) and Corynebacterium spp., in 17.6% and 13.2% of the isolates, respectively
(Ramírez et al., 2014).
This thesis is focused on Streptococcus agalactiae causing SM, which is a highly prevalent
pathogen in the country, with demonstrated high impacts on the milk quality of the dairy industry
(Keefe et al., 2011).

1.3

Milk quality and udder health monitoring

Milk quality and udder health are two concepts that are closely related. Typically, milk quality is
affected by udder health events within a herd, which have been associated with management
practices (Dufour et al., 2011). In general, there are two different monitoring strategies for udder
health: bulk tank milk sampling and individual cow sampling. Bulk tank monitoring for SCC and
for total bacteria counts are performed on a regular basis for milk quality monitoring purposes by
the dairy industry. The BTSCC has been proposed as a monitoring tool for SM prevalence (Lukas
et al., 2005) and specially in herds with contagious mastitis pathogens (Jayarao and Wolfgang,
2003). The BTSCC is also variable, and can be influenced by several factors, such as the
individual response of the cow to infections, the stage of lactation and season of the year (Jayarao
and Wolfgang, 2003). Also, is used as an international standard for milk quality (Dufour et al.,
2011; Ruegg and Pantoja, 2013). National standards for BTSCC can vary according to the
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country and region; for example, a threshold of 400,000 cells/mL has been adopted by New
Zealand, Australia, Canada, and the European Union (EU) (Ruegg and Pantoja, 2013). In the US
the regulatory threshold is 750,000 cell /mL, while individual processors may require much lower
BTSCC. In Brazil, however, the limit is <1,000,000 cells/mL (Ruegg and Pantoja, 2013).
Bulk tank milk culture for pathogen identification is performed more sporadically within the
dairy industry. At the cow level, in countries where the farms are followed in Dairy Herd
Improvement (DHI) and mastitis control programs, individual SCC is frequently performed with
more sporadic use of culture for pathogen identification. The most frequent udder health
individual indicators are: incidence of clinical mastitis, SCC, pathogen-specific prevalence, and
incidence of NIMIs (Dufour et al., 2011).
The dairy microbiology of the bulk tank has been focused on hygienic bacteria, for example,
spore formers, psychrotrophs, and others (Sørhaug and Stepaniak, 1997; Elmoslemany et al.,
2009). Other tools for the monitoring of udder health, including bacterial culture of bulk tank
milk, have been proposed as mastitis screening methodologies for major pathogens, such as S.
aureus and S. agalactiae (Jayarao and Wolfgang, 2003). Bulk tank milk testing is also used as a
qualitative test in voluntary monitoring and control programs for specific pathogens (Godkin and
Leslie, 1993).
In Colombia, herds are not commonly monitored in DHI programs, but they are systematically
sampled at the bulk tank level as part of the milk payment and milk quality programs performed
by the local dairy processing companies. On the other hand, most of the udder health and milk
quality information available are from coordinated efforts between the dairy industry and the
academic sectors. From these efforts, some voluntary and research programs for detection and
control of specific pathogens have arisen in the last four years in order to improve milk quality in
different regions of the country (Keefe et al., 2011; Hernández et al.; 2012 ; Ramírez et al., 2014).
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Specific pathogens have variable effects on milk quality and udder health. For example, herds
with contagious pathogen problems typically have higher SCC but lower incidence of clinical
cases. In contrast, when environmental bacteria are more frequent, an increase in the number of
clinical mastitis cases is observed (Blowey and Edmondson, 2010).
For S. agalactiae, the level of increase of the BTSCC depends on the within-herd prevalence,
which is often high due to the contagious nature of this pathogen (Keefe, 2012). Infection with S.
agalactiae in an individual cow is typically associated with higher SCC than is a S. aureus
infection, which consequently affects the herd BTSCC (Blowey and Edmondson, 2010).
Furthermore, this pathogen can also affect the milk protein integrity. An in vitro study reported
that caseins were degraded up to 75% in milk inoculated with S. agalactiae (Åkerstedt et al.,
2012). As a result, S. agalactiae is recognized as a pathogen that spreads quickly within a herd
and has deep impacts on milk quality.

1.4

Streptococcus agalactiae characteristics

Streptococcus agalactiae belongs to the group of pyogenic haemolytic streptococci and,
serologically, to the Lancefield group B (Group B Streptococci (GBS)). The species designation
of this bacterium as GBS was initially described in 1887 as an animal pathogen causing bovine
mastitis (Bisharat et al., 2004). The Gram stain reaction is positive for this bacterium, and half of
the strains are β haemolytic (Sandholm et al., 1995). Most of the strains are Christie-AtkinsonMunch-Peterson test (CAMP) positive (Hogan et al., 1999).
This organism has been considered a highly contagious pathogen causing bovine mastitis (Keefe,
1997). The cow-to-cow transmission in the same herd is due to insufficient hygiene in the milking
parlour, which permits multiple animals to become exposed to potentially contaminated
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equipment, hands and other milking utensils from an infected cow. Therefore, transmission more
often occurs during the milking operation. In dairy cows, the pathogen is considered contagious
bacterium of the udder in dairy cows, and it was considered an obligate pathogen (Keefe, 1997).
However, recent research in Norway has found that the bovine gastrointestinal tract and the dairy
cow environment were reservoirs of S. agalactiae, and showing the existence of two transmission
cycles: a contagious transmission cycle via milking machine and a fecal-oral cycle, via drinking
water (Jørgensen et al., 2016).
Streptococcus agalactiae has also been associated with other domestic animals and as an
emerging pathogen in aquaculture worldwide (Keefe, 2012; Yildirim et al., 2002). Humans are
also a significant reservoir of S. agalactiae, since it has been reported to be present in the
reproductive tracts of women without apparent clinical signs (Huet et al., 1993). This bacterium
causes significant morbidity and mortality in infants and adults worldwide, mainly as a
nosocomial and community-acquired infection (Martinez et al., 2000;Bisharat et al., 2004).
Moreover, humans strains has been suggested as a cause of bovine mastitis (Dogan et al., 2005;
Zadoks et al., 2011); however, experimental data has shown that infections in cows, caused by
human strains cured spontaneously, showing a reduced pathogenic potential. In contrast, the
bovine strains showed a tendency for chronicity (Jensen, 1982). The chronic nature of infection
and the mode of transmission between cows of the same herd can result in the dominance of a
single strain. Strain distinction as an aid in identification of sources and differentiation between
persistence- reintroduction and host adaption, can be assessed through molecular epidemiology
methods (Zadoks and Schukken, 2006; Zadoks et al., 2011). In recent years, strain-typing
methods have made it possible to study the population biology, evolution and transmission
patterns of this pathogen (Zadoks and Schukken, 2006).Specific techniques such as RAPD, pulsefield gel electrophoresis (PFGE), MLST, can be used for this purpose. The bacterial population
structure can be profoundly shaped by the ecological niches occupied by any particular pathogen
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(Robinson et al., 2010). In general, S. agalactiae has been classified with partial sequence of
seven housekeeping genes using MLST, as clonal populations grouped in clonal complexes. The
clonal shape of the populations, results from the accumulation of vertical inheritance of
mutations, via binary fission with no exchange of genetic material (Robinson et al., 2010).
Consequently, the dominance of the bacterial generations of a particular genetic configuration is
obtained and is reflected in the low diversity or strain homogeneity. In the bovine host, S.
agalactiae has the ability to adhere to the mammary tissue of cows (Bramley and Hogben, 1982),
and it can survive long periods within the mammary gland (Keefe, 1997). The response to
antibiotic therapy is generally good, especially to β-lactam-based products (Erskine et al., 2002;
Edmondson, 2011 ). Consequently, it is possible to eliminate the infection from a herd by
combining treatment with other management factors (Edmondson, 2011).
When this pathogen is isolated from a herd, it is an indication of a breakdown in the basic
hygiene and milking routines (Blowey and Edmondson, 2010). Also, due to the transmission
pattern of S. agalactiae, a reduction in the prevalence contributes to the reduction of the
incidence, creating a positive feedback to control the spread of infection (Mahmmod et al., 2015).

1.5

Epidemiology

The prevalence in dairy herds of S. agalactiae is clearly a product of the extension and control
programs developed by each country. Moreover, its presence can be considered as a consequence
of the evolution of the dairy industry itself (Myllys et al., 1994) and the implementation of
adequate milking practices and herd biosecurity (Keefe, 2012). In the pre-antibiotic era, S.
agalactiae was the major cause of mastitis (Keefe, 1997).

Countries with emerging dairy

industries have higher prevalence than countries with developed dairy sectors and long-standing
mastitis control programs (Keefe, 2012).
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Specific changes in animal husbandry practices, such as genetic improvement of high producing
cows with low disease resistance, and modification of the milking method, have created
disturbances within cows’ bacterial ecosystems (Myllys et al., 1994). For example, in Finland,
the most important pathogen in the 1950’s was S. agalactiae, but with the arrival of milking
machines, the frequency of the cows exposure to this bacterium through milkers’ hands was
reduced and the onset of new infections was prevented (Myllys et al., 1994). However, in
Denmark, despite the bulk tank milk mandatory annual surveillance program which remained in
place (Katholm et al., 2012), the prevalence has increased significantly (Mahmmod et al., 2015).
From an epidemiological point of view, three different scenarios can be observed worldwide for
S. agalactiae, based on the organization of dairy production and frequency of the pathogen. The
first scenario includes countries with low prevalence, with a developed dairy industry, and
without re-emergence trends. The second scenario consists of countries with low prevalence, with
a developed dairy industry, but with a re-emergence trend. And the third scenario is constituted
by countries with high prevalence and with emerging dairy industries (Keefe et al., 2011).
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1.5.1

Low prevalence with a developed dairy industry and no re-emergence

This scenario can be observed mainly in North American and European countries with developed
dairy industries and strict udder health monitoring programs based on DHI testing. In the US,
significant technological innovations have changed the efficiency of milk production and
improved herd health and sanitation conditions. The specialized dairy farms are mainly
concentrated in large scale operations (Blayney, 2002). In Canada, the dairy production is highly
concentrated in large scale operations as well, and is mainly performed in three types of
production systems: tie stall, free stall, and robotic systems (Statistics of the Canadian dairy
industry, 2005). Several studies have been performed to estimate the herd prevalence of S.
agalactiae. The bulk tank prevalence in the early nineties in Canada ranged from 6% to 43%, but
for 2010 it was 4% (Riekerink et al., 2010). In North America, successful programs targeting S.
agalactiae control and eradication have reduced the prevalence substantially. One example of the
success of control programs is the Prince Edward Island case, where the initial reported herd
prevalence was 18% in 1994 (Keefe et al., 1997) and 1.6% in 2006 (Riekerink et al., 2006).
Furthermore, the national cohort study from Canada showed, recently a prevalence of less than
0.05% at the cow level (Reyher et al., 2011).

1.5.2

Low prevalence with a developed dairy industry and re-emergence

After successful control programs of S. agalactiae in countries with developed dairy industries, a
re-emergence pattern has been observed

(Zadoks et al., 2011;Mahmmod et al., 2015). In

Denmark the prevalence ranged from 20% to 30% during the 1950s (Jensen, 1980).
Subsequently, compulsory control programmes including the identification of infected cows by
bacteriological culture, with recommended treatment and culling. This mandatory program ended
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in 1988 and the country shifted to a voluntary program, which included the prohibition of selling
cows and pregnant heifers from infected herds (Mweu et al., 2012).
After the implementation of systematic control programs, the prevalence decreased to 2% by
1979, remaining unchanged until early nineties; but 6% of herds were positive again by 2008
(Andersen et al., 2003). A recent study showed that the annual herd-incidence rate over a ten year
period (2000 to 2009) was 54.1 per 100-herd years and, on average, each infected herd could
originate more than one newly infected herd in a susceptible population of dairy herds in
Denmark (Mweu et al., 2012).

1.5.3

High prevalence within emerging dairy industries.

This scenario can be found in countries with long traditions of milk production, located in the
Mediterranean, the Near East, the Indian subcontinent, West African savannahs, East African
Highlands, and parts of South and Central America. Other countries with younger dairy
industries, located in Southeast Asia (including China) and tropical regions can be included also
in this scenario (Falvey and Chantalakhana, 1999). These countries share similar production and
climatic conditions; for example, in the majority of the Latin American and Caribbean countries,
between 60% and 80% of the milk producers can be classified as small-scale producers (Falvey
and Chantalakhana, 1999). These small-holding producers are more sensitive to any major
investments in technology and have more frequency of hand milking practices. In contrast, in
some of the non-traditional milk producing countries the dairy structure can be more varied and
large-scale farms can also be found, especially in countries with centrally planned economies
(Falvey and Chantalakhana, 1999).
In South America, S. agalactiae has remained an important pathogen. For example, the reported
herd level prevalence for Brazil, in 2004, was 60% (Duarte et al., 2004) and Colombia was 42%
(Keefe et al., 2011). At the cow level, the prevalence in Uruguay was 11% (Gianneechini et al.,
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2002). Another study in the Antioquia region of Colombia showed that 34.7% of the quarters
with elevated California mastitis test (CMT) were positive to S. agalactiae (Ramírez et al.,
2014). Cow level information from the Cundinamarca-Boyacá regions showed that 55.4% of the
species isolated from quarters with elevated CMT were Streptococcus sp. and 42% of the total
isolates were S. agalactiae (Hernández et al., 2012).

1.6

Detection and Diagnosis

A wide range of diagnostic methods (from microbiological to molecular methods) with different
detection performances have been documented for S. agalactiae, and other mastitis pathogens in
general, at the bulk tank and individual cow levels (Viguier et al., 2009; Keefe, 2012). For S.
agalactiae, the main diagnostic method used in udder health monitoring programs is
microbiological culture. Furthermore, molecular techniques have been used in order to
differentiate S. agalactiae strains and to perform bulk tank monitoring programs (Zadoks et al.,
2011; Katholm et al., 2012). In general, the method for identification of this pathogen should be
inexpensive and accurate, especially during eradication programs (Keefe, 1997). S. agalactiae
can be distinguished with the staphylococcal β hemolysin production, visible as a hemolysis zone
within the blood agar culture, known as a CAMP test; another characteristic of S. agalactiae to be
considered is the negative result for esculin test (Keefe, 1997).
At the herd level, if this bacterium is detected in the BTM sample, it is a clear indication of
bacterial shedding from infected quarters, since the main reservoir is an intramammary infection
(IMI) (Riekerink et al., 2006). The bacterial culture of milk samples on blood agar has been the
standard method for mastitis pathogens diagnosis (Keefe, 1997). The sensitivities for a single
bulk tank milk culture to detect S. agalactiae, have been reported between from 65% to 78% in
BTM (Keefe, 1997). The specificity of the bulk tank bacterial culture is near 100%, because the
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main source of S. agalactiae is the infected udder (Keefe, 2012). If the within herd prevalence is
high, the sensitivity should be high as well. However, as the prevalence declines, the sensitivity
of microbiological methods also decreases; consequently, methods with increased analytical
sensitivity are required; for example, pre-incubation of the sample with enrichment broths or
molecular techniques (Keefe, 2012). If the number of counts of S. agalactiae in the BTM are
found to be high for three of four samples, specific management practices related with the spread
of the pathogen should be assessed (Jayarao and Wolfgang, 2003). Additionally, the number of
colonies of S. agalactiae isolated per mL of BTM has been proposed to predict the percentage of
infected cows in the herd. For example, if 4,000 colonies of S. agalactiae were found per mL of
BTM, then at least 7% of the cows in the herd were shedding this organism (Gonzalez et al.,
1986).
Another aspect to highlight from the bulk tank analysis is the high correlation between BTSCC
and S. agalactiae status (Erskine et al., 1987; Godkin and Leslie, 1993). Samples with higher
BTSCC were more likely to have greater numbers of S. agalactiae cultured (Hogan et al., 1986),
which is useful for detection and recruitment of herds in control programs. The repeated BTM
sampling also provides further information about the shedding pattern of this pathogen, and can
give direction to the required control measures. Additionally, the repeated sampling at the cow
level is needed, because the culturing methods and the samplings may not detect all infected
cows in each assessment, in order to make treatment-culling decisions (Dinsmore et al., 1991).
At the individual level, the S. agalactiae shedding pattern may affect the performance of the
selected method. The sensitivity and specificity of bacterial cultures for this particular pathogen
are difficult to assess, because of the lack of a gold standard method. Even though, the sensitivity
and specificity can reach values of 95% and 100% respectively, due to the fact that the S.
agalactiae is shed in large amounts from the infected quarters (Jayarao and Wolfgang,
2003;Keefe, 2012). Previous data have shown that the number of bacteria shed in chronic
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infections has a cyclical pattern. At the cow level, there are two main sampling methods:
composite and quarter level. The composite sample contains a representative sample of the milk
from each quarter and is collected as a standard procedure for the diagnosis of IMI infections
(Reyher and Dohoo, 2011). Quarter-level samples are those obtained directly from each quarter
of the cow, under aseptic conditions (Hogan et al., 1999), and the reported sensitivity for S.
agalactiae of these cultures ranged from 95-100% in herds with prevalences between 33% and
55% (Dinsmore et al., 1991). Composite sampling has been considered as a low cost procedure
and recommended for large herds (Reyher and Dohoo, 2011); however, the dilution effect may be
problematic at the expense of test sensitivity (Dinsmore et al., 1991). A reported strategy to
overcome the low concentration of the pathogen was to increase the plate inoculating volume
from 0.01 to 0.05 mL (Dinsmore et al., 1991). Quarter samples may be more accurate;
nevertheless, considering the high shedding levels typical of a S. agalactiae infection, there could
be a minimal loss of sensitivity with composite samples sensitivity (Dinsmore et al., 1991). A
practical aspect to be considered is that 10% of the culture-tested cows could be misclassified;
hence, repeated sampling could ensure the proper identification of the infected cattle in order to
be treated or culled (Dinsmore et al., 1991).
Molecular-based methods (in particular PCR methods), have been reported with higher analytical
performance than conventional methods, either at the cow or bulk tank level (Koskinen et al.,
2009; Keefe, 2012). Molecular methods are increasingly being used in mastitis diagnosis
(Katholm et al., 2012) in order to identify more detailed characteristics, such as antibiotic
resistance genes, and even to detect dead bacteria not suitable to grow in a conventional culture
(Koskinen et al., 2009). In clinical samples, a PCR-based reaction for multiple udder pathogens
detected a larger number of contagious pathogens that were culture negative for the species
(Koskinen et al., 2010). However, caution is recommended during sample collection, since cross-
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contamination with specific bacterial DNA can be detected by the PCR as a positive reaction
(Keefe, 2012) as well.
Immunoassays could also provide a reliable and inexpensive approach for the diagnosis of
mastitis pathogens, but ELISAs have been only developed for a limited number of mastitis
agents, such as S. aureus, Escherichia coli, and Listeria monocytogenes (Viguier et al., 2009).
Other studies have reported the development of ELISA reactions for Mycoplasma bovis (Byrne et
al., 2000; Martínez Maya et al., 2009). At this time, the commercial availability of reagents and
antibodies points towards their potential use in affordable immunoassays tests, especially the
targeting of rapid test development. Several studies have been conducted to examine the immune
response of the udder in experimental S. agalactiae infections, providing the basis for the
practical use of the ELISA reaction (Logan et al., 1984;Logan et al., 1986). In one of these
studies, the predominant antibody present in the infected quarters after 72 hours of infection was
IgG, and the antibody lasted for a maximum of six days post-infection The production of specific
IgG is an useful resource to be used as S. agalactiae diagnostic marker (Logan et al., 1986).

1.7

Control and eradication

Procedures for the control of intramammary infections due to the bacterium are well established
(Keefe, 1997). This pathogen spreads quickly within a herd and if undetected animals are left
behind by the monitoring programs these animals could increase both measures of disease
frequency: prevalence and incidence. The control of the number of reservoir cows can impact the
prevalence, and reduction in transmission will affect the incidence (Keefe, 2012). The widespread
adoption of the 5-point control plan has resulted in significant reduction in the prevalence of
mastitis caused by contagious pathogens (Ruegg, 2012). Furthermore, the improvement of
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milking practices has been associated with the reduction of the incidence. For example, an
established milking order, wearing gloves during milking, and using post-milking teat
disinfection have been proposed (Keefe, 2012) for S. agalactiae and other contagious pathogens.
An effective dip will decrease the residual bacterial population to a low level and prevent
colonization of teat skin (McDonald, 1977). Approximately 107 CFU of microorganisms could be
found on the teats end in the absence of effective teat disinfection (McDonald, 1977). However,
in Colombian dairy herds, changing milking practices is a challenging proposition since there is a
high proportion of herds milked by hand (Holmann et al., 2003; Ramírez et al., 2014). Handmilking has potential effects on the consistency of disinfection practices.
The prevalence of mastitis caused by S. agalactiae can be successfully reduced with the
combination of an antimicrobial agent treatment program and adequate herd management to limit
the incidence of new infections (Edmondson, 1989; Keefe, 2012). Since the beginning of S.
agalactiae control and eradication programs, the use of penicillin-based products has been
recommended (Frost and Sanderson, 1965), and the use of β-lactam antibiotics (penicillins,
cloxacillins and cephalosporins) continues to have demonstrated excellent activity against this
pathogen (Tyler et al., 1992). Different treatment approaches have been suggested for control and
eradication programs, using commercially available preparations. Both lactating and dry cows
have been reported with cure rates greater than 90% (Tyler et al., 1992); as a result, treatment
results in the elimination of a high number of infections in a cost-effective manner (Keefe, 1997).
Different routes have been proposed to administer treatments to infected cows, depending on the
pharmacologic principle and commercial presentation of the product (Gruet et al., 2001; Pyörälä,
2006). In general, the two main proposed routes for the treatment of mastitis are the
intramammary (IMM) and the (IM) intramuscular routes (Sérieys et al., 2005). A number of
studies have tested both administration routes with variable results (Sérieys et al., 2005), though
the IMM route has been commonly chosen for mastitis treatment (Du Preez, 2000; Sérieys et al.,
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2005). The range of therapy cure risks for IMM treatment for S. agalactiae has been reported to
be between 84% and 100% (Keefe, 1997).
Successful control programs, including the combination of milking-time hygiene and nonlactating cow medication programs has been suggested (McDonald, 1977). Furthermore,
eradication programs for S. agalactiae mastitis have included blitz therapy as a method to
substantially reduce the number of reservoirs in the herd. Complete blitz therapy involves the use
of IMM antibiotics infused in all four quarters in all cows in production (Blowey and
Edmondson, 2010). Therapy can be applied totally or partially in the herd, depending on the
prevalence. Before starting a therapy program culture of high SCC cows should be employed to
confirm that S. agalactiae is the primary cause of subclinical mastitis. After treatment, subsequent
bacteriological cultures are necessary to determine the bacteriological cure, as well as testing to
monitor the individual SCC. Blitz therapy should only be considered if there is an economic
justification (Edmondson, 2011). The SCC and CMT result baseline of each cow should be
carefully considered before treating individual animals, because it has been shown to be related to
lower cure-risks not only for S. agalactiae infections but also for S. aureus (Weaver et al., 1986;
Owens et al., 1988).
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1.8

Summary

Subclinical mastitis in Colombia has a direct impact on the milk quality and can be monitored
through BTSCC. The variation of BTSCC can be affected by regional characteristics of the
country, herd production systems, herd management practices and contagious disease frequency.
Subclinical mastitis caused by S. agalactiae continues to have a major impact in countries with
emerging dairy industries, like Colombia, and is also a re-emerging agent in countries with wellestablished mastitis control programs. S. agalactiae is considered a highly contagious pathogen
with low self-cure rates, and is associated with chronic infections. Individual infection is strongly
related to high SCC. The diagnosis of the infection has been traditionally performed with
microbial culture at the bulk tank and cow level; however, other methods (molecular and
immunological) can be used. The molecular variation of this pathogen has been associated with a
clonal bacterial population, and its diversity depends on the different infection sources in the
herd. Some strains have been closely related with human origin, but the inter-host transmission
continues to be controversial. S. agalactiae is susceptible to IMM antimicrobial therapy with βlactams products. The level of infection in a herd can be successfully controlled through the
combination of herd milking practices and different lactating cow treatments schemes. One of the
most-recommended treatment schemes for eradication purposes is the blitz therapy, consisting in
total treatment of the lactating cows, with the determination of bacteriological cure. Careful
consideration of the economic justification and individual cow SCC is necessary before
recommending a blitz intervention. A comprehensive approach, using BTSCC measurements,
herd- and cow-level cultures, molecular variation of the pathogen, and an effective treatment,
should be performed in order to have impactful results in a country where the prevalence
continues to be high.
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1.9

Objectives of the thesis and thesis outline

Different methodological approaches were used in this thesis in order to study the S. agalactiae
problem in the context of milk quality. The collaboration between Colombian Universities, local
dairy industry partners, and Canadian researchers made this thesis possible. This thesis will
provide evidence that will help to understand S. agalactiae epidemiology in Colombia, with
molecular and quantitative tools. Additionally, the research will show the best treatment strategy
in order to control this prevalent pathogen. Therefore, the overall objectives of this thesis were to
provide a comprehensive exploration of the S. agalactiae problem in Colombian specialized dairy
herds, in order to contribute to the solution of a priority concern in countries with emerging dairy
industries.
The specific objectives addressed in this thesis are:
1. Determine the influence of milking method, disinfection, and herd management practices
on the bulk tank milk somatic cell counts in specialized tropical dairy herds. This
objective has been addressed in Chapter 2.
2.

Estimate the frequency of BTM Streptococcus agalactiae positive results and to evaluate
the herd-level risk factors in dairy herds from the coffee region of Colombia. This
objective has been addressed in Chapter 3.

3. Explore the influence of cow- and herd-level risk factors for new intramammary
subclinical infections for Streptococcus agalactiae in Colombian dairy herds. This
objective has been addressed in Chapter 4.
4. Investigate the molecular variation in a collection of Streptococcus agalactiae in dairy
herd isolates and compare the variation among the isolates within and between herds, in
order to hypothesize potential transmission sources, exploring cow and herd
characteristics. This objective has been addressed in Chapter 5.
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5. Evaluate the efficacy of 2 products: ampicillin and cloxacillin IMM infusion (Masticillin
Lactation, Bayer, Leverkusen, Germany), and IM penethamate injection (Mamyzin P,
Boehringer Ingelheim GmbH, Ingelheim, Germany), for the treatment of Streptococcus
agalactiae in dairy cows from the departments of Antioquia and Caldas, Colombia. This
objective has been addressed in Chapter 6.
Finally, the general discussion and conclusion remarks are presented in Chapter 7.
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Table 1.1. Regional and national annual average milk quality values for Colombia from
January 2008-February 2015.
Milk Quality value

REGION 1

REGION 2

NATIONAL

1

Total bacteria count CFU/ml
Protein (%)
Fat (%)
Total solids (%)
Volume (L)
Total bacteria count CFU/ml
Protein (%)
Fat (%)
Total solids (%)
Volume (L)
Total bacteria count CFU/ml
Protein (%)
Fat (%)
Total solids (%)
Volume (L)

Average 1

Minimum

Maximum

427,920
3.1
3.6
12.0
184,402,112
1,320,766
3.3
3.8
12.6
56,077,682
635,065
3.1
3.6
12.2
240,479,794

268,971
3.0
3.5
11.8
144,281,008
636,173
3.1
3.6
12.3
38,988,403
377,417
3.0
3.5
12.0
183,584,351

610,615
3.1
3.7
12.1
233,756,073
2,334,492
3.5
4.1
12.8
72,767,575
1,059,509
3.2
3.7
12.3
295,843,788

Average annual values from January 2008-February 2015. Source: (FEDEGAN, 2014)
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Table 1.2. Bulk tank somatic cell count average (SCC/mL) by dairy region and
Department in Colombia in 2013 (Corpolac).
Region

Region 1

Region 2

Department
Boyacá
Cundinamarca
Nariño
Risaralda
Antioquia
Caldas
Santander
Atlántico
Magdalena
Sucre
Córdoba
Vichada
Huila
Arauca
Guaviare

SCC/mL
400,033
323,833
202,167
133,500
280,500
327,500
368,667
571,833
416,667
466,000
397,667
480,833
245,333
462,667
251,333

Source: Consejo Nacional de la Calidad de la Leche y Prevención de la Mastitis., 2015
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2

CHAPTER 2. INFLUENCE OF MILKING METHOD, DISINFECTION AND
HERD MANAGEMENT PRACTICES ON BULK TANK MILK SOMATIC
CELL COUNTS IN SPECIALIZED TROPICAL DAIRY HERDS.

Under review: J. Reyes, J. Sanchez, H. Stryhn, T. Ortiz, M. Olivera, G.P Keefe. The
Veterinary Journal.
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2.1

Abstract

The aims of this study were to evaluate the effect of milking method, disinfection
practices and other management factors on the BTSCC and examine their potential
interaction with time. A total of 130 non-randomly selected farms from the Northern
region of Antioquia, Colombia were visited once per month during 24 months. A two
level linear mixed model with herd random effects and a first-order autoregressive
within-herd correlation structure was used in order to assess the impact on lnBTSCC. The
geometric mean of the BTSCC for all the herds was 262,330 cells/mL and it was higher
in 2009 compared with 2010. The two level linear mixed model showed that lnBTSCC in
hand milked herds were significantly higher than machine milked herds. Fore-stripping
corresponded to a 27 % increase in lnBTSCC and failing to post-dip corresponded to a 45
% increase of the lnBTSCC. The two-way interactions of sampling month with milking
method, singeing udders, and pre-dipping were significant. The lowest predicted
lnBTSCC was observed in machine milked herds that practiced both pre-dipping and
singeing of udders. This study suggests that milking procedures and disinfection practices
can interact with time and have a substantial effect on the lnBTSCC.
Keywords: Bulk tank somatic cell count, intramammary infection, milk quality, milking
method.
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2.2

INTRODUCTION

Bulk tank somatic cell count is routinely used as a monitoring tool for udder health
(Dufour et al., 2011). Observing BTSCC is an inexpensive way of tracking mastitis
trends and, as a regulatory measure, can be used to estimate the probability of violating
quality thresholds for SCC (Lukas et al., 2008).
The BTSCC can be reduced through the application of milking management practices
such as pre- and post-milking teat disinfection, milking equipment maintenance, and
proper milking technique (Goodger et al., 1993). The BTSCC is also affected by cow
cleanliness, and the speed with which clinical cases of mastitis are treated (Goodger et
al., 1993).
In general, the BTSCC has been used as part of successful milk quality assurance
programs, increasing the quality of dairy products and extending their shelf life (Jayarao
et al., 2004). For the processor BTSCC is the basis for milk quality classification, pricing
and acceptability to the global markets (Lukas et al., 2008). National standards can vary
according to the country and region, for example a threshold of 400,000 cells/mL has
been adopted for New Zealand, Australia, Canada, and the European Union (EU) (Ruegg
and Pantoja, 2013a). In the Unites States (US) the regulatory threshold is 750.000 cell
/mL; however individual processors may require much lower BTSCC, whereas in Brazil
the limit is <1,000,000 cells/mL (Ruegg and Pantoja, 2013b). Producing milk with
BTSCC below 400,000 cell/mL remains challenging for some countries, even those with
dairy herd improvements programs (DHI) such as the United States (Lukas et al., 2008).
In countries with no regular DHI and herd monitoring programs, the local dairy industries
find it even more difficult to meet these limits. In order to encourage producers to
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maximize milk quality on their farm, milk price premiums have been implemented by
several dairy processors (Jayarao et al., 2004).
In Colombia, with an emerging dairy industry, most of the milk is produced on farms
with dual purpose (beef and cattle) production system in the tropical lower lands. The
majority of the production of the specialized dairy system is located in the cooler
highlands (FEDEGAN, 2006). The temperature ranges between of 14°C to 22°C in the
highlands and have two distinct climate seasons (rainy and dry season), and both these
factors have shown an impact on productivity and milk quality (Holmann, et al., 2003).
Hand milking frequency has been reported to range from 77% to 82.5% in the herds in
Colombia (Ramírez et al., 2014; Keefe et al., 2011; Holman, F et al., 2003). Hand versus
machine milking could influence the consistency of the management and disinfection
practices. In Colombia, milk quality premiums for specific BTSCC thresholds are
voluntarily offered by the milk processors and there is limited DHI and herd monitoring
programs, however, regular bulk tank milk sampling is performed for milk quality
classification including fat, protein, total solids and bacterial counts. In Colombia and
Bolivia hand milked herds had higher BTSCC and increased risk of infection with
contagious pathogens (Brown et al., 1998; Keefe et al., 2011). In contrast, a study in
Brazil showed that there was higher individual somatic cell count in machine milked
herds (Ruiz et al., 2011).
Hand milked herds were found to be more likely to be infected with S. agalactiae and
among the hand milked herds the BTSCC was 70% higher for S. agalactiae infected
herds compared with uninfected herds (Keefe et al., 2011).
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Seasonal variation in BTSCC has been reported from European and North American
countries (Green et al., 2006; Lukas et al., 2008), and also in South America but the data
is more sparse (Brown et al., 1998). Factors such as climate and seasonal changes in feed
availability, calving rates, and changes in the transmission of IMI, could also be
influencing the variation of BTSCC across the year. In the United Kingdom, Green et al.
(2006) reported the highest BTSCC in summer and spring with no seasonal calving and
Lukas et al. (2008) demonstrated that the odds of exceeding the BTSCC thresholds were
higher in summer months for smaller US herds (Green et al., 2006;Lukas et al., 2008). A
similar study performed in the United Kingdom and Ireland showed that the increase of
cow SCC was associated with herd expansion and season of the year (Archer et al.,
2013). Another study reported that the increase of BTSCC was an artefact of the seasonal
calving in Ireland (Berry et al., 2006). In a study of Dutch farms, the BTSCC peaked in
August and September during the 4 years of the study (Olde Riekerink et al., 2007). A
study from India showed that the incidence of IMI was highest with

increased

temperature and humidity index (Jingar et al., 2014). Other authors also reported the
influence of climatic factors as humidity on the increase of IMI and consequently BTSCC
(Morse et al., 1988). Furthermore, in a study completed in Southern Chile, the wintersummer relationship (the proportion of liters sent to the plant in the four months of each
season), was associated with somatic cells variation (Pérez, 2011). In contrast, a study
completed in Colombia, did not show variation of BTSCC associated with time of the
year (Vásquez et al., 2012).
In Colombia there are no distinctive seasonal temperature variations due to the countries
proximity to the equator. However, there are clearly defined periods during the year: the
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rainy season that lasts 8 months and the dry season lasting 4 months on average (Holman,
et al., 2003).This variability in rainfall, influences pasture availability and paddock
conditions. These factors could affect the BTSCC and this influence may be variable
depending on milking method. The objectives of this study were to evaluate the
association between the BTSCC and the milking method (hand versus machine),
disinfection practices and other herd management factors. Additionally the potential
interaction between the factors described above and sampling month were evaluated.

2.3

2.3.1

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Source of data

The data used in this study originated from a research project conducted by collaborating
investigators from the University of Antioquia (Ortiz and Olivera). The goal of the
original study was to assess the antimicrobial residues and quality of the milk produced in
the Northern Region of Antioquia, Colombia.
2.3.2

Herd selection

A convenience sample of 138 herds was selected, distributed in six municipalities of the
Northern region of Antioquia, Colombia. Herds were required to have a milk cooling and
storage system, with a bulk tank exclusive to the farm. The producers had to be willing to
participate in the study, allowing the researchers to visit their farms monthly to sample
the bulk tank. Additionally, geographical location and accessibility was also considered
to allow for the design of an effective milk collection route.
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2.3.3 Sample collection
Herds were sampled between January 2009 and December 2010, with one sampling per
herd per month. Bulk tank milk samples were obtained by study personnel directly from
the bulk tank following agitation of the milk for 4 minutes. Samples were collected with a
sterile stainless steel ladle, deposited into 10 mL containers with bronopol as
preservative, and transported on ice to the milk quality laboratory, where they were
processed within 8 hours of collection.
2.3.4

Laboratory procedures

Samples were processed for BTSCC at the milk quality laboratory of the University of
Antioquia (Medellin, Colombia) using the PortaSCC milk test (PortaCheck Inc.
Moorestown, NJ, US). Samples were agitated to ensure homogeneity and a 40 μl aliquot
was deposited on the PortaSCC 1 test strip. Each test strip was treated with 120 μl of the
activator solution provided by the manufacturer. After 45 minutes, the test strip was
analysed by the PortaSCC digital reader (PortaCheck Inc. Moorestown, NJ, US).
2.3.5

Questionnaire

A milk safety and quality questionnaire was completed once for each herd during the first
three months of the study by trained project personnel. The questionnaire contained
questions covering both antibiotic usage and milking management practices and included
a total of 27 questions.

See: PortaSCC direction insert: http://www.portacheck.com/pdfs/CowInstructions.pdf
(accessed 6 August 2015)
1
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2.3.6 Final dataset
The current study excluded data from herds that used more than one milking method (i.e.
hand milking and machine milking) and those with fewer than 6 observations. A total of
10 questions from the questionnaire were selected to be part of the analysis because of
their plausible biological relationship with the BTSCC. Categorical variables were
constructed for municipality and month of sample collection (1 to 24); herd management
and disinfection variables based on the questionnaire were binary and are presented in
Table 2.1.

2.4

2.4.1

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics

Descriptive statistics were calculated for herd size (cows in production), BTSCC
(cells/mL), and production (L/day). All statistical analysis used the natural log
transformed BTSCC (lnBTSCC) as the outcome. The categorical variables from the
questionnaire were described using a frequency analysis.
2.4.2

Model development

The relationship between the outcome variable and any individual predictor was first
explored using unconditional associations. Both unconditional and multivariable analyses
were based on linear mixed models with herd random effects and a first-order
autoregressive within-herd correlation structure, corresponding to a power decay of
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correlations (Dohoo et al., 2009). In addition, the models incorporated heterogeneous
variances across sampling months. Fixed effects in the multivariable model included
sampling month (24 categories), milking method and the predictors originating from the
questionnaire that were unconditionally associated with the outcome at a liberal (P <0.20)
significance level. For every significant predictor, its interaction with sampling month
was explored using a backward elimination process and was included in the final model if
significant. The significance level for the multivariable analysis was set at (P<0.05). All
analyses were carried out in Stata 13 (StataCorp., 2013) and SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc.,
2011) using the PROC MIXED procedure with heterogeneous variances.
The model was calculated according to the following expression:
Yi =β0 + β1 X 1j +…. + βk Xkij + u herd (i) + εi
u ~ N(0, σ2h )
ε ~ N(0, σ2 )
Yi = Natural Logarithm of the BTSCC
β0= Intercept
β1 X 1j,…, βk Xkij = effects of month, milking method and disinfection practices
coefficients.
σ2h= measure of random variation in lnBTSCC between herds
u herd (i) = random effect of the herd of the i th observation.
εi= error term

2.4.3

Model fit assessment

Standardized residuals at the lowest (sampling month) level and predicted herd random
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effects were extracted and used to assess the model's compliance with the assumptions of
normality and homoscedasticity using quantile plots and plots against fitted values,
respectively. The impact of extreme residuals was assessed in a sensitivity analysis. In
conclusion, no substantial departures from the model assumptions were detected.
Marginal predictions of the lnBTSCC across sampling months were calculated and
plotted for all time-varying effects.

2.5

RESULTS

Eight of the initial 138 farms did not have a minimum of six months data. The final
dataset included a total of 2,962 observations from 130 herds, an average of 22.8
observations per farm. As a result of a lack of normality of the continuous variables,
summary percentiles were calculated. A summary of the herd-level data collected over
the course of the study is shown in Table 2.2. The geometric mean of the BTSCC for all
the herds was 262,330 cells/mL (95% confidence interval: 253,753–271,196). Figure 2.1
illustrates the monthly variability of the BTSCC over the study period dichotomized by
milking method. The geometric mean of the BTSCC was higher in 2009 (284,907
cells/mL) than in 2010 (241,729 cells/mL) (P <0.01). Across all the months of the study,
the BTSCC was higher and appeared to be more variable in the hand milked herds
compared with the machine milked herds. Herd size and herd production were not
significant (P > 0.2) in the unconditional association analysis and were not included in
the multivariate model.
The selected management questionnaire practices were assumed to be constant across all
time periods for each herd. Table 2.3 shows the frequency distribution of each categorical
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predictor for all 130 herds and the unconditional association with BTSCC. Prior to model
building, unconditional associations were explored between each of the categorical
predictors. This analysis highlighted a relationship between the milk system and location
of milking. In 83.8% of the herds that milked by machine, the milking process was
performed in a parlour. In contrast, 93.4% of the herds that milked by hand were milked
in the paddocks. Due to the highly correlated nature of milking method and location of
milking, location of milking was not included in the models.
The final linear mixed model controlled for sampling month, milking method, singeing
udders, fore-stripping, pre-dipping, and post-dipping. The results of the model are
described in Tables 4 and 5. Two-way interactions with sampling month and 1) milking
method, 2) singeing udders, and 3) pre-dipping were also included (Table 2.4).

In

addition to the interaction terms, fore-stripping was significant (P = 0.016) and forestripping corresponded to a 27 % increase in lnBTSCC (e-0.32 = 0.73). Post-dipping was
also significant (P = 0.033) and failing to post-dip corresponded to a 45% increase of the
lnBTSCC (e0.37=1.45).
Predictions for lnBTSCC were computed for different combinations of the three
predictors involved in the interactions with sampling month: milking method, singeing
udders, and pre-dipping. Scenarios representing only one herd were excluded. The
following scenarios were included, representing 127 herds: scenario 1 (no singeing
udders + no pre-dipping + machine milked), scenario 2 (no singeing udders + pre-dipping
+ machine milked), scenario 3 (singeing udders + pre-dipping + machine milked),
scenario 4 (no singeing udders + no pre-dipping+ manual milked) and scenario 5 (no
singeing udders + pre-dipping+ manual milked). The predicted values for lnBTSCC
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across sampling month for each scenario are presented in Figure 2.2 separated by milking
method.
The ICC was 0.35 (0.214/0.214+0.396=0.35), indicating that there was more variation in
the lnBTSCC within the herds. Table 2.5 presents the repeated measures of lnBTSCC
showed low correlation with a rho (ρ) = 0.14. Outliers identified by extreme residual
values were explored by sensitivity analysis and no substantial departures from the initial
estimates were observed.

2.6

DISCUSSION

The objectives of this study were to evaluate the effect of specific management practices
and month on the BTSCC in dairy farms of the Northern region of Antioquia, Colombia.
The median milking herd size was 32 cows per herd, which was in agreement with the
average reported milking herd size for the country (Holmann, et al., 2003; FEDEGAN,
2006) and for this specific dairy region (Ramírez et al., 2014). Frequency of milking by
hand in our study was significantly lower than the rates reported by other authors for this
dairy region (Keefe et al., 2011; Ramírez et al., 2014). The lower frequency of hand
milking in the current study population could be related to the herd inclusion criteria. All
producers were required to have a bulk tank that was exclusive to the farm.
The geometric mean BTSCC was generally higher in 2009 than in 2010, with a lowering
trend towards the end of 2009. In contrast, 2010 showed an increase in the BTSCC
towards the end of the year. Rainfall was not included in the statistical model because the
information could not be linked directly to the herd. Herd size and herd production were
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not significant in the unconditional association analysis and were not included in the
multivariate model.
The frequency of different management practices was variable amongst the population of
herds. The selected management practices were assumed to be constant across the study
period, any monthly change of these management factors could potentially reduce the
effect of the estimates calculated in the model. In the unconditional analysis, 14% of the
producers reported antibiotic residue violation in the last 6 months and it was associated
with increased BTSCC. Reported residue violations by the producer were frequent in the
present study. This result contrast with the frequency reported by another study in
Colombia, where 0.05% of the milk tested in different processing plants between 20072010 was positive (Vasquez and Olivera, 2012). Other South American countries have
also reported relatively high rates of residues violations. The studies published in Brazil
during the last decade showed that 8% of milk marketed in this country presented levels
over the regulatory limit, whereas in Peru 3.35 % of the farms bulk tanks were positive
for antibiotic residues (Trombete et al., 2014;Ortiz et al., 2011). In the Peruvian study,
herds with BTSCC >750,000 cells/mL were 39 times more likely to be positive for
residues than herds with < 200,000 cells/mL (Ortiz et al., 2011). This was in agreement
with our unconditional associations between reported history of antibiotic residues and
higher BTSCC. In contrast, from the US national milk residue data base of the fiscal year
2014, 0.014% of the bulk milk pick up tankers and 0.060% of the producers were positive
to antibiotic residues (Food and Drug Admistration, 2014).
The harvesting of milk in the paddocks was common and this practice related to an
increase in the BTSCC. However, milking method was chosen to be in the final model
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instead of milking location, due to the high correlation between these two variables and
the previously reported evidence in the country that milking method

is strongly

associated with milk quality and mastitis epidemiology (Keefe et al., 2011). In the present
study, the lnBTSCC in hand-milked herds was 53.7% higher than machine-milked herds,
and this difference was consistent throughout the study period. This is in agreement with
other reports from South America (Brown et al., 1998). A wider spread of contagious
pathogens in the hand-milked herds could explain this finding, as herds with a high
prevalence of contagious mastitis pathogens have a high proportion of cows with elevated
SCC (Keefe et al., 2011).
Milking order of cows in antibiotic treatment, history of antibiotic residues, use of
California mastitis test (CMT), and clipping tails were significant in the univariate
analysis but did not remain statistically significant in the multivariate model. This was
consistent with Dufour et al. (2011), who reported similar conclusions for milking order
and use of CMT; however this review was based on multiple studies performed in Europe
and North America, where production conditions might be different from our study. The
effect of certain disinfection practices can vary depending on the milking methods and
productive conditions. In contrast with Dufour et al. (2011), fore-stripping and singeing
udders were statistically significant in the full model of the present study. Fore-stripping
(removing several streams of milk before milking) has been recommended for premilking stimulation of the teat and as a method to detect clinical mastitis (Wagner and
Ruegg, 2002). In our study, 61.9% of the herds used fore-stripping and in the
unconditional analysis fore-stripping was associated with reduced lnBTSCC when it was
practiced. However, according to the results of the multivariable model, there was an
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increase of the lnBTSCC when fore-stripping was practiced. This result contrast with
another study, where fore-stripping all the cows was associated with a tendency toward
reduced BTSCC (Wenz et al., 2007). This finding in our study could be explained by the
distribution of fore-stripping across milking methods. In hand-milked herds, 63.6 % of
them did not fore-strip, corresponding to a mean lnBTSCC of 6.0 (403,428 cells/mL). In
contrast, only 36.3% of the manually hand-milked herds reported fore-stripping and a
mean lnBTSCC of 6.3 (544,571 cell/mL). Amongst, the machine- milked herds, only
16% did not fore-stripped, with a mean lnBTSCC of 5.1 (164,021 cells/mL), but 84% of
these herds reported this practice with a mean lnBTSCC of 5.2 (181,272 cells/mL). From
these results, it appears that fore-stripping is employed more frequently in machinemilked herds than in manually hand-milked herds, but among them, fore-stripping could
be used as a screening methodology to detect mastitis cases and, hence, be positively
associated with higher BTSCC. Herds with a history of clinical mastitis (and thus high
BTSCC) were potentially more likely to fore-strip in an attempt to detect clinical cases
compared to herds that have had a low prevalence of clinical cases. In general, there is a
lack of reports studying the effects of fore-stripping on hand-milked herds.
In general, most of the producers reported performing at least some of the key
management practices included in the five-point mastitis control plan, such as pre- and
post-milking teat disinfection. A lack of consistent application of proper udder
preparation techniques in hand-milked herds could be contributing to the high observed
lnBTSCC. Pre-dipping in our study showed a significant effect in both the unconditional
and multivariate analyses towards the reduction of the lnBTSCC. Also the interaction
with time showed variable effects of this practice depending on the month of the study.
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Pre-dipping has been associated with reductions in environmental pathogens and postdipping has been reported as effective at reducing intramammary infections caused by
contagious pathogens (Slaghuis et al., 2002). In both cases, the teat disinfection practices
will reduce the BTSCC through the reduction of mastitis events (Dufour et al., 2011).
Pre-milking teat disinfection did not have a statistically significant impact on BTSCC in
the Dufour et al. review, (Dufour et al., 2011), but the current study found that not predipping was associated with an increase in the lnBTSCC and there was a variable effect
over time, as evidenced by a statistically significant interaction with sample month.
Routine application of pre-milking teat disinfection (pre-dipping) in pasture-grazed herds
has been reported to be effective for mastitis control during periods when teats are
heavily soiled (Morton et al., 2014). Moreover, authors have reported that the udder
hygiene score was associated with the linear score (LS) of BTSCC and also with season
of the year. In Zucali et al., 2011study a higher percentage of non-clean cows were
observed during the cold season, associated with higher BTSCC at that time (Zucali et
al., 2011). In our study, pre-milking disinfection could be protective against increases in
somatic cell count, during the rainy season but there is a lack of published literature in
this area from Colombia. We observed a protective effect of post-milking teat
disinfection, which is consistent with the findings of other research (Dufour et al., 2011).
In contrast to pre-milking disinfection, there was no significant interaction between
month and post milking disinfection.
Month of the year was a significant predictor of lnBTSCC throughout the study period
and this is in agreement with studies in both North America and Europe (Olde Riekerink
et al., 2007;Archer et al., 2013), however the seasonal effects are likely different in a
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tropical system like Colombia. The interaction between month of the year and milking
method was statistically significant in the current study and this finding is supported by a
report from South America with a similar, tropical dairying system (Brown et al., 1998).
The ICC showed that the variation in lnBTSCC within a farm was greater than the
variation between different farms (Dohoo et al., 2009). Most of the management factors
were at the herd level, consequently, the unexplained variance of the model could be
attributable to cow factors (e.g. intramammary infection by contagious pathogens versus
environmental pathogens) (Němcová et al., 2007) not included in this

study. The

correlation structure had a low ρ and the confidence interval did not include 0, indicating
that two consecutive lnBTSCC measurements presented a low correlation. Although two
consecutive measurements of the same bulk tank are clearly not independent, the low
overall correlation reflects the power decay structure averaged over the course of 24
months. This finding could also be explained by monthly variation in the incidence of
IMI, as expressed in changes in BTSCC (Dohoo and Leslie, 1991).
Pre-dipping, singeing udders and milking method (machine and hand milking) were
selected to perform marginal predictions of the BTSCC due to their significant interaction
with month, and their combination was based on the most frequent scenarios found in this
herd population. These five scenarios of lnBTSCC included both extremes, in terms of
best case and worst case, observed in the population of herds in this study. The lowest
lnBTSCC was achieved by machine–milked herds that practiced both pre-dipping and
singeing of udders (showed in Figure 2 A). These farms would be less likely to violate
the BTSCC international threshold of 400,000 SCC/mL (Ruegg and Pantoja, 2013; Van
Schaik et al., 2002) (values > 6 lnBTSCC cell/mL). In contrast, herds with the highest
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lnBTSCC were those that manually milked their cows, did not singe udders, and did not
pre-dip (Illustrated in Figure 2 B). Falling in between the extremes, manually milked
herds that pre-dip but do not singe udders, depending of the month, were more likely to
have the second highest lnBTSCC values. These results can be compared with Zucali, et
al, (2011), where they found a lower BTSCC value associated with the practice of two or
more milking operations (fore-stripping, pre-dipping, post-dipping) (Zucali et al., 2011)...
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2.7

CONCLUSIONS

Month of the year was associated with changes in lnBTSCC throughout the entire study
period with a tendency of higher lnBTSCC for 2009 compared to 2010. Milking practices
(milking method, pre-dipping and singeing udders) had a significant influence on the
lnBTSCC, which varied by sample month. In general, lnBTSCC was consistently higher
in hand milked herds versus those that were machine milked across all the months. Forestripping was associated with an increase in lnBTSCC, which is a finding inconsistent
with previous reports, but this may have been impacted by imbalance in distribution of
fore-stripping and pre-dipping. Post-dipping was associated with lowered lnBTSCC,
reaffirming its importance in the milk quality program.
2.8
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Table 2.1 Factors for herd-level analyses (information gathered from questionnaire) on
130 dairy herds from the Northern region of Antioquia, Colombia from 2009 to 2010.

Variable

Description

Herd size

Number of cows in production
Number of liters per milking per day in the bulk tank at
the visit.
Milking method performed in the herd: Machine or hand
milking.

Herd production
Milking method
Milking order of cows in antibiotic
treatment

Are cows in antibiotic treatment milked last?

Place where milking was performed

Is milking done in a paddock or parlour?

Reported antibiotic violation

Have you been sanctioned due to antibiotic residue
violation in the last six months?

Performing California mastitis test
(CMT) regularly

Do you perform California mastitis test regularly?

Clipping tails

Do you clip tails of the cows in production?

Singeing udders

Do you singe udders of the cows?

Fore stripping

Do you forestrip the cows before milking?

Pre-dipping

Do you use pre-milking teat disinfection (pre-dipping)?

Post-dipping

Do you use post-milking teat disinfection (post-dipping)?
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Table 2.2... Summary of herd level data collected on 130 dairy herds from the Northern
region of Antioquia, Colombia from 2009 to 2010.

25th
percentile

Median

75th
percentile

Herd Size (animals in
production)

22

32

46

Bulk tank somatic cell
count (cells/mL)

130,000

280,000

520,000

164

250

395

Herd variables

Production (L/day)

55

1
2
3
4

Table 2.3 Frequency distribution of management practices as determined by a milk quality questionnaire and unconditional
association with natural logarithm transformed bulk tank somatic cell count in 130 dairy herds from the Northern region of
Antioquia, Colombia from 2009 to 2010.
Variable
Milking method
Milking order of cows in
antibiotic treatment
Location of milking
Reported antibiotic
residue violation in the
last 6 months
Performing California
mastitis test regularly
Clipping tails
Singeing udders
Fore-stripping
Pre-dipping
Post-dipping

5
6

a
b

Machine
Manual
Last
Any other moment
Paddock
Milking parlour
Yes

Herds Frequency a
(%)
56.6
43.6
85.5
14.4
49.7
50.3
14.5

BTSCC b
(1,000 cells/mL)
187.7
405.8
272.0
211.5
385.23
179.46
375.8

No

85.5

246.7

Yes
No
Yes

57.1
42.8
61.8

211.53
349.57
230.3

No

38.1

323.7

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

18.1
81.9
61.9
38.0
61.9
38.0
92.7
7.2

194.7
280.1
230.7
323.2
209.37
378.88
248.29
527.82

Levels

Number of observations =2962
Geometric mean of bulk tank somatic cell count
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Unconditional
association (P value)
0.000
0.124
0.000
0.007
0.000
0.004
0.011
0.003
0.000
0.000

7
8
9

Table 2.4. Interaction terms included in a two level linear mixed model of 24 months of repeated measures of the natural
logarithm transformed bulk tank somatic cell count recorded in 130 dairy herds from the Northern region of Antioquia,
Colombia from 2009 to 2010.
Milking method a
Singe udders a
Pre-dipping a
Month

Coefficient

Std. Err.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

0.107
0.784
0.709
0.124
0.611
0.767
0.278
0.346
0.673
0.534
0.873
0.702
0.832
0.870
0.458
0.846
0.035
0.724
0.530
0.402
0.653
0.620
0.651
0.776

0.173
0.169
0.175
0.169
0.169
0.169
0.169
0.170
0.170
0.168
0.167
0.170
0.169
0.169
0.169
0.169
0.169
0.169
0.169
0.169
0.169
0.169
0.169
0.169

95% Confidence Interval
b

IL
-0.233
0.453
0.365
-0.208
0.280
0.436
-0.053
0.012
0.339
0.204
0.545
0.368
0.501
0.538
0.126
0.514
-0.297
0.392
0.198
0.070
0.321
0.288
0.319
0.444

b

UL
0.446
1.115
1.052
0.455
0.942
1.099
0.609
0.680
1.007
0.864
1.201
1.036
1.163
1.202
0.790
1.178
0.367
1.056
0.861
0.734
0.985
0.952
0.983
1.108

Coefficient

Std. Err.

0.198
-0.403
-0.109
-0.039
0.414
0.144
0.507
0.475
0.457
0.642
0.224
0.314
0.287
0.143
0.032
0.054
0.507
-0.285
-0.504
-0.063
-0.250
-0.367
-0.158
-0.184

0.199
0.196
0.210
0.194
0.194
0.194
0.196
0.194
0.193
0.192
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.193
57

95% Confidence Interval
b

IL
-0.192
-0.786
-0.522
-0.419
0.034
-0.236
0.123
0.095
0.079
0.266
-0.154
-0.064
-0.091
-0.236
-0.347
-0.325
0.128
-0.664
-0.883
-0.442
-0.629
-0.746
-0.537
-0.563

b

UL
0.588
-0.020
0.303
0.341
0.794
0.524
0.891
0.855
0.835
1.019
0.601
0.692
0.666
0.522
0.411
0.432
0.886
0.094
-0.125
0.315
0.129
0.011
0.220
0.195

Coefficient

Std. Err.

0.190
0.125
0.400
0.453
0.489
0.164
-0.022
0.471
0.274
0.425
0.677
0.669
0.131
0.268
0.541
0.502
0.915
0.486
0.548
0.622
0.609
0.610
0.465
0.317

0.198
0.195
0.198
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.196
0.196
0.195
0.194
0.196
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195
0.195

95% Confidence Interval

IL b
-0.199
-0.256
0.012
0.071
0.107
-0.218
-0.404
0.086
-0.110
0.042
0.297
0.284
-0.250
-0.113
0.159
0.120
0.534
0.104
0.166
0.240
0.227
0.228
0.084
-0.065

UL b
0.579
0.507
0.788
0.835
0.871
0.546
0.360
0.855
0.658
0.808
1.057
1.053
0.513
0.650
0.923
0.884
1.297
0.867
0.929
1.004
0.990
0.992
0.847
0.699

10
11
12
13

a

Test for interactions: Milking method (χ2=78.78 P<0.0001), Singe udders (χ2=88.88 P<0.0001), Pre-dipping (χ2=50.75
P<0.0001)
b

IL= Inferior limit, UL= upper limit.
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Table 2.5 Partial results of a two level linear mixed model of 24 months of repeated
measures of the natural logarithm transformed bulk tank somatic cell count recorded in
130 dairy herds from the Northern region of Antioquia, Colombia from 2009 to 2010.
Main effects
Independent variable
Not fore-stripping
Not post-dipping
Intercept
Random effects

Coefficient.
-0.32
0.37
5.72

Parameters

Herd

Variance

Residual: AR(1)

rho
Variance
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P value

95 %Confidence
interval
LL
-0.58
0.03
5.39

UL
-0.06
0.72
6.06

LL

UL

0.214

0.164

0.281

0.146
0.396

0.108
0.375

0.184
0.418

0.02
0.03
0.00

Estimate

Figure 2.1 Distribution of monthly bulk tank somatic cell counts (BTSCC) by milking
method in dairy herds from the Northern region of Antioquia, Colombia from 2009 to
2010.
a

The display excludes the outlier values outside the limits of the Box –and whisker
plots.
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Figure 2.2 A Model predictions of the natural log bulk tank milk somatic cell count
(lnBTSCC) over sampling month in machine milked herds (A) for different combinations
of singeing udders and pre-dipping scenarios in dairy herds from the Northern region of
Antioquia, Colombia, from 2009 to 20010.
a

lnBTSCC, Natural log bulk tank milk somatic cell count.
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Figure 2.2 B. Model predictions of the natural log bulk tank milk somatic cell count
(lnBTSCC) over sampling month in hand milked herds (B) for different combinations of
singeing udders and pre-dipping scenarios in dairy herds from the Northern region of
Antioquia, Colombia, from 2009 to 2010.
a

lnBTSCC, bulk tank milk somatic cell count
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3

CHAPTER 3: HERD LEVEL RISKS FACTORS FOR STREPTOCOCCUS
AGALACTIAE IN BULK TANK MILK SAMPLES IN COLOMBIAN
SPECIALIZED DAIRY HERDS.
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3.1

Abstract

A regional longitudinal study was performed in 175 Colombian dairy herds, distributed in
16 Municipalities from four Departments of the coffee growing region of Colombia to
determine the temporal distribution and herd-level risk factors of S. agalactiae in BTM
samples. Bulk tank milk samples were collected every two weeks from these herds. A
comprehensive questionnaire containing 165 questions was used to collect the study
information by face-to-face interviews during the first visit of each herd. A factor
analysis methodology was used to combine information grouped in 5 management
domains from the questionnaire into 10 combined variables. Then a random effects
logistic model was built including both individual predictors and combined variables
from the factor analysis. The overall BTM prevalence of S. agalactiae was 23.4% and
59.6% of the herds were positive at least once during the whole study period. The
geometric mean of BTSCC when S. agalactiae was not isolated in the BTM was 395,695
cells/mL compared to 706,769 cell/mL when S. agalactiae was isolated in the bulk tank.
Milking by hand and milking by machine was practiced in 47.3% and 52.6% of the herds,
respectively. The random effect logistic model showed a significant association for
biosecurity (e.g. cows with S.agalactiae are segregated, treated cows are clearly
identified), milking practices (e.g. presence of relief milkers), proportion of cows culled,
and manual milking. These findings suggest that biosecurity and milking procedures and
hand milking continue to be key factors to be considered for the control of this pathogen
in the coffee growing region of Colombia.
Key word: Streptococcus agalactiae, subclinical mastitis, bulk tank milk, risk factors
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3.2

INTRODUCTION

Streptococcus agalactiae is classified as a contagious pathogen and belongs serologically
to the Lancefield group B (GBS) (Bisharat et al., 2004). This pathogen is a common
cause of subclinical mastitis in countries with emerging dairy industries (Keefe, 2012)
and is a re-emergent cause of mastitis in countries with successful control programs
(Zadoks et al., 2011; Mahmmod et al., 2015). In South America, S. agalactiae has
remained an important pathogen and is present in a high proportion of herds. For
example, herd level prevalence values of 42% and 60% have been reported in Colombia
and Brazil, respectively (Duarte et al., 2004; Keefe, 2011).
Generally, bacteria present in BTM could have originated from either infected udders or
from environmental sources (Godkin and Leslie, 1993). In the case of S. agalactiae,
isolation of this pathogen in the bulk tank is a clear indication of bacterial shedding from
infected quarters, because the reservoir of infection for this microorganism is the udder
(Keefe, 1997). Furthermore, the presence of S. agalactiae in a herd is an indication of a
breakdown in the basic hygienic and biosecurity practices on a farm (Edmondson, 2011).
The performance of BTM cultures for the detection of various mastitis causing bacteria
has been reported by several authors (Godkin and Leslie, 1993;Keefe, 1997) with
diagnostic sensitivity for detecting S. agalactiae ranging from 20.5% to 78% and with
diagnostic specificity near 100% (Keefe, 1997). Furthermore, the number of colonies of
S. agalactiae isolated per mL of BTM has been proposed as having the ability to predict
the percentage of infected cows within a herd (Gonzalez et al., 1986). S. agalactiae has
considerable effects on the BTSCC and milk composition (Blowey and Edmondson,
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2010; Åkerstedt et al., 2012), therefore control and eradication of this pathogen in
infected herds should be made a priority.
Numerous management factors have been described as determinants of infection in the
epidemiology of S. agalactiae (Keefe, 2012). Factors related to introduction of the
bacteria into a herd and subsequent farm management procedures related to the spread of
infection have been reported by other authors (Agger et al., 1994). For example, in one
case-control study carried-out in Denmark, purchasing cattle and visiting dairy farms
were activities more commonly reported in the case farms. New intramammary infections
(NIMIs) by S. agalactiae within a herd can originate from both within-herd and betweenherd sources. For example, humans are known to be a potential source of NIMIs (Jensen,
1982; Zadoks et al., 2011) with transmission to cows during milking via contaminated
milkers’ hands (Edmondson, 2011; Mweu et al., 2014).

On the other hand the

introduction of infected cattle into a new and unexposed herd has been reported to be the
most important risk factors for new herd infection (Agger et al., 1994; Mweu et al.,
2012). In addition, the risk of infection with S. agalactiae in a herd can vary
spatiotemporally (Mweu et al., 2014). However, two studies carried out in Colombia
found that hand milking was associated with both the presence of S. agalactiae in the
BTM and with increased BTMSCC (Keefe et al., 2011; Ramírez et al., 2014). Also
adequate cleaning of the udder was a protective factor at the herd level for S. agalactiae
subclinical mastitis (Ramírez et al., 2014).
The combination of lactational antimicrobial treatment, universal dry cow therapy and
culling has been suggested to reduce the prevalence of S. agalactiae within a herd.
Furthermore, the strict implementation of proper milking practices, teat disinfection, and
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segregation has been documented to be effective at reducing the incidence of infection
(Keefe, 2012).
A limited number of studies have been developed in Colombia at the regional level to
determine the prevalence of S. agalactiae in BTM and the associated herd-level risk
factors. There is also a lack of information on the temporal patterns of BTM
bacteriological culture results for this particular pathogen and the potential effect of
specific herd-level risk factors. The objectives of this study were to determine the
temporal patterns of the isolation of S. agalactiae in BTM samples and to evaluate the
herd-level risk factors for dairy herds in the coffee region of Colombia.

3.3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A herd-level longitudinal study, with repeated bi-weekly BTM samplings was conducted
in three Departments of the coffee growing region of Colombia between January -2013
and December - 2014.
3.3.1

Sample size and herd selection

Sample size calculations were based on estimation of a proportion and were calculated
for both 20% and 50% prevalence of S. agalactiae (as previously reported in the country;
Keefe et al., 2011), resulting in a required sample size of 136 to 169 herds. In order to be
considered for inclusion in the project, all herds were required to have a milk cooling and
storage system in place.
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3.3.2 Herd Risk Factors Questionnaire
A questionnaire was developed to characterize the herds demographically and to collect
data on potential risk factors for infection with S. agalactiae. This questionnaire was
designed, validated, and adapted in three phases. The first phase involved personnel from
the Maritime Quality Milk laboratory, University of Prince Edward Island, Canada.
During this stage, 6 previously developed questionnaires were thoroughly explored in
order to extract relevant questions related to S. agalactiae epidemiology and general herd
information. In addition, new questions (according to the productive context of the
country) were added to the questionnaire. The second phase involved the validation of the
questionnaire as part of the development of an S. agalactiae treatment initiative in
Colombia (Reyes et al., 2015).

The third phase comprised the adaptation of the

questionnaire by the University of Caldas (Manizales, Colombia) personnel for the
current research project. The questionnaire was adapted, simplifying specific questions
and adding sections as for example metabolic susceptibility. The questionnaire was
divided into seven sections or parts,

containing a total of 165 questions, general

information (12), biosecurity (27), milking procedures (49), milking system (31),
treatment and procedures (25), environment (4), metabolic and general susceptibility
(17). The complete questionnaire is in the Appendix (3.1).
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3.3.3 Milk sampling
Bulk tank milk samples were obtained every two weeks on average. The sample was
obtained by trained personnel from the University of Caldas. The bulk tank rotor was
activated for five minutes prior to collection in order to obtain two homogeneous samples
of 15 mL each placed into sterile bottles. The first sample was for microbiological
analysis and the second for SCC analysis with potassium dichromate added as
preservative.
3.3.4

Laboratory procedures

All bacteriological cultures were carried out at the Milk Quality laboratory of University
of Caldas (Manizales, Colombia) and performed according to NMC protocols (Hogan et
al., 1999). Ten microliters of the milk sample was cultured on blood agar with esculin
and modified Edward's media with colistin. The initial identification of S. agalactiae was
based on morphology and hemolytic pattern after 24h of incubation at 37°C. Further
identification was performed using the Christie, Atkins, Munch-Petersen (CAMP) test
with incubation for 24h at 37°C. The SCC analysis was carried-out at the Central
Payment and Quality Control laboratory of the dairy cooperative COLANTA (San Pedro,
Colombia) using a CombiFoss 6000 (Foss Electric, Hillerod, Denmark).
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3.3.5 Statistical analysis
3.3.5.1 Descriptive and unconditional analysis
A descriptive analysis of the questionnaire-based variables was performed to check the
quality of the data. Variables with more than 30% missing values were excluded from the
analysis. Frequency analysis of categorical variables was carried-out and levels within a
variable with no or few observations were collapsed into the next level as required. The
outcome of interest was isolation of S. agalactiae in the bulk tank, coded 0 for negative
and 1 for positive results. All categorical variables were coded as 0 and 1, considering 1
the category with the highest risk. Those variables with more than two categories were
re-scaled between 0-1 values. Relationships between the outcome variable and the
individual predictors were first explored using unconditional logistic regression models,
controlling by the sampling time, using both linear and quadratic terms for sampling
months and herd as random effect. Only individual predictors with a P ≤ 0.20 in the
unconditional analysis were retained for further use in the multivariable model.

3.3.5.2 Factor analysis and data reduction
A factor analysis was performed to all the categorical predictors from each domain in the
questionnaire that remained significant in the unconditional analysis using the
approached outlined by Sato et al. (2008) and Hair (2010). In addition, biological and
practical criteria were used to consider a number of variables within a defined domain
and to identify the required factor solutions. Furthermore, statistical criteria were used to
help in the selection of the variables in each defined domain. Within the biological and
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practical criteria, the potential relationships between the predictors were considered. For
example, if the selected variables were related to a biosecurity setting, no more than two
factor solutions were estimated in that domain, in order to avoid any conflict of one
variable in more than two factors. Moreover, within the statistical criteria the screeplot
procedure and the loading values were explored to complement the selection process
(Hair, 2010). The loadings were calculated with the principal-component factors and
orthogonal varimax rotation. Variables with loading > 0.30 were used for data reduction
and to produce composite variables. Variables with a negative sign and considered with
strong effect over the practices were modeled separately from the newly combined
variables. If one variable was found to belong to two factors, the variable was assigned to
the element with the highest loading. The factors were labeled based on their respective
domain.
These composite variables were created using the value for each predictor and calculating
the mean value for the combination of variables within each domain for each record in
the dataset. A missing values analysis was performed to determine the percentage of
missing value patterns for each combination of the predictors within each domain used to
calculate the combined variables, in order to create a representative estimate.
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3.3.5.3 Multivariable analysis
Individual and composite predictors were used to construct a logistic mixed-effects
model, controlling for time (as linear and quadratic terms) and herd (as random
effect).The multivariable modelling was performed using those variables significantly
associated in the unconditional analysis. First, a full model was tested using all the
combined variables, the unique categorical predictors and the continuous variables. A
backward elimination process was manually performed, in order to select the variables
with statistical significance (P <0.05). Figure 3.2 illustrates the causal diagram of the
factors of interest, the interactions were not tested given the difficulty of interpretation of
the composite predictors. Further model evaluation was performed using residual analysis
and identifying potential extreme observations.

For interpretation purposes, the regression coefficients of the composite variable were
divided by the number of predictors used in that factor. As a result, the odds ratio (OR)
represents the increase in the odds of the disease for a unit increase in the composite
variable (e.g. for each value of 1 in each variable that was part of the composite variable).
The variation explained by the herd effect was assessed using the latent variable
methodology (Dohoo et al., 2009). The data analysis was carried out in STATA 13
(StataCorp., 2013). The logistic final model used in this study was as follows:

Logit (P ij) = β0 + β1 Xj + β2 j +…+ βKj XKij+ µ j
Where P ij equals the probability of a S.agalactiae positive sample from herd j at sample
date I, and µ j ∼ N(0, σ2) is a random effect for herd j.
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3.4

3.4.1

RESULTS

Descriptive and unconditional analysis

A total of 175 dairy herds were sampled between January 22nd, 2013 and November 26th,
2014. These herds were located in 16 municipalities from three Departments (Provinces)
of the coffee growing region of Colombia (Caldas, Risaralda and Quindío), and were
distributed in 12 milk collection routes from six different local dairy processors.
Herd demographic information and production characteristics (including BTM quality
used for the local industry) are presented in Table 3.1. Milking by hand was practiced in
47.3% of the herds and milking by machine was practiced in 52.6% of the herds (Table
3.2).
Each herd was sampled, on average, 11.6 times (Min=1, Max=12) during the study
period. The overall frequency of positive S. agalactiae BTM result was 23.4%, while
59.6% of the herds were positive at least once during the whole study period. Figure 3.1
shows that the frequency of S.agalactiae was highest at the start of the project (sampling
months 10 and 11), disregarding two farms that were sampled early in the study and were
both negative.
The geometric mean of BTSCC when S. agalactiae was not isolated in the BTM was
395,695 cells/mL compared to 706,769 cell/mL when S.agalactiae was isolated in the
bulk tank. Furthermore, the geometric mean of CFU for S. agalactiae negative herds was
41,141 CFU/mL compared to 63,944 CFU/mL for positive herds.
Of the 165 questions contained in the questionnaire, 60 were excluded from the analysis
because of lack of variability (more than 95% of observations in one level) and 23 were
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excluded due to having more than 30% missing values. Eighty-three variables were kept
for further analysis.
These variables are summarized in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Furthermore, the
factor analysis loadings for the categorical variables are shown in Table 3.4.
3.4.2

Factor analysis and combined variables

The factor analysis and variable combination is shown in Table 3.4. In addition, Table 3.5
shows the descriptive statistics for each one of the combined variables and the
unconditional association analysis with the outcome variable. Moreover, the missing
patterns analysis is presented Table 3.6.
3.4.3

Multivariable analysis

The final model was calculated from 1350 observations and 114 herds. The average
number of observation per group was 11.8, with a minimum of 6 and a maximum of 12.
Table 3.7 shows the final 2-level logistic model results after controlling for milking
method, including the fixed effects and random effects. The coefficients, standard errors
and the confidence intervals for the combined variables were divided by the number of
variables in the specific domain and then exponentiated to obtain the OR.
According to the final model, the combined Biosecurity1 variable represented seven
variables (polidesc, descrcs, splitord, desinfec, ttoid, certibpg and milkdesc2) and was
significant (P=0.016). Per one extra value of 1 in each combined question the probability
of being S.agalactiae BTM positive increased 1.3 times. Milkpractices2 factor
represented 2 (repoman and repodays2), variables and it increased the odds of being
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BTM S. agalactiae positive (P=0.037). For instance, a herd with relief milkers with a
duration of up to three days, was two times more likely of being BTM S. agalactiae
positive compared with a herd that did not use relief milkers. An increase in the number
of dry cows in the herd had a tendency of reducing the logs odds of being S. agalactiae
BTM positive. However this estimate was not significant (P=0.114). Culling more than
10% of cows due to mastitis was associated with an increase risk (OR 7.0, P=0.002). The
odds of being BTM S.agalactiae positive was 3.17 times greater for hand milked herds
than for machine milked herds (P=0.017). According to the standardized herd level
residual analysis, there were 11 observations at the upper end of the scale and one herd
with particularly high residual values; nonetheless, there was not particular pattern in the
residuals.
The model herd variance was 2.9 (SE=0.68), corresponding to an intracluster correlation
coefficient (ICC) of 0.46 (ICC=2.9/2.9+ π2/3) suggesting a high correlation in S.
agalactiae results within a herd.

3.5

DISCUSSION

The objective of the present study was to determine the variation of S. agalactiae BTM
culture results and to explore the risk factors associated with BTM S. agalactiae status.
Isolation of S. agalactiae from BTM has been previously reported as the primary cause
of subclinical mastitis in dairy herds from Colombia at the herd and cow levels (Keefe et
al., 2011; Ramírez et al., 2014).
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The median herd size of 51 cows in production per farm was in agreement with other
studies developed in the country in similar dairy regions (Holmann, F et al., 2003;
Ramírez et al., 2014) and with the official herd information from Colombia FEDEGAN,
2006), which means that study herds were representative of those in the region from a
herd size prospective. The BTSCC were comparable with other values reported in
Colombia as, for example, of 586,000 -676,000 SCC/mL (Vásquez et al., 2012) and
130,000-520,000 SCC/mL (Reyes et al, 2016 Chapter 2)2. Moreover, the bacterial count
was under the previously reported ranges of 70,000-93,000 CFU/mL (Vásquez et al.,
2012). The overall BTM frequency of S.agalactiae isolation among all samples was
23.4% and, at least once during the present study, it was as high as 59.6%. This pathogen
has been reported as the primary cause of subclinical mastitis at the cow level by several
studies (Pearson et al., 1979; Ramírez et al., 2014) and as a common isolate in the BTM
of herds of the country (Keefe et al., 2011). Our results were in agreement with these
previous reports. One study reported that 30% of clinical and subclinical cases were
caused by S. agalactiae (Pearson et al., 1979). Another report demonstrated that the
mean prevalence of subclinical mastitis caused by S.agalactiae at the cow level was
37.2% (Ramírez et al., 2014). Moreover, another study showed that the overall weighted
prevalence of infection was 42%, and the prevalence by region ranged from 11.1% to
58.3% in a systematic random sample of 498 bulk tanks (Keefe et al., 2011) . Moreover,
in a clinical trial, the intra-herd cow prevalence ranged from 5.6% to 60% in 17 herds
located in the Antioquia and Caldas regions, (Reyes et al., 2015).

2

Not yet published
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The frequency of isolation of S. agalactiae from BTM in the herds of this study could
also be reflecting the intra-herd prevalence of this microorganism. This fact can be
helpful to develop a first approach of control programs in the region, since the proportion
of shedding cows can be estimated through the determination of the S. agalactiae number
of colonies per millilitre of bulk tank milk (Gonzalez et al., 1986); however, this result
was not obtained in our study. In addition, any change in the BTM result between
samplings could be reflecting shifts in the shedding patterns and disease dynamics inside
the herd (Pearson et al., 1979; Godkin and Leslie, 1993).
The BTM S. agalactiae status indicates the shedding of the bacteria from infected udders
at different levels of prevalence in the herd (Godkin and Leslie, 1993). The repeated
sampling of the BTM for S. agalactiae and BTSCC could increase the opportunity to
detect a positive herd.
The microbiological test for S. agalactiae pathogen identification should have a
specificity of close to 100%; however, the sensitivity could be variable, due to culture
performance, a variation of intra-herd prevalence, and bacterial shedding (Keefe, 1997).
On the other hand, the sensitivity of the BTM culture can be affected by the proportion of
infected quarters shedding the pathogen. Previous research has suggested that 5% of the
infected quarters needs to be shedding this bacteria, in order to be isolated in 80% of the
repeated BTM cultures (Postle, 1968).This fact can be an issue affecting the sensitivity of
the BTM culture, particularly in those herds with low prevalence (Godkin and Leslie,
1993). Another study found that if the quarter incidence was below 10%, the screening of
BTM supplies would not detect the bacteria (Kirkbride et al., 1972). The variation of
positive results during the sampling period could be correlated with the percentage of
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ongoing individual and latent infections (Pearson et al., 1979). However, individual cow
information was not measured in this project.
In the present study, the BTSCC and the total bacteria counts were both higher in positive
herds than in negative herds. These two results were in agreement with one study
developed in the region showing similar impacts on the milk quality. The S. agalactiaepositive bulk tanks had a 70% higher geometric mean SCC than the negative herds and
double the bacteria counts (Keefe et al., 2011). A high correlation between S.agalactiae
status and the BTSCC has been previously reported by different authors (Godkin and
Leslie, 1993; Edmondson, 2011).
The presence of S. agalactiae is a clear indication of specific issues in the milking and
other management practices, particularly those related to herd biosecurity and
disinfection (Keefe, 2012). Due to these facts, herd procedures for management and
milking practices related to S. agalactiae risk was assessed in this project through the
implementation of a comprehensive questionnaire. A number of studies have reported the
specific risk factors for contagious pathogens, including S. agalactiae (Riekerink et al.,
2006; Ruegg, 2012; Keefe, 2012), which were included in the questionnaire.

The

frequency of hand milking (47.3%) was somewhat lower than other reports from the
country, which ranged from 65% to 77.7% (Keefe et al., 2011; Ramírez et al., 2014).
However, these studies also found, that hand milking was associated with higher
BTSCC values (Holman, F et al., 2003; Reyes et al., 2015) and to S. agalactiae status
(Keefe et al., 2011; Ramírez et al., 2014). Moreover, in the present study, the frequency
of S. agalactiae BTM positive result in hand milked herds was 34% compared with
machine-milked herds, where the S.agalactiae BTM positive result was 14%. These
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results were in agreement with a BTM study, where the prevalence of S. agalactiae
infection in hand-milked herds was significantly higher at 54.6% (P<0.05) than machinemilked herds (Keefe et al., 2011). For both situations, during the hand milking process,
there could be a greater dissemination of contagious pathogens such as S.agalactiae and
consequently affecting the BTSCC.
Interestingly, other documented factors related to contagious mastitis prevention, such as
pre-milking teat disinfection (pre-dipping), has been reported as essential for the
production of high quality milk, and reduction of bacterial burden at the teat end (Pankey,
1989). Moreover, another study reported that in herds with S. agalactiae mastitis, the use
of iodine, chlorhexidine, peroxide, or sodium chlorite-lactic acid as a pre-milking teat
disinfection, was associated with a decrease in BTSCC (Wilson et al., 1997). On the
other hand, post-milking teat disinfection (post-dipping) has been recommended as part
of the control for mastitis pathogens, including mastitis caused by Staphylococcus and
Streptococcus species (Barkema et al., 2009). In the present study, pre-milking teat
disinfection had a tendency towards association with the outcome on the unconditional
analysis (P =0.085), but did not remain significant in the final multivariate model. Postmilking teat disinfection was not related to the outcome in the unconditional analysis (P=
0.489). Pre and post-milking teat disinfection were practiced by 74% and 89.4% of herds,
respectively. The failure of these well-known risk factors to be associated with the
outcome may be due to a loss of power related to variable distributions. Another variable
of interest was the udder’s cleanliness score, which had a tendency to association with S.
agalactiae result (P=0.08) in unconditional analysis, but it was dropped during the
multivariable process with a high P value. Cleanliness score has been associated with
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the prevalence of intramammary contagious pathogens (Schreiner and Ruegg, 2003).
However, the lack of variability of this predictor in this population of herds could be an
explanatory factor of the present result.
In order to use most of the information provided by the questionnaire, a data reduction
strategy was used (Sato et al. 2008). Using this methodology, the overall effect on risk of
S.agalactiae isolation of various management factors was evaluated through the
combination of variables that were interrelated conceptually within domains. In general,
the combined factors unconditionally associated with the outcome were those describing
aspects of udder health, intra-herd biosecurity, disinfection, nutritional-metabolic status
and specific udder treatments.
Biosecurity1, which represents the combination of seven variables related with general
husbandry and internal mastitis control practices (written procedures for mastitis, culling
due to high SCC, separation of cows infected with S. agalactiae, disinfection of milking
equipment, identification of the cows in treatment and the herd certification in good
management practices) was significant in the final model. Biosecurity1 reflects the effect
of consistent standardized procedures in the farm, reducing the risk of being S. agalactiae
positive. Milk practices2 (relief milkers presence and the duration of the relief milkers)
remained significant in the model. The use of relief milkers has been associated with high
BTSCC (Bartlett et al., 1992) and for instance a higher risk of contagious mastitis. This
could be potentially related with less consistency in the milking routines practiced in the
herd.
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The Metabolic2 combined factor (transition cow special diet, evaluation of cow ketosis
and balanced feed ration) variable was borderline significant, showing a tendency of
higher risk of S. agalactiae BTM result in herds not practicing these measures.
Hyperketonemia has been reported to be associated with reduced udder defenses due to
the reduction of phagocytosis by polymorphonuclear cells and macrophages(Leslie et al.,
2000 ; Suriyasathaporn et al., 2000). The number of dry cows in the herd showed a
reduction of the risk of being S. agalactiae BTM positive, however, this relationship was
not significant in the final model. The number of dry cows could be measuring indirectly,
the dry therapy coverage. Since in our study, 88.4% of the herds reported using blanket
dry cow treatment with antimicrobials, it is safe to assume that, the majority of the dry
cows could be treated and for instance, could decrease the risk of being S. agalactiae
BTM positive. Blanket dry cow therapy has been recommended as an important practice
to reduce the prevalence of contagious pathogens, such as S. agalactiae (Barkema et al.,
2009; Keefe, 2012).
The positive association of the proportion of culled cows due to mastitis with S.
agalactiae found in this study contradicts previous findings where it has been suggested
as a preventive practice to reduce the pool of infection in the herd (Hogan et al., 1999).
However, it is difficult to establish a cause-effect relationship given the cross-sectional
feature of this study. One of the reasons behind this result could be related to a high
frequency of replacements in herds with high frequency of culling due to mastitis. Other
reports have shown that purchasing cows or heifers has been associated with the spread
of S. agalactiae infection between herds (Agger et al., 1994;Mweu et al., 2012). Another
reason of this association could be the refractory cases of S. agalactiae subclinical
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mastitis. A number of authors have reported that S. agalactiae infections can be cured
with intramammary antimicrobial therapy (Keefe, 2012; Reyes et al., 2015) and that the
remaining cases could be due to refractory mastitis events. A clinical trial for S.
agalactiae reported 24% (60/248) of the cows retreated for a second time, and 48%
(29/60) of these cows did not cure (Reyes et al., 2015). In a non-intervened population on
a clinical trial setting, but with regular treatment practices, the cumulative number of
refractory cases could be a potential driving force of the increased culling frequency due
to mastitis.
Milking by hand remains an important risk factor for this particular pathogen. The bare
hands of the milkers could have higher bacteria loads, including S. agalactiae, but not
documented in this study (Riekerink et al., 2008). Due to the contagious nature of this
pathogen, the mechanical transmission between cows via the milkers’ hands is plausible.
Hand-milked herds have been reported to be 18 times more likely to have S.agalactiae
subclinical mastitis infections than machine-milked herds and, therefore, higher BTSCC
(Ramírez et al., 2014). Second, the use of contaminated udder salves (lubricants)
observed in hand-milked herds could be a leading factor for maintenance of this pathogen
in the herd (Chamberlain, 1989) and could reduce the effectiveness of teat dips (Oliver,
1975). The use of teat salves, however, was not assessed in this study. Moreover, milking
method is a potential confounder of herd factors. When this variable was introduced in
the model building process, the significance of Biosecurity1 and Milkprocedures1 was
slightly reduced, but the estimates for Metabolic2 and number of dry cows were no
longer significant. The effect of milking method could be reflecting the level of
organization of milk production in these herds, in terms of the adoption of biosecurity
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and general animal health management practices, which might be lower in hand milked
herds compared with machine milked herds.
According to the random part of the multivariate model herd, there was clustering by
herd. This can be explained from the inter herd variation of general management
practices and the distribution of the disease amongst cows. This study has identified a
number of important risk factors for isolation of S. agalactiae from BTM, however, more
studies are necessary in order to determine the transmission profiles of these types of
herds and to develop effective control programs, focusing on these related factors.

3.6

CONCLUSIONS

This study showed that the S. agalactiae continues to be a pathogen frequently isolated
from the BTM and with considerable effects on the BTSCC and total bacteria counts of
Colombian dairy herds. A comprehensive questionnaire was used, and a data reduction
strategy was implemented by conceptually related domains. This approach efficiently
combined related variables in order to characterize herds in specific management
practices and their relationship with S. agalactiae status. Specific management factors
associated with S. agalactiae BTM results in the multivariate model were Biosecurity1
(written procedures for mastitis, culling due to high SCC, separation of cows infected
with S. agalactiae, disinfection of milking equipment, identification of the cows in
treatment and the herd Certification in good management practices), Milk practices2
(relief milkers presence and the duration of the relief milkers), Metabolic2 (transition
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cow special diet, evaluation of cow ketosis and balanced feed ration), milking method
(hand or machine milked) and proportion of culled cows due to mastitis. When
implementing control programs in the region, careful consideration should be given to
combined milking procedures and animal purchase practices. Furthermore, one of the
most influential factors in the BTM result was the milking method, where the OR for S.
agalactiae was higher in hand milked herds compared to the machine milked herds.
Additionally, milking method showed a moderate confounding effect on the association
of milking procedures and BTM S.agalactiae result. Careful consideration of the milking
practices should be assessed in hand milked herds in order to reduce S. agalactiae
frequency and potential transmission events.
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Table 3.1. Demographic and production characteristics of the 175 dairy herds in 3
departments of the coffee region of Colombia that participated in the study.
Herd variables
Bulk tank somatic cell count (cells/mL)
Colony formation units (cfu/mL)
Milk urea nitrogen
Fat (%)
Protein (%)
Lactose
Number of cows in production
Number of dry cows
Number of heifers

25th
Percentile
287
20
11.3
3.7
3.1
4.4
30.0
7.0
4.0

89

50th
Percentile
458
56.5
14.2
3.9
3.1
4.5
51.0
14.5
12.0

75th
Percentile
740
120
18.9
4.1
3.2
4.6
84.0
24.5
23.0

Table 3.2. Summarized frequency distribution of the herd categorical predictors for bulk tank milk Streptococcus agalactiae
with unconditional associations P<0.20, in 175 dairy herds in 3 departments of the coffee region of Colombia.

2. Biosecurity

Section

Variable
Code
certibpg

Variable name

Values

Herd Frequency

Number of herds

P

Certification in good
management practices

0.00

What proportion of culled
cows were related with
mastitis

125

0.001

descrcs

The cows with high SCC
are culled from the herd

146

0.093

desinfec

The milking equipment is
disinfected after milking an
infected cow
Closed herd status

54
94
80
29
16
15
131
88
60

148

derelmas

Yes
No
0%
1-10%
>10%
Yes
No
Yes
No

148

0.016

Yes
No
Discard
Other and autoconsumption

98
53
82
10

151

0.095

148

0.002

Calf rearing
Yes
No
Yes
No

56
61
82
22
125

143

0.000

147

0.099

No purchase
One or more herds
Yes
No

98
49
22
127

147

0.019

149

0.004

hatocer
milkdesc

The destination of the waste
milk

partyard

There is a separated
paddock for parturition

polidesc

Written procedures for
culling of mastitis related
cases.
Origin of purchased animals

procanim
splitord

The cows with S.agalactiae
infection are segregated

90

splitpp
splitrp
splittto

3. Milking Procedures

ttoid

The pre-parturition cows are
separated from the rest of
the cows
The treated cows are
separated from the preparturition cows.
The treated cows are
separated from the cows in
lactation
The treated cows are clearly
identified

calforde

Milking with calf on side

cobpres

Pre-dipping coverage

gloveuse

Glove use for milking

hacecmt

CMT is performed

lavbalde

The bucket is washed
between cows

lavmanos

Hands are washed between
cows

lugaorde

Place of the milking

maneauso

Rope use for milking

presella

Pre-dipping is practiced

protorde

Milking protocols are
written
91

Yes
No

67
78

145

0.008

Yes
No

28
122

150

0.029

Yes
No

28
123

151

0.008

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Parlour
Barn
Paddock
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

98
53
130
16
84
27
30
118
142
8
17
71
81
67
63
43
44
121
28
112
39
64
86

151

0.009

146

0.007

111

0.171

148

0.027

150

0.196

88

0.194

148

0.149

150

0.000

149

0.000

151

0.085

150

0.000

4. Milking
system
5. Treatment and
procedures

repodays

Duration of the relief
milkers

repoman

Relief milkers

rotapers

The personnel rotation is
less than one year

sellh2o

Pot-dipping is diluted in
water

tipoorde

Milking method

trainper

The milkers were trained
less than one year ago

uniqx14

One towel per quarter

uniqxcow

One towel per cow

weredesp

Place for the fore-stripped
milk

lechtubo

Milk line

manguera

Aligned hoses

ablepers

The treatment personnel is
trained

cuthair

Udder's hair is removed

cuttail

Tail's hair is removed

dobledry

Double drying practice

Never
1-3 days
> 4 days
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Mechanic
Manual
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Adequate recipient
Other
Milk line
Cantine
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
92

27
67
34
36
101
57
91
107
20
79
71
51
95
96
53
49
100
130
10
55
24
36
42
91
59
13
138
16
135
114
23

128

0.133

137

0.033

148

0.063

127

0.133

150

0.000

146

0.000

149

0.000

149

0.001

140

0.002

79

0.132

78

0.091

150

0.000

151

0.079

151

0.001

137

0.135

flamuder

Singeing udders

fmcokeep

Treatment medication are
duly kept

glovetto

Gloves are used for
treatments

lipzntto

Quarters are disinfected
before and after the
treatment
Written protocol for
treatment

prtcltto

6. Environment and
7.Susceptibility

regtto

Treatments are registered

ttoevalu

The mastitis treatments are
evaluated

bromdiet

Balanced feed ration

cetrpcow

Evaluation of cow Ketosis

edemmam

Proportion of udder edema
in heifers

retplac

Proportion of cows with
retained placenta

specdiet

Transition cows special diet

93

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

141
10
101
42
63
88
110
39

151

0.004

143

0.000

151

0.003

149

0.073

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

54
96
97
52
87
64
38
110
24
127
108
30
118
20
92
59

150

0.014

149

0

151

0.027

148

0.032

151

0

138

0.097

138

0.136

151

0.111

Table 3.3. Descriptive statistics for continuous variables unconditionally associated (P
<0.20) with bulk tank milk Streptococcus agalactiae result in 175 dairy herds in 3
departments of the coffee region of Colombia.

Variable name
Number of dry cows
Holstein Breed proportion
Score of udder cleanliness
Proportion of cows with Papilloma

code
Cowsdry
Razashf
Xsuciubr
Papilom

94

Mean
17.470
20.631
1.526
11.128

SD
14.482
34.376
0.475
11.709

P
0.068
0.181
0.079
0.005

Table 3.4 Rotated factor loadings for the original predictors and their respective
combined variable for each of five domains collected in the questionnaire.
Domain

Biosecurity

Milk practices

Pre-postmilking

Treatment

Nutritional and Metabolic

Number of herds (n)

128

116

106

137

135

Loadings

Combined variable

Original Variable

Biosecurity1

polidesc

0.625

Biosecurity1

descrcs

0.551

Biosecurity1

splitord

0.625

Biosecurity1

desinfec

0.438

Biosecurity1

ttoid

0.471

Biosecurity1

certibpg

0.728

Biosecurity1

milkddesc2

0.519

Biosecurity2

partyard

0.730

Biosecurity2

splitpp

0.743

Biosecurity2

splittto

0.627

Factor 1

Biosecurity2

splitrp

Milk practices1

trainpers

0.651

Milk practices1

rotapers

0.467

Milk practices1

lugarorde

0.798

Milk practices1

protorde

0.737

Milk practices1

gloveuse

0.565

Milk practices1

maneauso

0.557

Milk practices1

lavmanos

0.302

Factor 2

0.685

Milk practices2

repoman

0.896

Milk practices2

repodays2

0.773

Prepostmilking1

weredesp

0.487

Prepostmilking1

uniqx14

0.980

Prepostmilking2

cmt

0.460

Prepostmilking2

cobpres

0.739

Treatment1

ttoevalu

0.395

Treatment1

fmcokeep

0.736

Treatment1

ablepers

0.680

Treatment1

lipzntto

0.593

Treatment1

glovetto

0.633

Treatment1

regtto

0.569

0.399

Treatment2

cuthair

0.777

Treatment2

prtcltto

0.504

Treatment2

cuttail

0.701

Treatment2

flamudder

0.602

Metabolic1

retplac

0.799

Metabolic1

edemmam

0.789

Metabolic2

specdiet

0.764

Metabolic2

cetrpcow

0.551

Metabolic2

bromdiet

0.614
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Table 3.5. Summary statistics of the combined variables with the proportion of farms with complete observations (out of 127
herds) and p-values from the unconditional analysis. Values of the original predictors were constrained between 0 and 1.
Combined Variable
Name

Number
of
variables

Mean

P5

P90

Biosecurity1

7

0.628

0.14

0.86

81

0.000

Biosecurity2

4

0.692

0.00

1.00

85

0.000

Milk practices1

7

0.629

0.14

0.93

86

0.000

Milk practices2

2

0.626

0.00

1.00

77

0.088

Pre milking and Post
milking

Preposmilking1

2

0.237

0.00

1.00

84

0.000

Preposmilking2

2

0.135

0.00

1.00

67

0.608

Treatment
procedures

Treatment1

6

0.389

0.00

0.83

84

0.000

Treatment2

4

0.846

0.50

1.00

91

0.000

Metabolic1

2

0.180

0.00

0.50

90

0.062

Metabolic2

3

0.659

0.33

1.00

90

0.000

Domain

Biosecurity

Milking procedures

Nutritional and
Metabolic

1

P5= 5th percentile.

2

P90= 90th percentile.
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1

2

Percentage of
complete
observations

P

Table 3.6 Missing pattern summary for the variables used to calculate the combined variables. The values of 1 and 0 indicated
if the variable was observed (1) or missing (0).
Domain

Combined variable

Biosecurity1

Biosecurity

Biosecurity2

Milk procedures

Milkpractices1

Percent

Patterns
tttoid

splitord

desinfec

milkdesc2

certibpg

polidesc

descrcs

81

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

2

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

<1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

<1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

<1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

<1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

<1

1

1

1

0

Percent

splitto

splitrp

splitpp

partyard

85

1

1

1

1

8

0

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

0

2

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

<1

1

0

1

1

Percent

lugaorde2

protorde

maneauso

lavmanos

rotapers

gloveuse

trainpers

86

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

<1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0
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Milkpractices2

Preposmilking1

Pre milking and Post milking

Preposmilking2

Treatment1
Treatment Procedures

Treatment2

<1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

<1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

<1

1

1

Percent

repoman

repodays2

77

1

1

16

0

0

6

1

0

<1

0

1

Percent

uniqx14

weredesp

84

1

1

8

0

0

7

1

0

1

0

1

Percent

hacecmt

cobpres

67

1

1

24

1

0

8

0

0

<1

0

1

Percent

glovetto

ttoevalu

ablepers

regtto

lipzntto

fmcokeep

84

1

1

1

1

1

1

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

<1

1

1

0

1

Percent

glovetto

cuttail

flamudder

prttcltto

91

1

1

1

1

8

0

0

0

0

<1

1

1

1

0
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Metabolic1
Nutritional and Metabolic
Metabolic2

Percent
90

edemmam
1

retplac
1

16

0

0

Percent

cetrpcow

specdiet

bromdiet

90

1

1

1

8

0

0

0

2

1

1

1
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Table 3.7 Two level logistic regression model for the bulk tank milk result for
Streptococcus agalactiae and management factors in 114 herds in the coffee region of
Colombia.
95% Confidence Interval
LL1
UL1
1.064
1.818
1.041
3.765
0.969
2.086
0.947
1.006

Variables

OR3

Std. Err.

P>z

Biosecurity1
Milkpractices2
Metabolic2
Number of dry cows
Proportion of cows
culled2
1-10%
>10%
Manual milking (vs
machine milking)
Time
(time)2
Intercept

1.391
1.980
1.422
0.976

0.137
0.328
0.196
0.016

0.016
0.037
0.072
0.114

0.719
6.955

0.539
0.624

0.540
0.002

0.250
2.045

2.066
23.647

3.179

0.485

0.017

1.228

8.230

0.501
1.022
0.814

0.216
0.007
1.872

0.001
0.003
0.912

Random effects

Variance

Std. Err.

Herds

2.956

0.684

1

UL; Upper limit; LL: Lower limit.
Proportion of cows culled due to mastitis.
3
Odds ratio
2

100

0.328
0.765
1.007
1.037
0.021
31.890
95% Confidence Interval
LL1
UL1
1.878
4.653

Figure 3.1 Observed Proportion of Streptococcus agalactiae bulk tank positives test over
the study period in Colombian dairy herds.
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Figure 3.2 causal diagrams illustrating the relationships between the factors of interest
and the Bulk tank milk Streptococcus agalactiae result.
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4

CHAPTER 4: RISK FACTORS FOR NEW INTRAMAMMARY
SUBCLINICAL INFECTIONS CAUSED BY STREPTOCOCCUS
AGALACTIAE IN COLOMBIAN DAIRY HERDS.

Under review: J. Reyes , J. Sanchez, G. Keefe, O. Arroyave, J. Cerón, M. Jaramillo, N.
Ramirez, and L. G. Palacio. Journal of Dairy Science.
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4.1

ABSTRACT

Streptococcus agalactiae is a major contagious mastitis pathogen, highly prevalent in
countries of South America, such as Uruguay, Brazil and Colombia. The aim of this
study was to determine the influence of herd and cow risk factors on the incidence of S.
agalactiae NIMIs in dairy herds from Antioquia, Colombia.
A total of 771 cows in 35 dairy herds from six municipalities, monitored over a 24months period (January, 2009 to December, 2010), were included in the analysis. From
4,577 complete quarter based records over the 2-year period, 9.7% experienced a S.
agalactiae NIMI. The cow average DIM were 236.5 (Minimum: 20, Maximum: 882).
The average cow age was 6.6 years (Minimum: 1.4, Maximum: 17). Hand milking was
performed in 82.4% of herds and 17.7 % of them were machine milked. Pre- and postmilking teat disinfection were practiced in 76.4% and 58.82% of the herds, respectively.
According to the final multilevel Poisson regression model, the prevalence of S.
agalactiae within a herd significantly increased the incidence rate of S. agalactiae NIMI.
Previous intramammary infection with Staphylococcus aureus was associated with a
decreased incidence rate of S. agalactiae NIMIs and previous infection with
Corynebacterium bovis, tended to decrease the S. agalactiae NIMIs, as well. Age and
DIM were significant predictors of the incidence rate of S. agalactiae NIMIs. Milking by
hand was associated with a 2.5 times increased incidence of S. agalactiae NIMIs
compared to machine milked herds.
Keywords: new intramammary infection, Streptococcus agalactiae, subclinical mastitis
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4.2
4.2.1

INTRODUCTION

Subclinical mastitis and mastitis pathogens

Subclinical mastitis is the inflammation of the bovine udder with no apparent changes in
the milk or the mammary gland (Blowey and Edmondson, 2010). Subclinical mastitis
occurs as a consequence of infection with a wide variety of pathogens resulting in
different levels of inflammatory response and varying impacts on milk composition
(Montgomery et al., 1987; Barkema et al., 1998; Gröhn et al., 2004). Mastitis pathogens
are classified as either major and minor according to their effects on somatic cell count
(SCC) and milk production (White et al., 2001) and in general, major pathogens are more
virulent and damaging the mammary gland than minor pathogens (Reyher et al., 2012a).
Coagulase-negative staphylococci (CNS) and Corynebacterium bovis (C. bovis) are
considered minor pathogens, while Staphylococcus aureus (Staph. aureus), Streptococcus
uberis (S. uberis), Streptococcus dysgalactiae (S. dysgalactiae), Streptococcus agalactiae
(S. agalactiae), Escherichia coli (E. coli), and Klebsiella spp. are considered major
pathogens (Blowey and Edmondson, 2010).
4.2.2

Streptococcus agalactiae mastitis

Streptococcus agalactiae is considered a highly contagious pathogen that is transmitted
during the milking period (Keefe, 1997) and, in general, an infected herd has high intraherd prevalence. This pathogen has low self-cure rates and thus is more prone to produce
subclinically persistent infections (Keefe, 2012). S. agalactiae mastitis has been
successfully controlled in North American dairy herds. However, S. agalactiae remains
an important agent of contagious mastitis for the dairy industry in South America (Keefe,
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2012) and is a re-emerging cause of mastitis in countries with developed dairy industries
(Katholm et al., 2012; Hakker, 2013; Mahmmod et al., 2015). Bovine S. agalactiae has
been described as a pathogen with strong relevance to humans as there are potential
genetic relationships between human and bovine isolates (Zadoks et al., 2011).
4.2.3

Streptococcus agalactiae in Colombia

Streptococcus agalactiae has been frequently reported in Colombia. In a BTM study,
42% of herds were positive, and this was associated with substantial impacts on regional
milk quality (Keefe et al., 2011). Another study of dairy herds from the Antioquia region
of Colombia (Ramirez et al., 2014) showed that 34.4% of the quarters with subclinical
mastitis were infected by S. agalactiae. Both were prevalence-based studies; incidencebased studies of new infections about this pathogen in Colombia are scarce. However, in
one longitudinal study performed in another region from the country, S. agalactiae was
detected as the most frequent isolate, and showed that 44.9% of the infections with short
duration were caused by S. agalactiae. Moreover, 35.4 % of the quarters and 70.8% of
the cows were considered to have new infections. Nonetheless, the specific incidence
rate for S. agalactiae was not reported (Rodriguez, 2006).
4.2.4

Risk factors for NIMI with S. agalactiae

Infection with other pathogens has been reported as a predisposing factor for new
intramammary infections (NIMIs; Reyher et al., 2013). Several studies have reported
conflicting results on the effect of IMI with minor pathogens and the acquisition of NIMI
with major pathogens (Matthews et al., 1991; Lam et al., 1997). For example, one study
reported that the infection rate with major pathogens was lower in quarters infected with
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C. bovis but higher in quarters infected with CNS, when compared to uninfected quarters
(Lam et al., 1997). A recent meta-analysis of observational studies found no effect of
minor pathogen IMI on the acquisition of major pathogen NIMI (Reyher et al., 2012b).
In contrast, the review showed that challenge studies showed protective effects of
infection with minor pathogens when major pathogens were introduced into the
mammary gland via intracisternal infusions (Reyher et al., 2012b). A simulation study
showed that ecological interactions between pathogen species are present and
competition between species could potentially influence the transmission dynamics of
mastitis. In addition, there was cross protection by minor pathogens with regard to the
onset of major pathogen infections (White et al., 2001).
Cow factors, such as age, parity, and lactation stage, have been associated with clinical
and subclinical mastitis (Brand et al., 1996;Blowey and Edmondson, 2010). Furthermore,
pre- and post-milking teat disinfection (pre-dipping and post-dipping) have been
associated with the control of subclinical mastitis (Jarassaeng et al., 2012 ), especially for
contagious pathogens such as S. agalactiae (Keefe, 2012). Other factors, such as milking
method (hand or machine milking), have been strongly associated with the prevalence of
S. agalactiae at the herd and the cow levels (Keefe et al., 2011; Ramírez et al., 2014).
However, longitudinal studies are needed in order to determine the association of these
practices, across time, with the incidence of S. agalactiae infection.
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4.2.5 Control principles for Streptococcus agalactiae
A reduction in the prevalence of S. agalactiae can be achieved through a combination of
treatment and culling programs (Edmondson, 2011; Keefe, 2012). Similarly, the
reduction of incidence via milking practices, can also help to decrease the pool of
infected animals (Keefe, 2012). In order to conduct an effective mastitis monitoring
program, a sensitive and specific definition of IMI is essential (Dufour and Dohoo, 2013).
Intramammary infection has been defined as the presence of an infectious organism in the
udder (Berry and Meaney, 2006) and variously based on the number of colonies
recovered and the inflammatory reaction of the mammary gland as measured by SCC
(Dohoo et al., 2011). For subclinical infections, the combination of SCC and repeated
bacteriological culture of mammary quarters within a monitoring program provides
insight into infection dynamics (Schukken et al., 2003). The prevalence of subclinical
mastitis in a herd is a function of the rate at which NIMIs occur (Schukken et al., 2003)
combined with the duration of infection.

4.2.6

Study objectives

The objectives of this study were to determine the incidence of NIMIs for S. agalactiae
and to explore the influence of management risk factors and infection with other
pathogens on the S. agalactiae NIMIs in dairy herds in the Antioquia region of Colombia.
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4.3
4.3.1

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Herd selection

A total of 35 herds were selected for this study. Herds were participants in a milk quality
research project developed in the Northern Antioquia region of Colombia between the
University of Antioquia and a local dairy processor cooperative (COLANTA). The herd
population for the selection process included 3,049 registered dairy farms from the local
dairy processor (COLANTA) in six municipalities of the region. Herds representing the
primary management conditions in the region, and other inclusion criteria, such as
performing two milkings per day, pasture based nutrition, feed supplementation at
milking time, use of artificial insemination (AI), the herd was mainly composed by dairy
breeds, bulk tank in the farm, and adequate cow identification. This selection process has
been previously described (Ramírez et al., 2014).

4.3.2

Milk sampling and microbiological methods

All farms were visited on a monthly basis, from January 2009 to December 2010, in
order to collect quarter milk samples from lactating cows. A milking practices
questionnaire was administered on each farm. The longitudinal quarter level milk
sampling procedures and microbiological methods were previously reported by Ramirez
et al. (2014) and were performed according to the NMC guidelines (Hogan et al., 1999;
Ramírez et al., 2014). Only quarters that were positive or suspect on a California Mastitis
Test (CMT) were sampled. Two samples were obtained and the quarter level SCC was
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confirmed to be >200,000 cells/mL using a DeLaval Cell Counter (DeLaval, Stockholm,
Sweden) prior to submitting the second sample for bacteriological culture.
4.3.3

Definitions

Streptococcus agalactiae IMI. A quarter was classified as having an IMI with S.
agalactiae if it was culture positive for S. agalactiae exclusively (i.e. not a mixed
infection).
Steptococcus agalactiae NIMI. Quarters were classified as having a NIMI with S.
agalactiae if they had an IMI with S. agalactiae and did not meet these criteria on the
previous test (28 days before in average). Only cows with two consecutive records for S.
agalactiae and complete records for DIM were used. In order to compute the outcome of
the interest (e.g. incidence rate of S. agalactiae NIMIs), the days at risk (DAR) were
calculated using the difference of DIM between two tests in the same quarter and
lactation periods, divided by two, assuming that the NIMI occurred at the middle point at
risk between the two observations. Table 4.1 illustrates the calculation of the DAR for
example cows with complete records for the 28 days sampling interval.
Previous IMI with other pathogens. Previous IMI with other pathogens was specified
based on the results of the test immediately preceding a milk test result of S. agalactiae
NIMI and was defined as a quarter that was culture positive with a pathogen other than S.
agalactiae. The other pathogens evaluated were: non-agalactiae streptococci (S. uberis
and S. dysgalactiae), Staph. aureus, Gram negatives (including E. coli, Klebsiella spp.,
and other Enterobacteriaceae), CNS and C. bovis. Pathogens that were not considered
as mastitis causing agents by the NMC (Hogan et al., 1999), were excluded for this study.
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Number of infected quarters preceding a NIMI. The number of infected quarters per
lactation with any other pathogen (non-agalactiae streptococci, Staph. aureus, Gram
negatives, CNS and C. bovis) based on the results of the test immediately preceding the
occurrence of an S. agalactiae NIMI was calculated.
4.3.4

Statistical methods

Descriptive statistics were computed for S. agalactiae NIMIs and all categorical and
continuous variables resulting from both the quarter milk sample analyses and the
information collected by the management questionnaire, and at the quarter, cow, and herd
levels. At the herd level, the proportion of newly-infected cows was calculated by
dividing the number of newly-infected cows by the total cows per herd. Variables which
had more than 30% missing values as well as variables where greater than 95% of
observations were in the same category were excluded.
The hierarchy of the dataset was lactation as the lowest level, followed by cow and herd.
In order to account by this hierarchy a multilevel Poisson regression model, adjusted by
DIM, age of the cow, including cow and herd as random effects, was used for both
unconditional associations and multivariable analyses. Only the significant predictors in
the unconditional associations with P≤0.20 were considered further in the model building
process.
The final multivariable model considered a statistical significance of P ≤ 0.05. Evaluation
of the residuals at each level was conducted in order to assess the fit of the model and
identify influential observations. All statistical analyses were carried out in Stata 13
(StataCorp., 2013). The multivariable model was as follows:
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𝐸 (𝑁𝐼𝑀𝐼)

ln E(I)(i) = ln (

𝐷𝐴𝑅

) (𝑖) = β0 + β1 X 1i + … + β K X ki +U herd (i) + U cow( i)
Y(i) ~ Poisson (ni Ii)

Where, ln E(I)= is the log of the expected incidence rate of S. agalactiae NIMIs in
lactation, Y(i) =Number of S. agalactiae NIMIs, ni =DAR (i) =Days at risk and U herd and U
cow

are the herd and cow random effects that follows a N(0, σ2herd ) and N(0, σ2cow),

respectively.
The predictors assessed in the model were: previous infections with Staph. aureus,
previous infections with C. bovis, S.agalactiae herd prevalence, mean age of the cow,
quadratic term of age, DIM, milking method (hand or machine milking), contact time of
the pre-dipping disinfectant. The final database was collapsed by herd, cow and lactation
where the outcome variable consisted of the sum of the quarter level NIMIs and DAR
and the quarter level previous infections were the mean value of the predictor.

4.4

RESULTS

This database was composed of an initial 71,915 quarter level observations from 1,662
cows. Two cows with duplicate identification were removed from the database,
corresponding to 138 observations. Moreover, 2,162 observations were removed due to
incomplete DIM records. Microorganisms recovered that were not considered mastitis
pathogens were also removed (1,088 observations). Finally, 64,007 observations not
contributing to the DAR of NIMIs were removed from the analysis. The final database
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consisted of records from 771 cows from 35 dairy herds from six municipalities during
the 24-months period from January 2009 to December 2010.
The descriptive statistics of the demographic variables are presented in Table 4.2. The
frequency distribution of IMI by each pathogen at the herd level is presented in Figure
4.1. The most prevalent pathogen per herd was S. agalactiae, followed by CNS and C.
bovis. The average within herd prevalence for S. agalactiae over the entire study period
was 29.7% (Minimum: 0%, Maximum: 100%); at the quarter level, 446 out of 4,571
(9.7%) quarters at risk were considered to have a S. agalactiae NIMI. Figure 4.2 shows
the wide variation in the distribution of the proportion of newly-infected cows by study
herd. The mean DIM at the time when an S. agalactiae NIMI was detected was 228.2
(SD=93.9). The overall mean DAR between sampling periods was 28.5 (SD=15.4) and
the mean DAR for S. agalactiae NIMI was 15.8 (SD=5.4).
Table 4.3 shows the frequency of the herd-level categorical predictors and their
unconditional associations with the outcome variable. After the unconditional
associations were calculated, milking method, milking by the owner, pre-dipping
practice, pre-dip contact time, and post-dipping practice were considered further in the
multivariable model building process.

Table 4.4 presents the results for the final

multivariable Poisson model expressed in the coefficient scale. Milking by the owner,
pre-dipping, pre-dipping disinfection contact time and post-dipping were not significant
in the final model and therefore dropped. Pre-dipping disinfection contact time showed
borderline significance in the final model and stronger association as time increased (P=
0.094 for category >20s). Previous IMI with non-agalactiae streptococci (P=0.205) and
CNS (P=0.235), Number of infected quarters preceding S. agalactiae NIMI (P=0.268)
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were not significant in the unconditional analysis and were not considered further.
Previous IMI with Staph. aureus (P=0.015), Gram negatives (P=0.055), and C. bovis
(P=0.042) were significant in the unconditional screening. However, previous IMI with
Gram negatives pathogens, were not significant in the final multivariable model.
The final model was constructed with 528 cows distributed among 31 herds, with an
average number of 23.5 cows per herd. For this model, 255 cows were not included, due
to missing observations for age and previous infections with C. bovis. In the final model,
previous IMI with Staph. aureus was significant (P=0.020) and showed a 70% decrease
(1-0.29=0.70) in the incidence rate of S. agalactiae NIMI. The previous infection with C.
bovis (P=0.097) showed a trend of 58% decrease (1-0.41=0.58) in the incidence rate of S.
agalactiae NIMIs. The S. agalactiae herd prevalence was significant (P < 0.001) and
showed an increase of the incidence rate of S. agalactiae NIMI, with the increment of S.
agalactiae prevalence. The effect of age was significant (P=0.008) and showed a
significant curvilinear effect on the incidence rate of S. agalactiae NIMIs. Days in milk
was significant as well (P=0.019), as a 30-day increase in DIM was associated with a 5.1
% reduction of NIMIs per month. Milking by hand was significant (P=0.001) as well and
showed that milking by hand will have 2.5 times the incident rate of S.agalactiae NIMIs
as those milking by machine.

Pre-dipping disinfectant contact time was borderline

significant (P=0.094). The reference category was <10 seconds and when compared with
the reference, the category of > 20 seconds showed a trend towards reduction of the
incidence rate of S. agalactiae NIMIs. The residuals analysis did not show particularly
influential observations. The mean of the anscombe residuals for the lactation level was 0.19 (Min=-2.08, Max= 2.82), the mean of random effects residuals for cow was 0.005
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(Min= -0.87, Max=1.19) and the mean of the random effects for herd was 0.0035 (Min= 0.10, Max= 0.18). According to the variance estimates of the model, there was more
variation between cows than between herds (Herd=0.026, Cow=0.376).

4.5

DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to determine the incidence of S. agalactiae NIMIs, and the
influence of management risk factors and infection with other pathogens on the
acquisition of S. agalactiae NIMIs in dairy herds from Antioquia, Colombia. The
longitudinal approach of this research complemented the findings of the prevalence based
study reported previously in this dairy herd population (Ramírez et al., 2014). The overall
frequency of both prevalent and NIMIs with S. agalactiae associated subclinical IMI,
showed the importance of this pathogen in within the study population. The reported low
self-cure rate and highly contagious nature of S. agalactiae supports the need to reduce
the pool of infected animals through quantification and control of NIMIs (Keefe, 1997;
Schukken et al., 2003).
The S. agalactiae within herd prevalence was associated with an increase in NIMIs for S.
agalactiae. The incidence for contagious mastitis has been suggested as an outcome of
the pool of infected cows in the herd and management control factors (Keefe, 2012). The
classical epidemiological relation of prevalence = incidence × duration of infection has
been documented (Keiding, 2005; Dohoo et al., 2009). This relationship creates a positive
feedback loop, such that as the pool of infected cows within a herd increases, the
incidence of NIMI will increase, thus contributing to higher prevalence. With the
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incidence of new cases, if the duration is extended the prevalence is increased if
eradication measures are not applied to the herd. However, the duration of infection was
not assessed in the present study.
The number of previously infected quarters of a cow has been referred to as a
susceptibility factor for the development of NIMIs (Reyher et al., 2012a). In our study,
this variable remained non-significant throughout the model building process. Moreover,
there was no association between the previous IMI with non-agalactiae streptococci
(P=0.205), and with the increase of the incidence rate of S.agalactiae NIMIs. The same
result was observed for the previous IMI with CNS (P=0.235). These findings contrasted
with another report, where increased quarter-level susceptibility was associated with an
increased risk of major pathogen NIMI, such as Staph. aureus, S. uberis, S. dysgalactiae,
excluding Gram negatives (Reyher et al., 2012a). In addition, our results modeled the
incidence rate of S. agalactiae NIMIs, contrasting with Reyher et al., (2012a) results,
where they measured risk of infection. Since, risk is focused on individuals and incidence
rate on cases of disease (Dohoo et al., 2009), our main objective was to estimate the onset
of S. agalactiae NIMIs. In our case, we assumed that during the risk period between
events the population was closed (no additions and no losses). On the other hand, the
incidence rate was as a summarized variable, obtained by the sum of events of each
lactation, consequently losing the sampling level and potentially missing the effect of
variables at this level.
Another study has shown, that having one or more quarters infected, increased the risk of
acquiring a new CNS IMI (Reyher et al., 2013). Another direction of this relationship
has been reported by several authors, where pre-existing infections with minor pathogens,
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such as CNS, had a significant protective effect against the subsequent invasion by a
major pathogen (Rainard and Poutrel, 1988; Lam et al., 1997; White et al., 2001).
Nonetheless, this effect was not detected in our study.
In the present study, there was an association in the final model between having a
previous IMI with Staph. Aureus (P=0.020) and reduction of the incidence rate of S.
agalactiae NIMIs. Additionally, previous IMI with C. bovis was borderline significant
(P=0.097), and showed a trend towards reduction of the incidence rate of S. agalactiae
NIMIs. The effect of previous IMI with Staph. aureus on the reduction of the incidence
rate of S. agalactiae NIMIs, could be a case of competition between these two microbial
species as reported by White et al., (2001). However, specific characteristic of the Staph.
aureus, such as the adaptation to nutritional stress, through the formation of small colony
variants (SCVs) (Proctor et al., 2006) or the development of internal abscesses,
harvesting future infections, can also reduce the incidence of another pathogen. Other
authors have reported the effect of C. bovis on the susceptibility to major mastitis
pathogens (Pankey et al., 1985). Our results

contrasted with their findings, which

showed that quarters experimentally infected with C. bovis were more susceptible to S.
agalactiae infection than negative quarters (Pankey et al., 1985). A recent meta-analysis
showed a wide variety of results in the relationship between the infections of minor
pathogens with the onset of a major pathogen infection (Reyher et al., 2012b). This study
showed that observational studies were not associated with either a protective effect or
increased risk of major pathogen NIMI; however, both directions (protective or risk) of
the effect were present in challenge studies (Reyher et al., 2012b). Another study showed
that the frequency of new infections with a major pathogen was reduced by the pre117

existing infections with a minor pathogen (Rainard and Poutrel, 1988). Similarly, our
study showed the relationship, between the previous infections with C. bovis and the
onset of a S. agalactiae NIMI.
Age was a significant predictor in our study and can be interpreted as younger cows
being more prone to develop new subclinical infections, potentially becoming undetected
carriers when considering the low self-cure rate and chronic nature of S. agalactiae IMI
(Keefe, 1997). In the present study, the incidence rate of NIMIs was higher at the start of
the lactating period. This finding was in agreement with another report, where higher
rates of new infections were observed in the first 100 days of lactation for both clinical
and subclinical mastitis (Schukken et al., 2003). This is a key finding, as it shows the
importance of management practices in the dry and transition periods, and places more
emphasis on fresh cow management (Schukken et al., 2003). Moreover, the direction of
the relationship between S. agalactiae NIMIs and DIM might be explained by a selection
process for susceptibility. Quarters in these high prevalence herds that did not develop S.
agalactiae new infections in early lactation, may have had inherent resistance factors
(e.g. teat shape, teat end integrity) that made them more resistant. According to the
present results, there was higher frequency of susceptible quarters at the start of the
lactation period, with a decreasing trend towards the lactation period advances.
The frequency of hand milking agreed with other reports from Colombia, which ranged
from 77% to 82.5%, and hand milking has previously been associated with higher bulk
tank SCC values and S. agalactiae positivity (Holman, F. et al., 2003; Keefe et al., 2011).
Milking by hand was detected as a risk factor associated with an increase in S. agalactiae
NIMIs, which is in agreement with another report from Colombia, where hand-milked
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herds were approximately 3.5 times more likely to be infected with S. agalactiae (Keefe
et al., 2011). However, that report was a prevalence-based study and was therefore unable
to draw conclusions on the temporal effect of milking method over time. In general,
according to the results of the current longitudinal study, the incidence rate of S.
agalactiae NIMIs were higher for hand-milked herds than for machine-milked herds.
The herd factors with moderate variability across herds and strong associations with
NIMIs were detected as previously reported for the prevalence data (Ramírez et al.,
2014). Disinfection factors, such as pre-dipping, post-dipping, were associated with the
outcome in the unconditional analysis, however did not remained significant in the final
model. Moreover, pre-dipping disinfectant contact time was included in the model
building and remained borderline significant.
Despite of the lack of significance of pre-dipping and post-dipping in the present
analysis, these practices have been widely recommended as part of the contagious
mastitis control plans (Dufour et al., 2011; Keefe, 2012). Pre-dipping has been linked
with lowering the bacterial burden at the teat end and is commonly recommended as an
important measure against environmental pathogens (Blowey and Edmondson, 2010;
Elmoslemany et al., 2010). One study demonstrated that pre-dipping reduced the rate of
NIMI by approximately 54%, including NIMI with S. agalactiae (Pankey et al., 1987).
Moreover, the incidence of NIMI has been correlated with the number of mastitis
pathogens on the teat end at the time of milking (Pankey, 1989). In the current study, predip contact with the teat of more than 20 seconds was borderline significant during the
model building process, showing the decrease of S. agalactiae NIMIs. In order to be
effective, the pre-dip should be in contact with the teat skin for at least 30 seconds
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(Keefe, 2012). Other recommended procedures for pre-milking udder preparation, such
as udder and teat washing, were not significant in our study but have been reported as
effective in reducing the bacterial burden and the probability of mastitis (Pankey, 1989).
Surprisingly, both pre-dipping and post-dipping, were non-significant in the multivariable
analysis and dropped from the final model. Post-dipping has traditionally been part of the
Five Points Mastitis Control Plan for contagious pathogens (Neave et al., 1969) and has
been demonstrated as effective against S. agalactiae and Staph. aureus mastitis (Barkema
et al., 2009). Interestingly, other authors have reported conflicting results about teat
disinfection, where teat disinfection has increased the likelihood of major pathogens, as a
consequence of the decreased number of minor pathogen infections and reduced crossprotection against major pathogen infections (White et al., 2001). However, this
relationship was not observed in our study.

4.6

CONCLUSIONS

Streptococcus agalactiae continues to be an udder health priority in Colombia and a
frequent cause of subclinical mastitis. The previous infections with Staph. aureus and C.
bovis reduced the incidence rate of NIMI with S. agalactiae. The herd level S. agalactiae
prevalence was a strong predictor of the incidence rate of S. agalactiae NIMIs. Age had a
curvilinear relationship with the rate of new infections. Moreover, the NIMIs were higher
at the beginning of the lactation period, with a 3% reduction per each month of lactation.
Hand milking was a strong risk factor for the onset of new infections. Pre-dipping
disinfectant contact time greater than 20 seconds, showed a tendency on the reduction of
S. agalactiae NIMIs. These results suggested that the specific actions to prevent the onset
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of new infections should be oriented towards the reduction of the S. agalactiae
prevalence and undertaken in the first months of lactation and productive years of the
cow.
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Table 4.1 Example of the database structure used to estimate the incidence of new
intramammary infections caused by Streptococcus agalactiae and the corresponding days
at risk.
Lactation a
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Cow
1000021
1000021
1000021
1000021
1000021
1000021
1000021
1000048
1000048
1000048
1000048
1000048
1000048
1000048

Quarter id b
21
23
25
25
26
27
27
61
61
61
61
61
61
61

Datec
18-May-09
18-May-09
7-Sep-09
5-Oct-09
7-Sep-09
7-Sep-09
5-Oct-09
16-Mar-09
20-Apr-09
18-May-09
15-Jun-09
13-Jul-09
10-Aug-09
7-Sep-09

DIM d
290
290
18
46
18
18
46
253
288
316
344
372
400
428

S.agalactiae IM e
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

a

Corresponding lactation of the cows in the study period.

b

Quarter id for the cow in that particular lactation.

c

Sampling date

d

Days in milk

e

S.agalactiae intramammary infection.

f

S.agalactiae new intramammary infection.

g

Days at risk
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S.agalactiae NIMI f
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

DAR g
0
0
0
14
0
0
28
0
35
28
14
0
28
28

Table 4.2. Descriptive summary of the demographic variables of the 35 herds included
in the study of new intramammary infections with Streptococcus agalactiae in the
Northern Region of Antioquia, Colombia.
Variable

Number of
observations

Age of de cows in years
Days in milk
Individual daily production
Number of animals per herd

3424
4571
4403
4567
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25
4.9
171
12.0
19.0

Percentile
50
6.5
214
15.0
29.0

95
11.5
430
26.0
106

Table 4.3 Frequency distribution of the herd level categorical variables, and
unconditional associations with the new intramammary infections in 35 dairy herds, in
Antioquia, Colombia.
Variable

Levels
Herd frequency (%)
Mechanic
17.7
Milking method
Manual
82.4
No
47.1
Farm owner is milking
Yes
52.9
No
41.2
Hand washing
Yes
58.8
No
20.6
Relief milkers
Yes
79.4
No
53.6
Washing between cows
Yes
46.4
No
76.5
Udder washing
Yes
23.5
No
61.76
Teat washing
Yes
38.24
No
23.53
Pre-dipping
Yes
76.47
< 10 Seconds
3.23
10-20 Seconds
41.94
Pre-dipping contact time
>20 seconds
54.84
Iodine
48.39
Pre-dipping active ingredient
Chlorine
51.61
Pure
25.81
Pre-dipping product concentration
Diluted
74.19
No
36.67
Individual Drying
Yes
63.33
No
17.14
Fore stripping
Yes
82.86
No
41.18
Post-dipping
Yes
58.82
Iodine
90.91
Post-dipping active ingredient
Chlorine
9.09
Pure
78.79
Post-dipping product concentration
Diluted
21.21
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P
0.000
0.094
0.377
0.326
0.453
0.374
0.411
0.000
0.216
0.013
0.930
0.939
0.984
0.349
0.004
0.998
0.745

Table 4.4 Final three-level Poisson regression model for the Streptococcus agalactiae
new intramammary infections (NIMIs) estimated in a population of 528 cows distributed
in 31 herds in Antioquia, Colombia.

Variables
Staph. aureus previous infections
C. bovis previous infections
S.agalactiae herd prevalence
Mean.age
(Mean.age) 2
DIM
Hand milking
Intercept
Random effects
Herd
Cow

a

Coefficient Std. Err.
-1.236
-0.870
1.323
-0.301
0.019
-0.002
0.940
-5.522
Variance
0.0265
0.3767

0.529
0.524
0.410
0.113
0.007
0.001
0.289
0.494
Std.Err
0.0432
0.1371

LL=lower limit, UL=Upper limit.
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z

P>z

-2.34
-1.66
3.23
-2.67
2.63
-2.51
3.26
-11.18

0.020
0.097
0.001
0.008
0.008
0.012
0.001
0.00

[95% Confidence Interval]
ILa
ULa
-2.273
-0.199
-1.898
0.157
0.520
2.126
-0.522
-0.080
0.005
0.033
-0.003
0.000
0.374
1.506
-6.490
-4.554
IL
UL
0.0011
0.6478
0.1846
0.7689

Fig 4.1. Distribution of the frequency of intramammary infections per lactation, at the
herd level by pathogen of interest in 35 herds in Antioquia, Colombia.
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Fig 4.2. Distribution of the proportion of newly infected cows by farm, in 35 herds in
Antioquia, Colombia.
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CHAPTER 5. MOLECULAR EPIDEMIOLOGY OF STREPTOCOCCUS
AGALACTIAE IN ANTIOQUIA, COLOMBIA DAIRY HERDS

Julián Reyes, Marcelo Chaffer, Natasha Robinson, Ruth Zadoks , Juan Carlos Rodríguez, Ximena
Cardona, Diana Macías, Nicolás Ramírez, Greg Keefe.
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5.1

ABSTRACT

Group B Streptococcus or Streptococcus agalactiae (S. agalactiae) continues to be a
challenge for milk quality programs in countries like Colombia where high prevalence
has been reported. Molecular typing of isolates is needed to understand the variability
and epidemiology of this pathogen and to develop effective controls and eradication
programs.
The aims of this study were to investigate the molecular variation in a collection of S.
agalactiae isolates from 25 Colombian dairy herds and to compare the variability of the
isolates within and between herds using two molecular techniques: Random amplified
polymorphic RAPD-PCR and MLST.
For the RAPD technique, 116 isolates were analysed and 40 isolates were selected for
MLST. A total of 4 clusters were defined by visual analysis of the gels from the RAPD
technique with the following frequencies: Cluster I (65.5%), Cluster II (18.9%), Cluster
III (2.6%) and Cluster IV (12.9%). The MLST showed three sequence types (ST),
distributed in ST248 (75%), ST22 (10%) and ST1 (15%). These STs were members of
three clonal complexes (CC): CC 314, CC 17, and CC 19, respectively. The S. agalactiae
population had a low diversity and mastitis events in these Colombian herds were mainly
caused by ST 248. This ST has not been previously reported in cattle but has been
reported as an occasional community acquired infection in humans. In summary, the low
diversity of the isolates within and between herds could be related to a limited number of
infection sources, indicating that the infection might be controlled through the
implementation of targeted control programs in the region directed to stop the within and
between herd transmission.
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5.2

INTRODUCTION

Streptococcus agalactiae or Group B Streptococcus is a common cause of bovine
subclinical mastitis in countries with emerging dairy industries and is a re-emerging
pathogen in European countries with long standing mastitis control programs (Keefe,
2012 ; Katholm et al., 2012). Streptococcus agalactiae is a highly contagious pathogen
causing bovine mastitis but has also been associated with other domestic animals,
occasionally developing pathological processes, and has been reported as an emerging
pathogen in aquaculture worldwide (Keefe, 1997;Yildirim et al., 2002). From a global
health perspective, it is a pathogen with high impact in both human and bovine
populations, and is an important cause of invasive infection in neonates and pregnant
women (Sorensen et al., 2010).
S. agalactiae generally causes a low-grade, subclinical, and persistent type of infection
and has a low self-cure rate in dairy herds (Keefe, 1997). Unidentified infected cattle
function as reservoirs of infection in the herd because they are not selected for treatment,
segregation, or culling (Keefe, 1997; Edmondson, 2011). Herd factors also can explain
the frequency of S. agalactiae sub-clinical infection in dairy herds, for example hand
milking has been documented as a risk factor for S. agalactiae (Keefe et al., 2011).
Moreover, cow factors, for example age of the cow and stage of lactation, have been
reported to be positively associated with subclinical mastitis risk and specifically with S.
agalactiae subclinical events (Schukken et al., 2003; Ramírez et al., 2014).
Traditional control programs, including hygiene and management in combination with
treatment, have been broadly recommended (Keefe, 2012 ;Neave et al., 1969).
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Because cow-to-cow transmission is the primary pathway of infection within herds, the
prevalence has been successfully reduced with antimicrobial treatment strategies using
systematic treatment of infected individuals with β-lactam products (Keefe, 2012; Neave
et al., 1969). A recent study in Colombia showed that the treatment of infected animals
with intramammary and intramuscular β-lactam-based products was effective in curing
infection in 82% and 65% of the cases respectively (Reyes et al., 2015). Therefore, a
reduction in the incidence of new IMI with S. agalactiae can be achieved through
milking and management practices such as teat disinfection and segregation of infected
animals (Keefe, 2012).
Streptococcus agalactiae has been recognised as a pathogen with a significant impact on
milk quality. In a bulk tank milk study in the northern plateau area of Antioquia,
Colombia, the overall weighted prevalence of S. agalactiae infection was 42%, with
regional prevalence values ranging from 11.1% to 58.3% and the total bacteria burden in
positive tanks was twice as high as in negative herds (Keefe et al., 2011). In the same
region, further studies have reported that the most isolated pathogens from individual
cow culture were S. agalactiae (34.4% ) and coagulase-negative staphylococci (17.6% )
(Ramírez et al., 2014). These data indicate that S. agalactiae has a profound effect on
milk quality and that control programs directed by molecular epidemiological studies are
needed in order to know the transmission routes and strain characteristics with the
ultimate goal of achieving better milk quality (Zadoks and Schukken, 2006).
The application of molecular typing methods helps researchers to understand the
structure of the bacterial population of S. agalactiae within herds (Brochet et al., 2006).
After the phenotype confirmation by conventional bacteriological methods, the diversity
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of bovine S. agalactiae can be explored through different molecular typing
methodologies. These techniques include comparative methodologies such as random
amplified polymorphic DNA PCR (RAPD-PCR) that allow researchers to differentiate
closely related isolates from those with different genomic backgrounds and to explore
transmission hypothesis complemented with observational epidemiology (Struelens et al.,
1998). Furthermore, library typing methods using stable genotyping markers, such as
multilocus-sequence typing (MLST), can be used for molecular surveillance to identify
the evolution of the pathogen genotypes and their distribution over a wider population
scale (Sabat et al., 2013). Each of these methods have been used in studies for bovine and
human S. agalactiae isolates to determine the strain diversity and potential epidemiologic
relationships (Zadoks et al., 2011;Struelens and Brisse, 2013).
Cow-to-cow transmission events can lead to the presence of one strain per herd,
comparable to an outbreak setting (Zadoks et al., 2011); in this case, the RAPD-PCR can
help to characterize the potential clonal spread within a herd. On the other hand, MLST
can be more informative for the purpose of comparisons between different herds and
hosts, to determine the genetic variation among strains from bovine and human origins,
and to understand the nature of transmission events between herds (Mahmmod et al.,
2015).
Recent studies have shown the S. agalactiae molecular variability in different countries.
In Denmark where the prevalence has increased considerably from 2% to 6.1%, despite
the implementation of successful surveillance and control programs (Katholm et al.,
2012), most of the isolates recovered in bulk tank milk were ST1, ST23 and ST103
(Zadoks et al., 2011). In India, it has been reported that isolates were grouped in a novel
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ST483 (Shome et al., 2012). However, in China the most prevalent STs were ST103 and
ST568, respectively (Yang et al., 2013). In Brazil many STs are present, including ST61,
ST67, ST103, ST146, ST226, ST314, ST354 and ST570 (Castro, 2013). S. agalactiae
strain variability is yet to be studied for this highly prevalent pathogen in Colombian
dairy herds. Therefore, the aims of this study were to investigate the molecular variation
in a collection of 116 S. agalactiae isolates from 25 Colombian dairy herds and to
compare the variation among the isolates within and between herds in order to
hypothesize potential transmission sources exploring cow and herd characteristics. To
achieve this goal, two molecular techniques, RAPD DNA PCR and MLST
methodologies, were used.
5.3
5.3.1

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Isolate collection

A convenience sample of 116 S. agalactiae isolates associated with subclinical mastitis
events originating from two different sources were targeted for molecular analysis. The
first source of isolates (n = 100) were recovered from 71 cows in 23 herds between
January 2009 to August 2011 as part of an epidemiological study involving a total of 37
herds in Antioquia (Ramírez et al., 2014). The second source of isolates was from 2 herds
and corresponded to a local control-eradication pilot project that took place between May
2010 and October 2011, also in Antioquia. This second source contributed 16 isolates
recovered from 16 cows, which were provided by the milk quality laboratory at the end
of the control–eradication pilot project, conducted in the country by the Atlantic
Veterinary College and local dairy processor COLANTA.
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5.3.2 Microbiologic culture and DNA isolation
The milk samples from the original studies were preserved at -20°C in vials labeled with
identifying information of the quarter, cow, and herd. The milk was thawed at room
temperature and cultured according to the microbiological methods described by Ramirez
et al., (2014). For DNA extraction, an isolated colony was collected from the culture plate
and suspended in 1.5 mL of Tripticase Soya Broth. The genomic DNA was extracted
with the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit following the manufactures’ procedure (QIAGEN
Group), re-suspended in 100 mL buffer TE (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA) and stored in
Eppendorf tubes. The DNA was sent to the Atlantic Veterinary College; University of
Prince Edward Island, Charlottetown, PE, Canada, for DNA quality control using 1 µL of
the sample and measured with a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo scientific
Inc. ) and to perform the RAPD-PCR procedure.

5.3.3 RAPD-PCR
The RAPD-PCR technique was standardised in the Maritime Quality Milk (MQM)
laboratory at the University of Prince Edward Island. This technique was previously used
by Duarte et al., (2004) Briefly, RAPD-PCR assays were carried out with primer 1254
(5’-CCGCAGCCAA-3’) synthesized by Gibco (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). PCRs
were performed in 50-µl final reaction volumes containing 44 µl of Invitrogen-Master
mix (22 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.4), 55 mM KCl, 1.65 mM MgCl2, 220 mM dGTP, 220 μM
dATP, 220 μM dTTP, 220 μM dCTP, 22 U recombinant Taq DNA Polymerase/ml,
stabilizers 20 mM Tris-HCl, 3 mM MgCl2), 30 pmol of primer, and 3µl of DNA
template. The PCR process consisted of 4 cycles at 94°C for 5 min, 37°C for 5 min, and
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72°C for 5 min followed by 30 cycles at 94°C for 1 min, 37°C for 1 min, and 72°C for 2
min, and a final extension step at 72°C for 10 min. The PCR products were analysed in
1% agarose gels that were run for 2 hours under 120 Volts with TBE buffer and
visualized using SYBR green in the Lobster Science Centre (University of Prince Edward
Island) with a Chemi doc, Bio-Rad (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.) image capture device. In
each gel, a control isolate (selected isolate with clear band pattern) was used to adjust the
consistency of the patterns produced. The PCR profiles were visually classified in groups
based on the bands pattern characteristics.
5.3.4

MLST and eBURST analysis

After performing the RAPD-PCR analysis, 45 isolates from 25 farms were selected from
the initial group, based on their representation of each RAPD-PCR cluster and each herd.
The MLST was performed using the high-throughput HiMLST method at Streeklab
Haarlem (Haarlem, The Netherlands) (Boers et al., 2012). Allelic profiles and STs were
assigned to each isolate through comparison with the PubMLST database for S.
agalactiae (http://pubmlst.org/sagalactiae) and grouped using eBURST (based upon
related sequence types) version 3 software (http://eburst.mlst.net/v3) (Feil et al., 2004).
Clonal complexes were named using the modified nomenclature proposed by Springman
and colleagues (Springman et al., 2014).
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5.3.5 Statistical analysis
Frequency analysis was performed for the categorical variables and descriptive statistics
were computed for the continuous variables. Summary variables from the source
population, for example total number of bacteriological cultures, number of S.agalactiae
positive samples, and number of cows per herd sampled, were also computed. Two level
mixed linear models were used to determine the association between molecular type for
RAPD and MLST and SCC and stage of lactation. For modeling purposes, geometric
mean SCC and DIM were log transformed (LnSCC and LnDIM) and herd was included
as random effect in all models to account for clustering of isolates within a herd.
5.4
5.4.1

RESULTS

Farm, cow, and sample characteristics

The mean number of bacteriological cultures per farm was 391 (SD=215), with an
average number of S. agalactiae positive cultures of 154 (SD=113). Figure 5.1 shows the
frequency distribution of the within herd percent positivity for S. agalactiae. The study
sample consisted of 116 S. agalactiae isolates recovered from 87 cows’ quarter samples
distributed among 25 herds. The mean number of isolates typed per herd was 4.6
(SD=6.0). For the herds contributing isolates for molecular analysis, the average number
of cows sampled was 12.1 animals (SD=11.6), the average days in milk (DIM) 267.5
(SD=161.0), and the individual cow geometric mean SCC was 1,918 (SD= 1,518).
Table 5.1 details the herd management factors and cow characteristics of the study
sample. Greater detail for the 23 herds from the original epidemiologic study can be
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found in the report of Ramirez et al, (2014). Overall, milking by hand was practiced in
68% (17/25) of the herds and milking by machine in 32% (8/25); pre-milking teat
disinfection (pre-dipping) was practiced in 84% (21/25) of the farms and post-milking
teat disinfection (post-dipping) was practiced in 92% (23/25).
5.4.2

RAPD-PCR and MLST

The RAPD PCR analysis generated amplification fragments visible in 6 to 8 bands,
shown in Figure 5.2, after the visual analysis of the gels, all the band profiles were
clustered in 4 groups. Cluster I was the largest with 65.5% (76/116) of the isolates
grouped in this category. Cluster II included 18.9% (22/116) of the isolates, Cluster III
2.5% (3/116) and Cluster IV 12.9% (15/116). Figure 5.2 shows an example of the gel
profiles visually grouped.
The majority of the 82 cows were infected by S. agalactiae classified in a single RAPD
type, but eight cows were found to be infected with two different RAPD types in different
quarters. Moreover, 42 cows were exclusively infected by Cluster I, 15 by Cluster II, 2
by Cluster III and 15 by Cluster IV.
The MLST analysis showed three different STs from 21 farms and 40 isolates. The DNA
from 5 isolates belonging to 4 farms did not show acceptable results and were not
included in this analysis. ST 248 represented 75% (30/40) of the isolates, ST 22 10 %
(4/40), and ST1 15% (6/40). The eBURST analysis, comparing the Antioquia isolates
with the MLST ST database, showed that for ST 248 the predicted group founder was ST
314. In addition, for ST 1 the predicted group founder was ST 19, and for ST 22 the
predicted group founder was ST17. In the case of both ST 1 and ST 22, they were
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considered to be subgroup founders, according to the eBURST diagrams. According to
the new proposed nomenclature (Springman et al., 2014), these sequence types were
grouped in three different clonal complexes (CC): CC 314, CC 19 and CC 17.
Additionally, Figure 5.1 shows that in the three highest prevalence herds both ST 248 and
ST 22 isolates were detected. No novel sequences were found in this collection of
isolates. Figure 5.3 shows the population snapshot of the S. agalactiae MLST dataset
with the Antioquia isolates marked with the squares. The isolates typed with MLST were
derived from 35 cows; from this total, 2 cows were infected by two different STs (ST 1
and ST 248). Furthermore, 5 cows were exclusively infected with ST 1, 3 cows with ST
22 and 26 cows with ST 248.
The linear mixed models performed for LnSCC and LnDIM did not show statistical
differences between the categories of the typing methods. Most of the variation was
explained by herd differences for the outcome variables.
In 13 herds, one RAPD type was exclusively identified; in 10 herds two different RAPD
types were identified and more than two RAPD types were found in 2 herds (Figure 5.4).
Conversely, multiple STs were identified in 7 of 21 herds (Figure 5.5). There was fair
agreement between typing methods with regards to the occurrence of multiple strains per
herd.
5.5

DISCUSSION

Streptococcus agalactiae continues to be a challenge for milk producers and milk quality
programs in several countries around the world, including Colombia (Keefe et al., 2012).
Molecular epidemiological studies are essential to characterize the variability and
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epidemiology of this pathogen to develop effective control and eradication programs. The
use of molecular epidemiology in bovine mastitis could help to identify the physical
sources, the biological relationships, the route of transmission, and the genes responsible
for the virulence of the pathogen (Zadoks et al., 2011).
This pathogen continues to be an important cause of sub clinical infections in cows in
Colombia (Ramírez et al., 2009) with demonstrated impacts in the milk quality of the
herds (Keefe et al., 2011). In the current study, strains were obtained from a previous
published study, where the frequency of isolation of S. agalactiae from subclinical
infected cows was 34.4% (Ramírez et al., 2014). Our results regarding DIM of the cows
and the individual SCC, were higher than the previously reported values from the
Department of Antioquia, where the average DIM was 179 days and the individual SCC
was 1,105,733 cells/mL (Trujillo et al., 2011). Only cows with quarters positive to S.
agalactiae were used. S. agalactiae is associated with high SCC (Ramírez et al., 2014)
and as a contagious pathogen prevalence tends to rise in late lactation. The frequency of
hand milking of 68% was near to the 65% reported for herds in the region (Keefe et al.,
2011). Frequency of pre-dipping (84%) was higher than the 61.9 % reported in the region
and post-dipping was similar (Reyes et al. 2016, Chapter 2 )3.
Using a comparative methodology like RAPD allowed the comparison within a defined
population and permits the estimation of the relatedness of the isolates inside the herd or
regional population (e.g. cow-to-cow transmission) (Zadoks et al., 2011). The low
molecular variability found in this study showed that the majority of the isolates were
grouped in one RAPD type. This uniformity within and across herds was similar in a
3

Not yet published
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Canadian study using RAPD-PCR, which found that 94 % of the isolates were clustered
into four different groups (I, II, III, and IV) with 70% similarity over 185 bovine isolates
(Martinez et al., 2000). The low discriminatory power of RAPD and the low diversity in
the present study is likely because of the potential relationships between isolates rather
than the methods performance itself (Tenover et al., 1995; Struelens, 1996). In addition,
consistent with the findings of others, this lack of variation within herds could be related
with the direct transmission of bacteria between the mammary glands during the milking
operation (Baseggio et al., 1997).
Even though in our study, most of the cows were affected by one molecular type, in some
particular cases two types were found in different quarters and in different dates in the
same cow; therefore we used a higher resolution molecular epidemiology method such as
MLST that could help to confirm the transmission hypotheses. In this study the frequency
of the RAPD and MLST ST types had similar variation among herds, with RAPD I and
ST 248 being the most distributed types between herds (Figures 4.5 and 5.5). In one herd
there were three different RAPD types, however using MLST these strains were
confirmed as two STs. These results agreed with the findings of other studies, where
isolates from animals in the same herd presented closely-related genetic profiles (Zadoks
et al., 2011). However, our finding also had very limited variability across herd, which
contrasted with other studies where the isolates originated from different herds and the
profiles were more diverse (Baseggio et al., 1997 ; Duarte et al., 2004). Our results could
imply, as other authors have suggested, that the presence of a predominant type in
different herds could be a factor of niche adaptation; although, the potential contact
between farms should be considered as well (Zadoks et al., 2011). Also, the poor
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adoption of within-herd biosecurity and risk factors such as hand milking could be a
factor predisposing to a dominant strain in this dairy herd population. (Keefe et al., 2011).
Because the strains analysed in this study were taken from cows with advanced DIM
using a repeated sampling scheme, this might affect the statistical power to detect
differences associated with DIM and SCC, and between the categories of the typing
methods. Cows with advanced DIM

are more likely to be affected with chronic

subclinical S.agalactiae mastitis (Tolosa et al., 2013; Keefe, 1997), and therefore may
have less strain diversity. Further studies are needed to establish if the same pathogen
profile is present in cows with subclinical S. agalactiae mastitis, which have shorter DIM
and lower SCC.
This study showed that the S. agalactiae isolates among these specific herds of the
Antioquia region had a clonal bacterial population structure with low diversity, which
suggests that transmission of dominant clones between farms as plausible. This study also
had several limitations from the sampling point of view. In total only 25 convenienceselected herds are represented. Isolates originating from the same herd could present
more similarity and potentially not be fully representative of the bovine S. agalactiae
population of isolates. A more representative sample from a more varied geographical
origin could address this limitation.
In our study, the existence of ST 248 (CC314), ST 22 (CC17) and ST 1 (CC 19) can have
different interpretations and potential hypothesis about their origin. While other members
of the CC314 have been identified amongst bovine mastitis isolates (Castro, 2013), ST
248 has not been previously reported in cattle. Indeed, the majority of isolates belonged
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to ST 248 (CC314). Members of CC 314 have been occasionally reported from
community-acquired infections in people (Brochet et al., 2006). The ST 1 (CC 19) and
ST 22 (CC17), have been reported as a cause of human blood and genito-urinary
infections (Brochet et al., 2006); also it has been detected in female carriers (Usein et al.,
2014). Additionally, ST1 has been frequently isolated from dairy herds in Denmark
(Zadoks et al., 2011). Interestingly, in our research, there was no evidence of ST 67,
which has been reported as a "bovine adapted” agent (Yang et al., 2013; Bisharat et al.,
2004).

5.6

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, S. agalactiae is a contagious pathogen previously shown to be highly
prevalent in the region. The bacterial population of the collection of isolates examined
had clonal structure, with low diversity potentially derived from a common
epidemiological origin between isolates from the same herd. The distribution of a limited
number of profiles for both methods between herds suggested potential inter-herd
transmission. The low diversity of S. agalactiae within and between herds could be
related to a limited number of transmission events.
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Table 5.1. Descriptive information on 25 dairy farms from Antioquia, Colombia supplying 116 isolates of S. agalactiae
submitted to molecular analysis.
Herd

Milking type

Pre-dip

Post-dip

A1
A3
A4
A6
A8
A11
A12
A14
A18
A19
A20
A22
A23
A24
A25
A26
A28
A30
A31
A32
A34
A35
A36
A180
A3806
Total

Manual
Manual
Manual
Machine
Machine
Manual
Manual
Manual
Machine
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Machine
Machine
Manual
Machine
Machine
Manual
Manual
Machine
Manual
Manual
Manual

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Geometric Mean
SCC1
2221.3
474.6
5219.0
**
2634.7
4283.2
2457.5
1414.3
**
2920.0
546.2
237.0
332.2
4864.1
**
**
1356.7
**
**
1498.3
1676.8
222.0
2422.0
**
**
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Mean
DIM1
216.0
149.9
187.0
**
339.8
266.0
107.3
191.0
**
302.0
144.0
181.0
499.0
259.0
**
**
430.5
**
**
350.9
200.8
56.0
67.0
**
**

Mean
Age1
8.2
7.5
8.5
**
10.2
6.8
6.6
6.3
**
5.5
7.4
5.8
5.9
**
**
8.3
**
**
6.6
3.5
**
**

RAPD 1 typed

MLST typed 2

4
9
1
1
6
2
4
3
1
2
7
1
2
3
2
1
5
1
4
31
4
2
4
6
10
116

2
5
1
**
3
2
1
2
1
2
3
**
2
1
1
1
2
1
3
3
2
1
1
**
**
40

1

Average values for the cows from which the isolates were recovered
Number of isolates typed with Random Amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD-PCR)
2
Number of isolates typed with Multilocus sequence type (MLST)
**
No information available.
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Figure 5.1. Distribution of the Streptococcus agalactiae herd prevalence and the
frequency distribution of Multilocus sequence types classification in 21 dairy herds
located in Antioquia-Colombia. Herd prevalence, indicated as a proportion. Sequence
types (ST), indicated as within herd frequency.
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Figure 5.2. Example of banding patterns obtained through Random amplified
polymorphic DNA of 116 Streptococcus agalactiae isolates recovered from 25 farms
located in Antioquia, Colombia. For each sample Herd, Cow and quarter is indicated. M1
is 1 kb standard ladder. RF, right front; LF, left front; RH, right hind; LH, left hind.
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Figure 5.3. Population snapshot of Streptococcus agalactiae, showing the frequency of
STs identified among 40 non-randomly selected isolates from dairy cattle in Colombia.
eBURST groups including STs from Colombia are marked with the squares and the
Clonal complex is indicated in italics letters.
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Figure 5.4. Herd distribution of the Streptococcus agalactiae RAPD PCR profiles in 25
dairy herds (n=116), from Antioquia Colombia.
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Figure 5.5. Herd distribution of the Streptococcus agalactiae sequence types in
Antioquia Dairy herds (n=40).
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CHAPTER 6. STREPTOCOCCUS AGALACTIAE SUBCLINICAL
MASTITIS TREATMENT
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6.1

ABSTRACT

A randomized controlled trial was performed in 17 Colombian dairy herds to determine
the cure risk among cows sub-clinically infected with S. agalactiae exposed to two
antibiotic therapies. Composite milk samples were collected prior to milking at the onset
of the trial (pre-treatment) and 2 subsequent times over a period of approximately 63
days. The IMM of ampicillin-cloxacillin was compared with the IM of penethamate
hydriodide, and cure risks after an initial and re-treatment application were assessed.
Cure risk after the initial treatment was higher (82.4%) for the IMM treatment than for
IM therapy (65.8%). However, there was no difference in the cure risk of refractory cases
after re-treatment (IMM: 52.6% vs. IM: 51.2%). The cumulative cure risk (both initial
and re-treatment) was 90.4% and 82.9% for the IMM and IM products, respectively A
two-level random effects logistic model that controlled for pre-treatment cow level
somatic cell count, indicated that IM treatment (OR = 0.37), had a lower cure risk than
IMM and that there was a tendency for a lower cure risk with increasing baseline somatic
cell count. Our findings suggest that both products and administration routes can reduce
the prevalence of S. agalactiae in affected herds, but the IMM product had a better
efficacy in curing the infection. In addition to the treatment protocol, the cow somatic cell
count should be considered when making management decisions for cows infected with
S. agalactiae.
Key words: Somatic cell count, Streptococcus agalactiae, subclinical mastitis, antibiotic.
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6.2

INTRODUCTION

Bovine mastitis continues to be the most economically important disease in dairy cattle
(Gröhn et al., 2004) and is caused by a broad spectrum of infectious agents. S. agalactiae
is considered to be a major contagious pathogen for bovine mastitis, and the primary
reservoir of the pathogen and source of infection for healthy animals is the udder of
infected herd mates (Keefe, 1997).
The prevalence of S. agalactiae has been reduced in North American and European
countries with long standing extension programs (Keefe, 2012). However, in the
Scandinavian countries, particularly Denmark a re-emergence of S. agalactiae has been
documented (Zadoks et al., 2011; Katholm et al., 2012). Without systematic surveillance
it is uncertain if this is also the case in other European countries or North America. By
contrast in South America, S. agalactiae has consistently remained an important
pathogen with a herd level prevalence of 60% in Brazil and 42% in Colombia, and a cowlevel prevalence of 11% in Uruguay (Duarte et al., 2004; Keefe et al., 2011;Gianneechini
et al., 2002). In a Colombian study, among quarters with elevated California mastitis test,
34.7% had S. agalactiae (Ramírez et al., 2014).
A recent study in Colombia showed that the presence of S. agalactiae in a herd has a
significant impact on milk quality. That study reported that positive herds had a 70%
higher BTSCC than negative herds. Moreover, the total bacteria burden in the positive
tanks was almost twice as high as in the negative tanks (Keefe et al., 2011).
The control of this pathogen remains important from a global health perspective. The
presence of this pathogen in the cows and bulk tank suggests significant control problems
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in the herd (Edmondson, 2011) and the need to improve within-herd biosecurity (Keefe,
2012). Eradication of the agent is considered to be the ultimate goal and this strategy has
been in use since the mid-20th century. For example, in 1933 the first successful
eradication program was reported and consisted of a combination of laboratory testing,
segregation, and elimination of infected animals (Frost and Sanderson, 1965). Since the
beginning of control and eradication programs, the use of penicillin-based products has
been recommended (Frost and Sanderson, 1965). S.agalactiae remains highly susceptible
to antimicrobials (Makovec and Ruegg, 2003) and in particular to β-lactam-based
products (Erskine et al, 2002; Edmondson, 2011). Continued sensitivity to antimicrobials
has been an important factor in the success of control programs that combine lactational
treatment with other recommendations, such as post-milking teat disinfection and dry
cow therapy (Keefe, 2012).
The prevalence of mastitis caused by S. agalactiae can be successfully reduced with an
antimicrobial agent treatment program and adequate herd management to limit the
incidence of new infections. A popular approach for control and eradication is Blitz
therapy which is the treatment of all lactating cows simultaneously regardless of infection
status, however this method is commonly modified so that only the culture positive
animals are treated (Edmondson, 2011). The main routes of administration for the
treatment of mastitis are IM and IMM (Sérieys et al., 2005). The selection of treatment
route should be made using the following criteria: integrity of the biological barriers of
the udder; location of the bacteria in consideration of the physiochemical characteristics
of the antimicrobial agent; stage at which the treatment is initiated; and severity of the
pathology (Du Preez, 2000). The IMM route is commonly chosen (Du Preez, 2000;
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Sérieys et al., 2005) and in this case the selected antimicrobial agent should exhibit high
lipid solubility to allow the product to move through lipid-rich membranes and product
efficacy is correlated with the duration of effect in the milk (Gruet et al., 2001). S.
agalactiae is sensitive to IMM treatment, as infections in both lactating and dry cows
respond to IMM therapy with β-lactam based products with a cure risk of approximately
90% (Tyler et al., 1992). As a result, treatment by this route will result in the elimination
of a high number of infections in a cost effective manner (Keefe, 1997). The IM route
should only be considered for compounds that are highly lipophilic and able to cross the
epithelia into the mammary gland parenchyma (Gruet et al., 2001). Additionally, IM
products should continue to be active in inflammatory secretions and should achieve
effective therapeutic concentrations within the mammary gland (Pyörälä, 2006). The IM
route has been reported as effective for the treatment of S. agalactiae (Tyler et al., 1992).
Across pathogen species, IM treatment has been suggested when more than one quarter is
affected, in cases of chronic subclinical infections (Barkema et al., 2006a) or when the
infection is clinical in nature (Pyörälä, 2006).
There have been a number of studies that have examined cure risk for subclinical S.
agalactiae and other streptococci infections after either IM or IMM therapy versus either
negative controls or other products with the same route of administration. One study
compared cure risk for clinical mastitis between IM and IMM treatment and found no
difference (Sérieys et al., 2005). However, this study had very few (7 of 312) S.
agalactiae associated cases. No studies have focused on a direct comparison of IM and
IMM therapy for subclinical S. agalactiae infections.
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In Colombia, the high prevalence of S. agalactiae, combined with climatic factors, hand
milking, and variable adoption of hygienic practices makes the control and eradication of
S. agalactiae particularly challenging. There has been a growing interest from the dairy
industry and academia to determine a more efficient treatment strategy for the country
specific herd conditions. This treatment strategy also needs to address the best treatment
regime (administration route, product) that addresses the concerns of the producers.
The present study evaluated the efficacy of two products: ampicillin/cloxacillin IMM
infusion (Masticillin Lactation, Bayer, Germany) which was reported to have a robust
IMM distribution (Gruet et al., 2001) and IM penethamate injection (Mamyzin P
Boehringer Ingelheim GmbH, Ingelheim, Germany), a weak base lipophilic compound
with reported high concentrations of

benzyl penicillin in the mammary gland

(McDougall, 1998) for the treatment of S. agalactiae in dairy cows from the departments
of Antioquia and Caldas, Colombia. The methodology was a randomized clinical trial,
controlling for the herd effect and individual SCC with the outcome of cow
bacteriological cure.
6.3
6.3.1

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Size

The minimum number of cows to be included in the controlled clinical trial was
estimated based on methodology for the comparison of two proportions using the
methods reported by Dohoo et al., (2009) although a more robust hierarchical
methodology was eventually used (Dohoo et al., 2009). For the sample size calculation,
the following assumptions were made: a two-sided χ2 test with α of 0.05 and a power (1163

β) of 0.80. We assumed an expected bacteriological cure proportion for the IMM product
of 95% and for the IM product of 85%, and used an allocation ratio of 1:1. A two-sided
test was selected to reflect the uncertainty of the direction of the treatment effect, given
previous experiences reported in the region. A sample size of 282 cows was calculated;
therefore 141 animals were required in each treatment group. The sample size calculation
did not account for farm effects; however, these effects were included in the final models
and, as anticipated, indicated minimal variability among farms after meeting the selection
criteria described below.
6.3.2

Herd and Cow Selection, Allocation to Treatment, and Sampling Schedule

The study was conducted in 17 herds from the departments of Antioquia and Caldas,
Colombia. The study targeted herds with a BTSCC greater than 350,000 cells/mL
(typically >600,000 cells/ml) that were positive for S. agalactiae in the bulk tank milk in
the last month. A convenience sample of herds meeting these criteria was defined and all
the lactating cows were sampled between July 8, 2013 and May 20, 2014 and cows were
allocated to treatments between July 15, 2013 and June 9, 2014. Within these herds, a
total of 1,104 lactating cows were screened for S. agalactiae infection with composite
milk sampling. Study cows were sampled at three different times over an average period
of 63 days. The first sampling included all the cows in lactation and these results
provided a baseline measure of the pre-trial prevalence of the pathogen as well as
identified cows for the controlled clinical trial. Cows were included in the clinical trial if
they were culture positive for S. agalactiae on the first milk sample and had not received
treatment with antibiotics for any disease in the previous month and were not expected to
be dried off before collection of follow-up samples.
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Infected cows were randomly allocated into treatment groups within each farm. An
unique cow code was assigned for each infected animal in an Excel spread sheet and
random allocation for infected animals within each herd was performed using EPIDAT
software, version 4.0 (Comesaña et al., 2012). All cows that met the inclusion criteria
were included, and assignment to treatment was balanced within each herd. A treatment
allocation list was developed for each herd and was sent by email to the field
administrators of the project.
The initial treatment was administered 11 days after the first milk sampling and a second
sampling took place 4 weeks post-treatment. Cows that remained infected with S.
agalactiae received a repeat treatment with the same product used in the initial round and
this treatment occurred 11 days after the second milk collection. A final milk sampling
was conducted on all refractory cases 4 weeks after the repeated treatment. Individual
cow laboratory data including SCC and milk composition were generated for each
sample. Other individual variables such as days in milk and parity were not included due
to lack of individual cow records for the herds.
6.3.3

Treatments

The two treatments were as follows: Treatment 1 consisted of an IMM infusion of a
combination of 200 mg of cloxacillin and 75 mg of ampicillin (Masticillin Lactation®
Bayer, Germany), which was administered in all four quarters post-milking for three
consecutive milkings; Treatment 2 consisted of an IM injection of 5 grams of
penethamate hydriodide (Mamyzin ® P Boehringer Ingelheim GmbH, Ingelheim,
Germany), which was administered daily for three consecutive days. Treatment was at
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the cow level and the IMM product was applied to all four quarters to provide similar
coverage as the IM therapy. All culture positive cows meeting the selection criteria
described above were treated as per this protocol.
6.3.4

Milk Sampling Technique

Two composite milk samples were taken at each sampling time. For SCC evaluation,
subsequent to udder preparation, milk was stripped from each quarter and an
approximately equal volume of milk was collected from each teat into a 30 mL sample
vial containing bronopol for preservative. Next the udder was prepared for sterile
sampling using the National Mastitis Council protocol (Hogan et al., 1999). A second
composite sample was collected aseptically from the four quarters of the udder, with
equal volumes per quarter placed into a sterile 30 mL sample vial without preservative.
Samples were transported on ice to the laboratories described below.
6.3.5

Laboratory Procedures

Samples were processed for microbiological analysis at the Colombian Tropical
Medicine Institute laboratory (ICMT-CES) (Medellin, Colombia) and at the Milk Quality
Laboratory of the University of Caldas (Manizales, Colombia) using a standard protocol.
For the microbiological diagnosis, the milk samples were gently inverted before being
inoculated onto the culture media. A volume of 0.01 mL was inoculated on esculin blood
agar and was incubated at 37◦C. After 24 hours, the plates were examined for growth and
if the organism was not detected (description below) the plates were re-incubated for
another 24 hours (48 hours total). Colonies were considered to be suspicious of S.
agalactiae using the following criteria: esculin negative colonies with a diameter between
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1-3 mm, without regard to haemolysis pattern. For all suspicious colonies, a catalase test
and Gram stain were performed. Catalase negative and Gram positive colonies were
processed with the confirmatory CAMP test in blood agar, which included a further
incubation for 24 hours at 37◦C with a streak of Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) to
observe the characteristic reaction (Hogan et al., 1999). The SCC analysis was performed
using a CombiFoss 6000 (FOSS Electric, Denmark) at the Central Payment and Quality
Control Laboratory of the Cooperative COLANTA (San Pedro, Colombia).
6.3.6

Bacteriological Cure Definition

Cure was defined at the cow level. A cow was considered to be cured if she was
previously culture positive for S. agalactiae and was subsequently culture negative at the
4 week follow-up culture. Cure was assessed for initial treatment (samples 1 and 2) and
re-treatment of refractory cases samples (2 and 3), independently.

As single post-

treatment sample, was used to determine both treatment and re-treatment cure risks. The
initial treatment regime was the first exposure of the cows to one of the products and
routes; when a cow failed to cure, a second treatment was performed using the same
product and route as the initial treatment. No more than two treatment attempts per cow
were used in this study.
6.3.7

Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics for participant herd demographics, production, milking management
and S. agalactiae within herd prevalence were generated. Cow-level cure risk data after
the initial and re-treatment were generated for descriptive purposes. The proportion of
cured cows (previous positive animals that were subsequently negative) was determined
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separately after sampling 2 (initial treatment cure) and sampling 3 (re-treatment cure).
Additionally a cumulative cure risk was calculated using as the numerator the total cured
animals for both initial treatment and re-treatment and as the denominator the initial
number of treated animals in both IM and IMM groups at the start of the interventions.
Subsequently, a two-level logistic regression model with S. agalactiae cure after the first
treatment as the outcome variable and herd as the random effect was developed to assess
the impact of treatment. The first logistic model used was as follows:
Logit (p S. agalactiae cure) cow(i) = β0 + β1 Treatment cow(i) + µherd(j)
µherd ∼ N(0, σ2h)
The p S. agalactiae cure was the cure risk after one treatment, treatment cow(i) was the
effect of treatment defined as a binary variable (0=IMM, 1=IM) and µ herd(j) was the
random effect of herd (n=17). Herd was modeled as a random effect in order to explore
the herd-associated variation of the outcome. The inclusion of herd as a fixed effect
would have generated several non-significant coefficients in the model. The variation
explained by herd was calculated using the latent variable approach for this type of model
(Dohoo et al., 2009).
A second model was developed to assess the effect of the initial individual SCC on the
cure risks and to perform marginal predictions for the cure risk in an average herd over a
range of baseline SCC values. Normality was assessed for all quantitative variables used
in the models and individual cow SCC was LNSCC1 for analysis. For the purpose of
interpretation, the natural log of SCC was back-transformed. Once the final models were
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reached, the fit was evaluated by examination of residual plots (Dohoo et al., 2009). The
data analysis was carried out with STATA 12 (StataCorp., 2011).

6.4

RESULTS

The 17 herds enrolled in the study had a mean of 64 cows in lactation, with a minimum
of 17 and a maximum of 133 lactating cows. The mean bulk tank volume per day at the
beginning of the treatments was 1,136 L (17.8 L/cow/day). The mean BTSCC over the
first sampling period was 672,810 cells/mL with a range of 354,000 cells/mL to 972,000
cells/mL. Finally, 28.5 % of these farms used machine milking, 67.5% manual, and 4.0%
used both. Mean within herd prevalence of S. agalactiae among the 17 herds was 27.4%
with a minimum of 5.6% and a maximum of 60.0%.
The average time between initial culture and treatment was 11 days (SD=4.5). The
second sampling took place on average 26 days after the first treatment (SD=5.8) with
treatment of refractory cases occurring an average of 10 days after this second culture
(SD=4.2). Final milk cultures took place an average of 22 days after re-treatment
(SD=6.5).
Of the 1,104 cows screened, a total of 308 were found to be S. agalactiae positive. Fortytwo animals were removed from the study because they had recent antibiotic treatments
for clinical mastitis or other diseases, or were to be dried off before follow-up samples
could be taken. As a result, a total of 266 were initially entered into the study. To
determine the initial cure risk, both first and second samplings were required. Eighteen
animals did not have a follow up sample leaving 248 sets of paired data available to
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calculate initial cure risk. To calculate the re-treatment cure risk a third sample was
required for cases refractory to the initial treatment. Sixty of the 64 refractory cases had
results from this third sampling available for analysis.
Table 6.1 shows the proportion of cure for each treatment after the first and second
application. Intramammary treatment with the combination cloxacillin/ampicillin product
(n=125) resulted in a cure risk of 82.4% versus 65.8% for the IM penethamate treatment
(n=123). Sixty animals were re-treated based on the follow-up milk culture results (41 in
the IM group and 19 in the IMM group), resulting in a 52.63 % and 51.22 % cure risk for
the IMM and IM treatments, respectively. The cumulative cure risk for the IMM product
was 90.4 % (113/125) and for the IM product was 82.9% (102/123). Two-level logistic
models were created to examine the effect of treatment on S. agalactiae cure risk. The
first model (data not shown) considered only the effect of treatment group on cure risk
and included the full dataset of 248 animals within the 17 farms, controlling for herd as a
random effect. According to the presented model in Table 6.2, which included both the
effect of treatment and LNSCC1 the group of cows receiving IM treatment were on
average 2.7 times (1/0.37) more likely to remain infected after the first treatment as
compared to the group of animals receiving IMM product. The model herd variance was
0.197 (S.E 0.215), and using the latent response variable approach, the ICC was 5% [ICC
=0.197/(0.197+π2/3)] (Dohoo et al., 2009). In this model, the number of observations was
reduced by 47 (n=201) because of missing pre-treatment SCC values. The effect of
LNSCC1 had a trend although not significant (P=0.074), with a negative coefficient
indicating that elevated SCC at the time of treatment was associated with a trend for a
lower cure risk. There was no interaction between treatment (IMM versus IM) and the
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effect of SCC on the cure risk outcome. Figure 6.1 illustrates the marginal log odds of
cure in an average herd at various pre-treatment SCC levels. There was a clear separation
of the lines indicating a superior cure risk for IMM therapy and a trend towards lowered
cure risk at higher SCC for both treatments. The lines were relatively parallel indicating
that the apparent SCC effect was not dependent on treatment type.
6.5

DISCUSSION

The objective of this controlled clinical trial was to evaluate two treatments for S.
agalactiae when administered to sub-clinically infected cows and the outcome of interest
was cure risk after treatment. Composite milk samples were chosen because treatment
was at the cow rather than the quarter level and composite samples were more
economical. Considering the high shedding levels typical of a S. agalactiae infection,
there is minimal loss of sensitivity with composite samples (Dinsmore et al., 1991).
Indeed, because there is a tendency for multiple quarters to be infected within a cow,
treatment of all four quarters is often recommended to avoid missed infections based on a
quarter level diagnoses (Dinsmore et al., 1991). Pre-screening the herds using BTSCC
and bulk tank culture was successful in identifying herds with high S. agalactiae
prevalence. Due to the low self-cure rate for S. agalactiae (Grommers et al., 1985;
Wilson et al., 1999), no negative controls were included. During the present study, a
single post treatment sample was taken to determine cure risk because the time restriction
imposed by re-treatment of refractory cases limited our ability to take a second posttreatment sample.

The reported sensitivity of S. agalactiae culture is high (95%)

compared to other pathogens (Keefe, 2012), and therefore there is less benefit to using
two samples to define cure. High sensitivity of bacterial culture for detection of S.
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agalactiae is the result of the continuous high bacterial shedding of the S. agalactiae
(Keefe, 2012). A single sample might result in an overestimate of the cure risk, but given
the high sensitivity of culture this effect is likely quite small. Additionally, we anticipate
that both treatments groups would be equally impacted by any misclassification.
According to the results of the current study, the cure risk for subclinical S. agalactiae
infection after a single course of therapy was significantly higher for the IMM product
compared to the IM treatment. This data contrasts with McDougall (1998) where both
clinical and subclinical IMM infections caused by major Gram positive pathogens were
treated with either subcutaneous penethamate and IMM penicillin-dihydrostreptomycin
and no significant differences were observed, however S. agalactiae was not among the
pathogens considered (McDougall, 1998). In a second study focused exclusively on
clinical mastitis, Sérieys et al. (2005) also reported no significant difference between IM
treatment with penethamate and IMM ampicillin/cloxacillin treatment, although that
study included multiple pathogen species and the frequency of S. agalactiae was low (7
out of 312 cases for the evaluation of bacteriological cure) (Sérieys et al., 2005). Finally,
another study found no difference in cure risk between IM benzyl penicillin potassium
and IMM penethamate for the most common penicillin sensitive udder pathogens (Staph.
aureus, S. dysgalactiae and S. uberis), but once again this dataset did not include S.
agalactiae (Sandgren et al., 2008). Our study focused exclusively on S. agalactiae and
therefore had more appropriate statistical power to document the differences between IM
and IMM for that pathogen. Cure rates differences for the treatment routes may be related
with the S. agalactiae infection site. Streptococci, particularly S. agalactiae remain in
the milk compartment or in the milk ducts as opposed to invasion of the udder
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parenchyma (Pyörälä, 2006). The IMM product may reach higher concentrations in the
milk compartment were the S. agalactiae is present, giving the antimicrobial more
opportunity to eliminate the infection (Pyörälä, 2006).
The efficacy of the IM penethamate-based product was 65.8 % in this study, which was
higher than reported by Salat et al. 2008. The earlier study considered subclinical mastitis
produced by several mastitis pathogens (S. aureus, coagulase- negative staphylococci
Streptococcus uberis, non-S. agalactiae streptococci and Corynebacterium bovis). When
evaluated against a negative control, treatment with IM penethamate had a bacteriological
cure risk of 52.2% compared to 10.9% in the control group (Salat et al., 2008). The
present study focused on S. agalactiae only and therefore the cure risk would be expected
to be higher when compared with other major pathogens such as S. aureus. The treatment
outcome of the IM product in the current study may have been superior than previously
reported due to the targeted microorganism which is frequently reported as sensitive in
the literature (Keefe, 1997).
The efficacy of the IMM product in this study was 82.4%. This finding agrees with a
review article from Keefe (1997), which reported lactational therapy cure risks for IMM
treatment for S. agalactiae between 84 and 100%. Also cited in this review, the efficacy
of cloxacillin IMM treatment in the form of Blitz therapy achieved cure risks of 98% and
100% according to two studies (Kingwill et al., 1970; Thomson et al., 1988).
Furthermore, in an evaluation of several IMM therapies, Wilson et al. (1999) reported a
cure risk for subclinical S. agalactiae infection of 77% for cloxacillin and 86% for
amoxicillin and a spontaneous cure risk of 27%.
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In contrast to the difference observed between the products for the initial therapy, the retreatment cure risk was very similar between the protocols. The outcome of the additional
treatment is in agreement with Sérieys et al. (2005) who reported a similar bacteriological
cure risk for IMM and IM treatments among cows treated for a second time (Sérieys et
al., 2005). A S. uberis therapy study reported similar cure rates for re-treatment of
refractory cases (55%) to the current study (Milne et al., 2005). The reasons for the
differing outcomes for initial treatment versus re-treatment are not clear. The initial
treatment may have cured the most vulnerable infections leaving a subpopulation of
infections with either pathogen or individual cow factors that resulted in the lower cure
risk in these re-treated animals. Additionally the cure risks were much lower than
expected (i.e. used for the calculation of the sample size) based on previously reported
cure risks (Kingwill et al., 1970; Thomson et al., 1988). This observation could be
related to the presence of long standing infections associated with higher somatic cell
counts. Also, the strain variability of S. agalactiae expressing differences in
pathogenicity and virulence factors could be an element leading to lower cure risks in the
present study (Sorensen et al., 2010).
Furthermore, the overall failure to cure risk could be related to both the persistence of
infections (true failures) and re-infection events. In order to differentiate persistence
versus re-infection, fingerprinting methods have been used for pathogens where a diverse
within herd pathogen population

is expected (for example environmental source S.

uberis) (Milne et al., 2005). However, with a pathogen with less expected genetic
diversity within a herd, such as S. agalactiae, this technique would be less helpful.
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Because treatment was balanced within each herd, we anticipate that the risk of reinfection would be equal between the treatment assignments.
Total exposure to antibiotics is an important consideration when designing treatment
protocols. Total antibiotic consumption has been reported to be higher for IM compared
to IMM treatments (Hillerton and Kliem, 2002) and IMM has been shown to have a
higher local concentration in the mammary gland (Pyörälä, 2006; Barkema et al., 2006)
consequently

the route of administration is an important factor to minimize the

antimicrobial use (Sandgren et al., 2008). Routine use of antibiotics is an important
condition leading to the increase in resistant bacterial strains (Kolář et al., 2001),
especially in herds with high SCC and high antimicrobial use (Sandgren et al., 2008).
This is a factor that should be controlled for through careful selection of targeted herds
and individuals to be treated, including, for example, not treating cows with a poor
prognosis (Sandgren et al., 2008). Much of the success for treatment of S. agalactiae
relies on this pathogen’s high degree of antibacterial susceptibility and the fact that it is
an obligate udder pathogen located in the milk ducts (Erskine et al., 2003), which can be
easily reached with IMM administration and requires lower amounts of antimicrobial.
Additional information suggests that the systemic treatment for streptococcal mastitis
usually results in clinical cure but with lower bacteriological cure (Ziv, 1980) ; this can
be due to sub-inhibitory concentrations of the product when administered systemically
and is also cited as a potential factor for resistance development (Tello et al., 2012). The
efficacy of an IM product depends on its effective passage from the blood into the foci of
infection and on the maintenance of therapeutic concentrations at the target site (Pyörälä,
2006). In order to assess the level of exposure of the infecting organism to the antibiotic,
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it is necessary to determine the concentration of antibiotic in the milk (Ziv, 1980),
nonetheless this was not performed in our study. In another study, IM penicillin G was
given to treat S. agalactiae infections at three different concentrations (Murphy and
Stuart, 1954). The authors reported that the application of an aqueous suspension of
42,000,000 IU, with a first dose of 6,000,000 IU followed by 12 doses of 3,000,000 IU at
12 hours intervals, completely eliminated S. agalactiae infection, but it was not
sufficiently high to eliminate C. bovis (Murphy and Stuart, 1954). Therefore, in order to
achieve a complete bacteriological cure when using an IM product, larger amounts of
active compound were required to attain inhibitory levels in the mammary gland. In the
present study, the protocol for antibiotic exposure for IM cases was 12,127.5 mg per
complete course of treatment versus 3,300 mg per course of treatment for the IMM
product. While it is difficult to assess directly the impact of this difference because
different drugs are involved in each protocol, this is an apparent additional benefit
(beyond improved efficacy) for the IMM based therapy.
The IMM treatment group showed a higher cure risk than the IM group, but in both cases
the cure risk was affected by the initial SCC of the cow (Figure 6.1). This finding is in
agreement with Weaver et al. (1986), where they observed a significantly lower cure rate
for S. agalactiae in cows with California mastitis test (CMT) ≥1 when compared to cows
with a trace or negative CMT score (Weaver et al., 1986). A similar finding was reported
by Owens et al. (1988) where increasing SCC was associated with a lower chance of cure
for S. aureus (Owens et al., 1988). Barkema et al (2006) also reported that cow level
SCCs and the period of time that SCC remained elevated were associated with the cure
risk of pathogen (Barkema et al., 2006).
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Cure risk is also influenced by herd level risk factors (Weaver et al., 1986). However, in
the present study, herd only contributed to 5% of the total variability in cure risk,
suggesting a minimal herd effect. Other possible predictors of interest not measured in
this trial, for example days in milk and parity, could affect the cure risks in both
treatments. Related to these two variables, other authors have reported no influence of the
stage of lactation on the cure risk for the penethamate or negative control groups for nonagalactiae streptococci, S. aureus, and coagulase- negative staphylococci (Salat et al.,
2008). In contrast, another group of authors reported that for S. aureus treatment,
increasing parity was associated with lower cure risk (Barkema et al., 2006). Moreover,
Deluyker et al. (2005) showed that bacteriological cure was higher for lower parity cows
treated with different regimes of pirlimycin hydrochloride for streptococci and S. aureus
subclinical infections, but there were no S. agalactiae in that study (Deluyker et al.,
2005).
In the present study within each farm, the treatment allocation was balanced and
performed randomly for all the subjects in the trial. This should result in a relatively
equal distribution of independent variables such stage of lactation and parity in both
treatment groups or unmeasured confounders that could bias the estimated effects (Dohoo
et al., 2009). In addition, including herd as a random effect will help to control for other
unmeasured confounders that cluster at farm level. A previous study found no effect of
days in milk on the cure risk for streptococci and other major pathogens (Salat et al.,
2008); however the present study did not controlled by these variables, due to the
difficulties retrieving the individual records from the cows. In addition, the logistic model
presented in this study included herd as random effect, and this will also reduce the effect
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of herd level unmeasured confounders. According to the low ICC obtained from the data,
there was minimal clustering and most of the variation was within groups (Dohoo et al.,
2009).
6.6

CONCLUSIONS

This study showed that the IMM treatment regime performed better than the IM in terms
of bacteriological cure risk, despite the reported high susceptibility of this specific
pathogen to both β-lactams active ingredients: cloxacillin/ampicillin (IMM) and
penethamate hydriodide (IM). Overall exposure to antibiotics for the cow was lower for
the IMM treatment, although direct comparison across differing antibiotics is difficult
because the relative importance of each in developing resistance may be different.
Additionally, the initial treatment cure risks, for both protocols, were influenced by the
initial SCC of the cow. Treatment protocol including route of administration, as well as
cow SCC should be considered when making management decisions (treatment and
culling) for cows infected with S. agalactiae.
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Table 6.1. Animal cure risk for initial and re-treatment regimes, comparing
intramammary treatment (Masticillin Lactation ® Bayer, Germany) and intramuscular
treatment (Mamyzin ® P Boehringer Ingelheim GmbH, Ingelheim, Germany) of
Streptococcus agalactiae in 248 animals, within 17 herds in Antioquia and Caldas,
Colombia
First treatment Total
Cured animals
Second
Total
Cured animals
treated
treatment
treated
n

n

%

n

n

%

Intramammary

125

103

82.40

Intramammary

19

10

52.63

Intramuscular

123

81

65.85

Intramuscular

41

21

51.22

Total

248

184

74.19

Total

60

31

51.67
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Table 6.2. Two level logistic regression model comparing intramammary treatment
(Masticillin Lactation ® Bayer, Germany) and intramuscular treatment (Mamyzin ® P
Boehringer Ingelheim GmbH, Ingelheim, Germany) of Streptococcus agalactiae in 201
animals within 16 herds in Antioquia and Caldas, Colombia
S. agalactiae cure risk
Reference category
Intramammary

95% Confidence interval
Odds Ratio Std. Err.

z

P>z

0.37

0.13

-2.93 0.003

0.19

0.72

LNSCC1

0.80

0.10

-1.79 0.074

0.62

1.02

Intercept

22.07

20.15

3.39

3.69

132.11

Parameter

Estimate

Variance

0.17

0.001

Std. Err.
0.23

95% Confidence interval
IL
SL
0.01

2.36

LNSCC1 Natural logarithm of the individual somatic cell count at the beginning of the

intervention.
2

UL 2

Intramuscular

Herd Random effects

1

LL 2

LL: lower limit. UL: Upper limit
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Figure 6.1. Reyes, J. Marginal prediction of the log odds of Streptococcus agalactiae
cure comparing intramammary treatment (Masticillin Lactation ® Bayer, Germany) and
intramuscular treatment (Mamyzin ® P Boehringer Ingelheim GmbH, Ingelheim,
Germany) in an average herd given the cow initial somatic cell count values (LNSCC1).

1

LNSCC1: Natural logarithm of the individual somatic cell count at the beginning of the

intervention.
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CHAPTER 7: GENERAL DISCUSSION
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7.1

INTRODUCTION

Milk quality and udder health are amongst the most important elements of the economic
success of dairy producers. Bovine mastitis reduces farm profitability due to decreased
milk production, increased discarded milk, treatment costs, and culling, which has both a
direct effect on cost and an indirect effect by decreasing genetic advancement of the herd.
(Gröhn et al., 2005). Depending on a number of country specific factors, the
epidemiology of bovine mastitis can be very different. For example, major or minor
pathogens can be more or less frequent, depending on the herd practices and cow
conditions. In general, the more used individual parameters of evaluation of the udder
health are the incidence of clinical mastitis, SCC, pathogen-specific prevalence, and
incidence of NIMI (Dufour et al., 2011). Bulk tank milk somatic cell count (BTSCC) has
been proposed as herd level monitoring tool for subclinical mastitis prevalence (Lukas et
al., 2005), and is used as an international standard for milk quality (Dufour et al., 2011;
Ruegg and Pantoja, 2013). Due to the importance of the dairy industry in Colombia and
the history of contagious mastitis, this thesis was focused in milk quality of herds and
with particular interest on S.agalactiae mastitis.
Streptococcus agalactiae is an widespread pathogen that can be found in different
vertebrate hosts, causing a broad range of infections with specific symptoms, or as part of
the asymptomatic colonization of human and animal species (Yildirim et al., 2002;
Sukhnanand et al., 2005; Delannoy et al., 2013). This pathogen is a re-emerging cause of
subclinical mastitis in countries with developed dairy industries (Mweu et al., 2012a) and
was the primary cause of subclinical mastitis in the 1940’s and 1950’s (Myllys et al.,
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1994). After the onset of milking machines the S.agalactiae prevalence and incidence
were reduced (Myllys et al., 1994), but even with the advent of robotic milking, this
pathogen continues to be a challenge for countries with long-standing mastitis control
programs (Katholm et al., 2012). In countries with emerging dairy industries, the
production conditions of North America and European countries of several decades ago
continue to be a reality and S. agalactiae persists as a common finding with significant
impacts on the milk quality at the herd and at the cow levels (Keefe, 2012). This
pathogen is classified as a contagious mastitis agent, with a tendency to produce chronic
infections and low self-cure rates (Keefe, 1997). Due to the subclinical onset of the
infection, the infected cows are usually undetected and they are the primary source of
infection for their healthy herd mates (Keefe, 1997). The transmission of S.agalactiae
occurs during the milking operation, usually with one dominant bacterial clone, but this
can depend on the transmission sources involved (Zadoks et al., 2011). Some authors
have listed various risk factors associated with S.agalactiae IMI and several controleradication measures have been implemented, including antibiotic treatment strategies
aimed towards the reduction of prevalence and incidence (Edmondson, 2011; Keefe,
2012).
In order to understand the udder health impacts and epidemiology of S. agalactiae in
Colombia (with the logistic challenges of data quality, accessibility and political will),
several methodological approaches were deployed. Each chapter corresponded to the
specific contributions of different Colombian Institutions, located in different regions
(Departments of Antioquia and Caldas) of the country. These contributions were
represented in databases and academic collaboration with different levels of commitment
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and engagement. The findings of this thesis will contribute to the understanding of the
effects of various factors on the milk quality and on the epidemiology of S. agalactiae in
the country. Additionally, the determination of the molecular variability of this pathogen
and the selection of the treatment protocol will contribute to the development of targeted
control-eradication strategies in Colombia and countries with similar dairy production
conditions, in order to reduce the prevalence of this major pathogen.
7.2

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

These research chapters have presented a broad approach of the study of bovine mastitis
and S.agalactiae epidemiology in two distinct geographic regions of Colombian. Several
databases and methodologies were combined, in order to investigate the subclinical
mastitis situation, the S. agalactiae distribution, pathogen characteristics, herd and cow
level risk factors and specific treatment strategies.
Chapter 2 results provided the insights of udder health from dairy herds of the Northern
region of Antioquia. The demographic characteristics of the study population were in
agreement with other reports from the country, for example for herd size (Holmann et al.,
2003). The 130 herds selected in this study, were representative from the dairy herds for
this particular production system in the region, despite the non-random selection process.
The frequency of milking by hand in this population was somewhat lower than the
reported by other authors, which is potentially explained by requiring the farm to have a
bulk tank as an inclusion criteria. In the chapter a linear mixed model was used for the
repeated measures of the BTSCC, controlling by the herd variation. This had the
advantage of allowing exploration of the BTSCC variation by time points and provided
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the estimation of this variation explained by herd. Moreover chapter 2, showed that
milking by hand continued to be factor associated with higher BTSCC, which was in
agreement with other reports, from similar production systems (Brown et al., 1998).
BTSCC was been reported as a good indicator for the measurement of udder health in a
herd (Dufour et al., 2011). Accordingly, the higher values for the BTSCC in hand milked
herds could be mediated by the presence of major contagious pathogens, such as
S.agalactiae. Other reports from the country have pointed out this pathogen as a frequent
cause of subclinical mastitis in herds from the region (Ramírez et al., 2014) and as a
frequently recovered bacterium, in the BTM cultures from hand milked herds (Keefe et
al., 2011). Milking method, singeing udders, fore stripping, pre-dipping, and postdipping, showed an association with BTSCC. Interestingly, fore-stripping showed
inconsistent results with previous reports, where it was associated with a tendency toward
reduced BTSCC (Wenz et al., 2007). This could be related with fore stripping was being
used, as a screening method to detect mastitis cases, and it was more frequent in herds
with higher BTSCC. Pre-dipping and post-dipping continued to be specific practices,
related with lower BTSCC as reported by other studies (Goodger et al., 1993; Dufour et
al., 2011). Several limitations of this chapter included the lack of information about
mastitis pathogens in the questionnaire and in the BTM sampling, the non-random
selection of herds by municipality, and the employed method (PortaSCC) for the
estimation of BTSCC.
Chapter 3, explored herd level risk factors related with the bulk tank frequency of the
S.agalactiae, in dairy herds from the coffee region of the country. This chapter used a
data reduction strategy (factor analysis) in order to use the majority of the information
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contained in a comprehensive questionnaire and a 2-level random effect logistic model
controlling for milking method, sampling month and herd as a random effect. Among the
results from this chapter, the S. agalactiae frequency was one of the most interesting.
Fifty-nine percent of the herds were positive at least once during the whole study period.
This frequency was greater than the 42% weighted prevalence, reported by other authors
from approximately 500 cooling tanks (Keefe et al., 2011), however, that study used a
single sample rather than repeated sampling. The BTSCC was lower when S. agalactiae
was not isolated in the BTM compared to positive BTM results. Similar high values for
BTSCC was reported by the same group of authors in BTM positive herds (Keefe et al.,
2011). The factor analysis allowed combination of the variables in conceptually related
groups. Combined variables present in the final model were related with within herdstandardized management procedures for mastitis prevention and showed an association
with the increase of being S. agalactiae BTM positive when not practiced. This result can
be compared with the Rodrigues et al., (2005) study, where not having written milking
procedures increased the risk for contagious mastitis events (Rodrigues et al., 2005).
Milking practices variables related with the presence of relief milkers and the duration of
the appointment also showed an association with being BTM positive, which was in
agreement with another study, where the use of hired milkers was associated with high
BTSCC (Bartlett et al., 1992) and consequently an increased risk of contagious mastitis.
Likewise, metabolic herd-health related variables were associated with probability of
being BTM positive. Ketosis has been shown to have an effect on the susceptibility of
the cows to mastitis, due to decreased phagocytosis by polymorphonuclear cells (Leslie
et al., 2000; Suriyasathaporn et al., 2000). Culling rates >10% due to mastitis, were
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higher in herds where S. agalactiae was recovered. Culling could have a dual role in the
frequency of S. agalactiae shedding into the BTM. Streptococcus agalactiae prevalence
could be a risk factor for higher culling and in herds with higher culling rates the
replacement rate should be also higher, and so the risk of introducing an infected animal
is also high. Other authors have pointed that purchasing cows or heifers have been
associated with S. agalactiae infection (Agger et al., 1994;Mweu et al., 2012). Milking
by hand continued to be a strong risk factor for being BTM positive. Similar to another
study, where the prevalence of infection in hand milked herds was reported higher than
machine milked herds (Keefe et al., 2011).
Certain limitations of this study included, lack of information about the specific S.
agalactiae CFU in order to relate that to an estimate the approximate intra herd
prevalence. In addition, there were a number questions excluded from the analysis due to
lack of variability.
Chapter 4, showed the association of herd and cow risk factors with the incidence of new
subclinical mastitis infections per lactation produced by S. agalactiae. This chapter
showed, with a longitudinal analysis, the incidence of the pathogen in 767cows from 34
non-randomly selected herds. A multilevel Poisson regression model was used, adjusted
by days in milk, age of the cow, and herd and cow as random effects. The final model
showed that the herd S. agalactiae prevalence, was associated with an increased IR
S.agalactiae NIMIs, which was in agreement with another author, where the incidence
risk has been listed as an outcome of the S. agalactiae herd prevalence (Keefe, 2012).
The previous number of quarters infected, previous infections with non-agalactiae
streptococci, CNS, and gram negatives, were not associated with S. agalactiae NIMIs. In
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contrast, the previous number of quarters infected defined as a susceptibility factor before
the onset of a NIMI, was not associated in our study (Reyher et al., 2013). Moreover,
previous infections with Staph. aureus were associated with the reduction of S.
agalactiae NIMIs and previous infections with C. bovis, showed a similar trend; however
borderline significant. In contrast to our study, other authors reported, that being infected
with CNS and C. bovis in the previous sampling increased the risk of new major
pathogen infections (Reyher et al., 2012).
The S. agalactiae NIMIs were more frequent in younger cows and at the start of the
lactation period, agreeing with other reports, where higher incidence of subclinical
mastitis was observed in the first 100 DIM (Schukken et al., 2003). This finding can be
also an effect of the S. agalactiae NIMIs definition; whereas, quarters affected once by a
new S. agalactiae infection and that did not continue being infected, could be showing
the most resistant quarters. In that order of ideas, susceptible quarters to S.agalactiae
could be more frequent at the start of the lactation period and an earlier age of the cow.
Milking by hand was associated with higher IR in our study. This result is similar to
prevalence based studies at the cow level (Ramírez et al., 2014) and at the herd level
(Keefe et al., 2011). Furthermore, more than 20 seconds of contact with the teat skin of
the pre-dipping disinfectant, showed a trend on the decrease of the incidence, in
agreement with published recommendation of at least 30 seconds contact time (Keefe,
2012).
This chapter had several limitations. In general, there were a limited number of cow
variables recorded in the questionnaire that might be related with the NIMIs, such as lag
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time, milking duration, teat health and udder cleanliness scores. The limited number of
herds and the fact that many management procedures are implemented at herd-level, did
not allow sufficient variation for detection of certain potential risks. There was also a
potential selection bias towards the microbiological culture of only high somatic cell
counts quarters.
Chapter 5 examined the molecular variation using two distinct molecular techniques
RAPD-PCR and MLST, with specific purposes. The use of a comparative methodology
like RAPD allowed detecting the relatedness of the isolates inside the herd through the
cow- to-cow transmission of S.agalactiae. In general, there was low molecular
variability, represented by the four RAPD groups, similar with another study, where the
RAPD profiles clustered into four different groups with 70% similarity (Martinez et al.,
2000). On the other hand, the utilization of a library typing method such MSLT, allows
generation of information about the bacterial population structure of these isolates. This
technique has been used previously by a number of authors in bovine isolates with
different levels of diversity (Shome et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2013; Castro, 2013). The
absence of CC 61 and CC 67, exclusively associated to infections in cattle in previous
studies (Yang et al., 2013; Bisharat et al., 2004) and the presence of ST 1 (CC 19) and
ST 22 (CC17) could be showing a potential between host transmission, since both have
been previously reported in humans

(Brochet et al., 2006; Usein et al., 2014).

Interestingly, the ST 1 has been reported as a frequent ST isolated from the BTM in dairy
herds from Denmark (Zadoks et al., 2011). The ST248 (grouped in the CC 314) has
been occasionally reported from community-acquired infections in people (Brochet et al.,
2006), but had not been previously reported in cattle. The majority of the isolates were
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obtained from cows in late lactation, potentially reflecting the chronical nature of these
infections, as reported from this pathogen (Keefe, 1997). In general, most of the cows
were infected by one RAPD type and one ST. In three of the highest prevalence herds, ST
1 and ST 248 were present. These isolates presented a clonal population structure, and the
low diversity found in this population of isolates, could be explained from the potential
relationships between isolates and a limited number of transmission events.
Several drawbacks of this study included a potential selection bias of the isolates, since
most of the isolates were obtained from cows in late lactation. Moreover, some of the
herds were overrepresented. The lack of human isolates did not allow performing
comparisons between human and bovine isolates. There were budget limitations that did
not allowed to perform the MLST technique in all the isolates, in order to observe the
correlation between the two techniques.
Chapter 6, evaluated the efficacy of the ampicillin-cloxacillin IMM infusion (Masticillin
Lactation, Bayer, Germany), which was reported to have a robust IMM distribution
(Gruet et al., 2001) and the IM penethamate injection (Mamyzin P Boehringer Ingelheim
GmbH, Ingelheim, Germany), which is reported to produce high concentrations of
benzyl penicillin in the mammary gland (McDougall, 1998) for the treatment of sub
clinically infected cows with S. agalactiae, from the departments of Antioquia and
Caldas, Colombia. In general, the efficacy of the IMM product was superior than the IM,
after a single course of therapy, contrasting with other reports where, there was not
difference between similar treatments (Sérieys et al., 2005; Sandgren et al., 2008).
However, neither of the two reports were focused on S. agalactiae. Moreover, for a
second course of therapy there was not difference between the cure risk of the products,
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and the cure risk were lower than the reported (Kingwill et al., 1970; Thomson et al.,
1988). The reasons behind these results are not clear, but might be originated from
potential antimicrobial resistance and the presence of virulence factors of the S.agalactiae
strains (Sorensen et al., 2010). For both treatments, when the initial SCC was high, the
cure risks were lower, which was similar to another study, where lower cure risks were
associated with higher CMT scores (Weaver et al., 1986).
Overall, the limitations of this chapter were as follows: individual cow information was
difficult to obtain in order to adjust for other cow level variables, strain information was
not assessed in terms of variability and resistance patterns and there was no economic
evaluation of this clinical trial.

7.3

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In summary, this thesis determined that specific management factors and milking
methods were associated with the variation of the BTSCC and possible relationship with
the presentation of contagious mastitis events. Also, this thesis determined that S.
agalactiae continues to be a frequent pathogen in different regions from Colombia and a
priority for the national milk quality. Several risk factors were associated with the
recovery in the BTM, and with the incidence rate of NIMIs. Three separate chapters
(Chapters 2, 3, 4) showed the consistent association between hand milking and different
outcomes as follows: increased LnBTSCC, frequent isolation of S. agalactiae in BTM
samples and high incidence rate of S. agalactiae NIMIs.
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Moreover, this research

explored the molecular variation of a collection of S. agalactiae isolates, determining the
dominant clones circulating in one of the regions and proposing potential transmission
sources within herds. Finally, through a randomized control trial, under local production
conditions, this thesis showed the better choice for the treatment of subclinical mastitis in
order to propose control-eradication interventions.
Despite the limitations of this thesis, the diverse collection of data from different time
and places, could contribute in the future, not only to academic studies, but also to guide
practical applications of milk improvement through the control of S. agalactiae in
Colombia and countries with a similar situation.
Future research directions might include the monitoring of different pathogens and risk
factors, with particular emphasis in S. agalactiae, at the bulk tank level, to explore the
shedding patterns and to adjust the herd management factors. Robust environmental
information might be included in these monitoring programs, to determine the seasonal
effects of physical factors such as precipitation, humidity and temperature, over the
pathogen presentation and on the efficacy of disinfection practices. Additionally,
geographical information systems (GIS) based analyses, will be useful in terms of
determining the geographical clustering of the pathogen and the risk factors.
Furthermore, the study of the within-herd transmission dynamics of S. agalactiae, with
the combination of factual data and Susceptible-Infected-Removed (SIR) models, would
allow a better understanding of how the pathogen is spread and in how much time can be
eradicated from a herd. More molecular analysis is needed as well, with a broader
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inclusion of isolates from different herds and hosts in order to the determine pathogen
and host comparisons with genomics approaches.
The assessment of economic outcomes of the S. agalactiae in the dairy herds might be
needed, in order to select a suitable control-eradication method and to attract more
producers to the S. agalactiae control programs. In addition, the design and validation of
a rapid diagnostic test for S. agalactiae, will boost the detection programs, and will
accelerate the treatment-cull decision times, consequently reducing the infected pool of
animals from the herds.
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APPENDIX 3.1
Appendix 3.1. Risk factors survey for Streptococcus agalactiae study in 176 dairy herds
from 16 Municipalities distributed in 6 Departments of the coffee region of Colombia
from January 22 -2013 to November 26-2014.
RISK FACTORS SURVEY TO MASTITIS PRESENTATION

1. GENERAL INFORMATION
Date:

Interviewer:

Name of the farm:

Owner:

Address:

State:

Phone:

Email:

Collecting company:
Tank code:
Production system:
Rotational ___ ____Rotational + supplementation _______ Extensive_______ Other________
Which_______
Number of cows: production___ Dry___ Heifers___
Breeds: Holstein___ Normand___ Jersey___ Brown Suisse___ crosses ____ Other___ which________
Average of production (cow/day):

Average of yield per lactation:

Average of days in milk:

Area of the farm (Ha):

Area dedicated to dairy production :
Number of people milking:

2. BIOSECURITY
It is a closed herd for at least one year?

Yes___

No___

Were mastitis records reviewed when the cows were bought?

Yes___

No___

Was a culture for mastitis pathogens made at the arrival of the animals?

Yes___

No___

Was a mastitis test for mastitis made when cows entered in lactation?

Yes___

No___

In case of not being a closed herd answer the following questions:

If you bought animals, what is their origin? A farm ______ Several farms ____ Auction___ Other_____
Are cows taken to expositions or other events where they are mixed with other
animals?
Yes___
No___
Are there any policies (written) about the mastitis culling?

Yes___

No___

Yes___

No___

Cows are culled if they have more than ___________cases of mastitis by lactation
Cows are culled if they get mastitis more than ________ lactations
Cows are culled when they show high chronic somatic cell count?
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Do you isolate the cows in the paddock when they are infected with S. aureus or S.
agalactiae?
Do you isolate the cows during milking when you know that they are infected with
S. aureus or S. agalactiae?
Do you isolate the cows with high count of somatic and cells to be milked at the
end?

Yes___

No___

Yes___

No___

Yes___

No___

Attachments are disinfected after milking a cow infected or suspicious of mastitis?

Yes___

No___

Are treated cows clearly identified?

Yes___

No___

Fresh cows are separated from the rest of the group?

Yes___

No___

Are treated cows separated from milking cows?

Yes___

No___

Are treated cows separated from postpartum cows?

Yes___

No___

The farm is certificated as brucellosis free?

Yes___

No___

The farm is certificated as tuberculosis free?

Yes___

No___

Is the farm certified in BPG (good livestock practices)?

Yes___

No___

With what?_______________________

What is the fate of discarded milk?
What is the system of raising calves?
3 MILKING PROCEDURES
Type of milking: Manually_______ Mechanical_______
The milkers have been trained in the last year?

Yes__

No___

Is the rotation of personnel less than 1 year?

Yes___

No___

What is the sex of the milker(s)?

M___

F___

If the milking is in the paddock, is a covered place?

Yes___

No___

Milking with calf?

Yes___

No___

Milking protocols are written?

Yes___

No___

Are gloves used during milking?

Yes___

No___

Yes___

No___

Yes___

No___

Milking place: Parlor___ Barn ___ Paddock__________

Material of gloves? Reusable____ Disposables_______
condition of the gloves: Good _____ Fair _____ Poor______
Do you apply oxytocin before milking?
A hobble is used?
The hobble is washed between cows?

Yes_
_

No___

With what? _______________

Are hands washed between cow and cow?

Yes___

No___

Washing the bucket between cows?
Pre-milking preparation

Yes___

No___

Average of udder hygiene score ____________________
Is the udder washed before milking? Always______ Only when they are dirty ________ No_______
With what product? Only water _____ Detergent_____ Disinfectant______ other, what? __________
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Fore Milk is stripped?

Yes___

Where is foremilk stripped?
Is milk checked for
mastitis?

Yes___

No__

Frequency

___________
No__
Yes___
_
No__
Yes___
_

Teats are predipped?
Concentration of active principle _______

Which what?

No__
_

Is it diluted with
water?

Method of application of disinfectant? Immersion_______ Spray______ Foam_______
Is the coverage of the disinfectant adequate? Yes (> 2/3) ____ No (< 2/3) ________
Contact time:

Less than 30 seconds_______ more than 30 seconds ___________

Teats wash: Always_____ Never _____ Only when they are dirty

With what? _____

Nipple Dry:

With what? __________
Yes___

Yes___

No___

A single paper or towel is used per cow?
Yes___
A single paper or towel is used per teat?

No__
_
No__
_

Score average teat end cleaning _____________
Pre milking preparation time (average): < 60seconds___ 60-120seconds_____> 120seconds___
Yes___
Do the milkers handle calmly the cows?

No__
_

Post milking and disinfection
Yes___
Teats are disinfected after milking?
With what product? ______

active principle:
___________

Is it diluted with
water?

Yes _

No__
_
No__
_

Method of disinfection? Immersion___ Spray___ Foam___
Teat coverage is adequate? Yes (> 2/3) ____ No (< 2/3) _
Average score of teat lesions: __________________________
4 MILKING SYSTEM
Maintenance by year________
Milking design: mobile_____ Swing_____ Parallel_____ Tandem______ Other_______
Herringbone________
Number of sides in the milking room? _________

Number of places per side? ________

Equipment meets ISO guidelines:
System lay-out is appropriate?

Yes

No___

All pulsators meet standard? (cycles ABCD)

Yes_

No___

Are the pulsators clean?

Yes___

No___

System passes the 'unit fall-off' air inlet test

Yes___

No___

Vacuum controller meets standard. (location, cleaning)

Yes___

No___

Farm vacuum gauge is working accurate

Yes___

No___
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If so, record the pressure reported________
Last testing report available? (photo):

Yes___

No___

Are liners placed correctly?

Yes___

No___

Is the vacuum off before removing the liners?

Yes___

No___

Milk pipeline: High line________ Low line_________ Medium Line________
Method of milk transportation to the bulk tank? Direct_____ Cantine –Bulk tank ___ Bucket -cantine – Bulk
tank______
Liner material: Rubber___ Silicone___ Plastic______
Replacement liners are Less or equal to the manufacturer's recommendation? (c
4500, 4500 s, p/g: 1200)

Yes___

No___

The milk line is properly sloped?

Yes___

No___

Is the length of the hoses adequate?

Yes___

No___

Are the hoses aligned and supported?

Yes___

No___

The equipment has automatic takeoff device?

Yes___

No___

Cows always reattached after kick-off?

Yes___

No___

Are the cows fore stripped after milking?

Yes___

No___

The cows are over-milked?

Yes___

No___

Are the liners clean?

Yes___

No___

Are the liners cleaned when they fall?

Yes___

No___

What is the setting of automatic takeoff device? _______________

5 TREATMENTS AND PROCEDURES
Is CMT, SCC, or culture used for the diagnosis of mastitis?

Yes___

No___

Is CMT, SCC or culture used for the evaluation of treatment?

Yes___

No___

Are written protocols for mastitis treatments?

Yes___

No___

Are the treatment protocols based on microbiological cultures?
Is the medicines storage appropriate? (hygienic, organized, protected from light,
labeled)

Yes___

No___

Yes___

No___

Who is responsible for carrying out the treatments? _____________
Is personnel formally trained in treatment protocols and procedures?

Yes___

No___

Do severe cases of mastitis receive some extra care?

Yes___

No___

Do the rooms are disinfected before and after the treatment?

Yes___

No___

Do staff use gloves during the application of the treatment?

Yes___

No___

Are mastitis treatments records kept?

Yes___

No___

Do you use any product to dry the cows?

Yes___

No___

Describe ___________________________

Gloves materials: Reusable_______ Disposables______

Which one?
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Is milk production reduced before dry-off?
Are cows with clinical mastitis treated before dry-off?
Do you practice it double dryoff?

Type of dry-off: collective______ Selective___
Do you dock the tail of cows?
Do you shave the tails?
Do you flame or trim the hair
on the udder?

Yes___

No___

frequency?

Yes___

No___

frequency?

Yes___

No___

Yes___

No___

Yes___

No___

Yes___

No___

6 ENVIRONMENT
Animal density (animal /hectares): _
Roads
Roads material: Concrete___ Rubble _____ Ground _______ Wood ____Tire ________ Other____
Which________
Condition of the roads: Good___ Fair_____ Bad___
7 SUSCEPTIBILITY
Metabolic susceptibility:
Average of body condition of lactating cows (1-5):
Are transition diets used in last 3 weeks dry period?

Yes___

No___

Do you diagnosed ketosis in fresh cows?

Yes___

No___

% of udder edema in fresh cows: < 10% _____ 10 - 20% _____ > 30% ______
Are the diets balanced according to a Nutrient analysis study?
Yes___

No___

% cows with ketosis: < 10% _____ 10 - 20% _____ > 30% ______
% retention of placenta: < 10% _____ 10 - 20% _____ > 30% ______

How is the mineral supplementation?
Ad libitum ____ ration in milking ____ parenteral______ Other_____
General susceptibility:
Is sire selection based on mastitis susceptibility?

Yes___

No___

Are vaccines against mastitis used?

Yes___

No___

Is a control plan for ectoparasites practiced?

Yes___

No___

% of cows in production with lameness: ____ %
% of cows with Papillomatosis ________%
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Sources:
Cornell University, Quality milk Production Services. On farm questionnaire
Elmoslemany, A. The association between bulk tank milk analysis for raw milk quality
and on-farm management practice.
Riekerink,, O et al. Questionnaire Risk factors for clinical mastitis on Canadian Farms.
Cicconi-Hogan Et Al. Associations of risk factors with somatic cell count in bulk tank
milk on organic and conventional dairy farms in the United States J. Dairy Sci. 96
:1–14
Tactik CBMRN-Teat Condition Evaluation Calculation TOOL. Designed October 2009.
University of Wisconsin. Milk Quality reference guides for scoring udder and Body
score.
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